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ABSTRACT 
Andreou Ll] studied the structure defined by the (1,1) tensor fieldFSatisfying 

fi1G+J?+r = 0. Ishihara and Yano [2], defined integrability conditions of F-structure. 

Srivastava and Niwas [7], considered the integrability condition of Ji~ (2v + 3,1) 

structure. The horizontal and complete lift from a differentiable manifold Ml' of 
class C00 to its cotangent bundle CT(Mn) have been studied by Yano and Patterson 
[5]. Yano and Ishihara [9]. studied lift of F-structure in the tangent and cotangent 
bundle. Kim [3] dealt with the properties of F-structure. Srivastava [8], considered 
lift of (1,1) tensor field F satisfying 

pu+1 = ').}Fu-1 and Fu= (-l)u+J F' 

Niwas, Ali and Srivastava [ 4], studied some properties of lifts (horizontal and 
complete) for the structure satisfying 

nFn Fn-1 F 0 a +an~./ + ... +a1 = . ,· 
Here we give some results for the (1,1) tensor field F satisfying F2v+3=-A.2F; taking 
horizontal, complete and diagonal lift. 

1. Preliminaries. Let~ be n-dimensional differentiable manifold of class 
C00

• If F :;t:. 0 be a (1,1) tensor field of class C00
, rank r satisfying [4] 

(1.1) F2v+3=-A.2F 

Here tensors R and m are defined as follows : 
(1.2) f, = -F2u+2 j')..,,2 ,m = l + F2u+2 //...,2 . 

From (1.2), we have 

(1.3) f + m = 1,f2 = f,m2 = m,fm = m.e = O,F.e = F,Fm = 0 · 

Thus there exits in Mn two complementary distributions De and Dm 

corresponding to the projection tensors ,e and m respectively. If rank off is r then 

De is r dimensional and Dm is (n-r) dimensional. DmMn=n. 

2. The Complete Lift of F;.. Structure in the Tangent Bundle T(M'1'). 

Let (Mn) be an n-dimensional differentiable manifold of class C00 and TP(Mn) is the 
tangent space at a point p of Mn then 

T(Mn )= u TP(Mn) 
pEM" · 
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is the tangent bundle cover the manifold Afll. The tangent bundle T(Mn) of Mn is a 
differentiable manifold of dimension 2n. 

Let r;· denote the set of tensor 9eld of class C00 and type (r,s) in Mn and let rr~· ['f(Mn) I 

denotes the corresponding set of tensor fields in T(Mn). The complete lift p•c of an 

element F of .T/ (Mn) with local components F}1 has components of the form Yano 

and Ishihara [9] 

Fe -( ~h 0 J (2.1) - a~h ~h . 

Let F, GE T/ (Mn) then we have [9] 

(2.2) (FG)c=Ficoc 

which yields on putting F= G 
(2.3) (J.i''l=(fi'C)2. 

Similarly on putting G=F2 in (4.3.2) we get 
(2.4) (F3)C = (li'C)3. 

Continuing the above process ofreplacing Gin equation (2.2) by some higher 
power of F, we get 
(2.5) (FK)C=(fi!C)K, where K is any positive integer. 

If G and H are tensors of the same type then 
(2.6) (G+H)C=Gc+sc. 

Taking complete lifts on both sides of (1.1), we get 
(2.7) (F2v+3+~F)c=O 

=> (F2v+3)c+(Ji.2F)c=0 r:l.' (Ji!C)2v+3 +Ji.2Ji!C=0. 

The rank of fi'C in 2r iff rank of F is r. Thus we have 

Theorem 1. Let FE T/(Mn ), the F satisfies this structure equation (1.1), if fi'C 

satisfies (1.4), further more Fis of rank riff fi'C is of rank r. Let F be an F).(2v+3,1) 

- structure of rank r in Mn. Then complete lift ,f, c of ,f, and me of m are 

complementary projection tensors in T(Mn). Thus there exist in T(Mn) two 

complementary distributions D~ and D~ are respectively complete lifts D~ and 

D~ of De andDm. 

3. Integrability Conditions of F).(2v+3,1) Structure in Tangent 

Bundle. Let F ET/ (Mn) and F satisfies (1.1) then the Nijenhuis tensor NF of Fis 

a tensor field of type (1,2) given by Yano and Ishihara [9] 

(3.1) Np(X,Y)= [FX,FY]-F[FX,Y]-F[X,FY]+F2 [X,Y]. 
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Let Ne be the Nijenhuis tensor of Ji'C in T(Aflt), where Ji'C is the complete lift of Fin 
Mn, then we have 

(3.2) Ne(xe ,Ye)= [Fe xc ,Fcye ]-Fc[J?c Xe ,Ye ]-Fe[xe ,Feyc ]+(F2f [xe ,Ye]. 

V X,Y E Ici(M") andF E J1
1(M" ), we have 

From (1.3) and (3.3) we have 

Theorem 2. In the F2v+3 =-J.-2F structure, we have 

(3.5) (a) (Ne (me xc ,mcyc ))(2u+s);2 :;t A,2 pc [me xc' meyc ], 

(b) mcNc(xc,yc)=mc[FcXc,FcY~], 

(c) me Ne (cc Xe ,ecyc )=me [Fe Xe ,Fcyc ], 

(d) mcNe[(p2u+3 + A,2 FJ Xe ,(F2v+3 + f.?F)Ye J = A,2m2 Nc(Re Xe ,Reye). 

Proof. Since Nc(me Xe ,mcye) =[Fe me Xe ,Femeye ]-Fe[Femexe ,meye] 

-Fe[Feme Xe ,meye ]-Fe[me Xe ,Femeye ]+(F2 f [mc Xe ,mcyc] 

=(Fe )[me Xe ,meye ]. 

Since (Fe r+3 = -A,2 Fe, therefore above equation reduces to 

[Ne (me Xe ,meye )J2v+3)/2 = -A,2 Fe [me Xe ,meye] 

Thus we get (3.5)(a). 
Similarly other results can easily be derived. 

Theorem 3. For any X, YE T/ (M") the following conditions are equivalent 

(3.6) (a) meNe(xe,ye)=O , (b) meNe(ReXe,Reye)=O, 

(c) meNe[ (F2u+3 + A,2Ff Xe ,(F2u+3 + A.2Ff Ye J = 0. 

lfwe put meNe[(F2u+3 +A.2Ff xe,(F2u+3 +A.2FfYe J =0 

in (3.5)(d), then we get me Ne(Re xe ,Reye)= O i.e. we get (3.6)(b) and also from 
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(3.5)(c) and (3.6)(b) we see that if (3.6)(c) is satisfied then (3.6)(a)and (3.6)(b) are 
also satisfied. 

Theorem 4. The complete lift D~ in T(Mn) of a distribution Dm in M11 .is 

integrable if Dm is integrable in M't. 
Proof. Th~ distribution Dm is integrable iff Srivastava [7] 

(3.7) e[mX,mY]= 0, VX,Y E ~i(Mn) and C = 1-m. 

Taking complete lift of both sides, we get 

(3.8) ec[mcXc,mcYc]=O, VX,YETd(Mn), 

where ec = (1-m)C=l-mC is the projection tensor complementary to m,c. Thus the 

condition (3. 7) implises (3.8). 
Theorem 5. The complete lift D~, in T(Mn) of a distribution Dm in Mn ~s integrable 

if ccNc(mc xc ,mcyc )= 0' or equivalently NC (me xc ,mcyc )= 0 VX,Y E rJ(Mn ). 

Proof. The distribution D mis integrable in M7t iff N(mX, m Y) = 0 V X,Y E TJ (Mn). 

Since Nc(mc Xe ,mcyc )=(Fe }[me Xe ,mcyc ], 

Therefore, by multiplying throughout by cc, we get 

cc Nc(mc xc ,mcyc )=(Fe J cc[mcxc ,mcyc ], 

but since cc [me xc, mcyc] = O, Therefore 

(3.9) ccmc(mc xc ,mcyc )= 0 and also 

(3.10) mcNc(mcxc,mcYc)=O. 
Adding (3.9) and (3.10) we get 

(cc+ me )Nc(mc xc ,,ncyc )= O . 

Since cc+ me= JC= 1, therefore we prove Nc(mc xc ,mcyc )"" 0. 

Theorem 6. Let the distribntion Dt be integrable in Mn, that is mN(X,Y)=O 

VX, Y E T} (Mn). Then the distribution D~ is integrable in T(Afll) iff any one of the 

conditions of theorem (2.2) is satisfied v X,Y E rJ(Mn ). 

Proof. Since the distribution De is integrable in Afll iff mN( c X, C Y)=O. 

Thus distribution D~ is integrable is T(Afll) iff 

m c Ne (cc xc, ,ecyc) = 0 . Thus theorem follows. 

Theorem 7. The complete lift J1'C of an F2v+3 +A,2F=O structure in Afll is partially 
integrable in T(Afll) iff Fis partially integrable in Mn. 



Proof. F2u+3+A,2F=O structure in AF is partially integrable iff 

N(ex,.eY)= 0, VX,Y E TJ(Mn ). 
Keeping in view of (1.1) and (3.1) we obtain 

(3.11) Nc[ec xc ,ecyc ]= [N(eX,eY}]0 

which implies 
Nc(ecxc,ecyc)=O iff N(eX,eY)=O. 

Also from theorem (3.5) NC (ec X0
' ecyc) = 0 ~ N(ex,eY) = 0. 

Hence the theorem follows. 
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4. The Horizontal Lift of Structure. The horizontal lift sH of a tens0r 
field S of arbitrary type in Mn to T(Mn) is defined by Yano and Ishihara [9]. 
(4.1) sH = sc -v rs, 
where S is a tensor field defined by 

s =st:.~ ~i ® ... @ ~h ax'1 
® ... @axi in AF with affine connection v and v '(s is a 

tensor field in T(Mn) given by 

( e · h) o o k · 
(4.2) \1 rs = y \1 eSk'::.j oyi ® ... ® oyh ox ® ... ®Bx' 

with respect to induced coordinates (xh,yh) in rr1(U). 

The horizontal lift FH of a tensor field F of' type (1,1) in AF with local 

components F/ in AF has components 

(4.3) FH : (Fih Oh). 
0 Fi 

Theorem 8. Let Fe I](M.n) be an ·F'A. -structure in MN. ·then its horizontal lift FH 

is also a F" -structure in T(AF). 

Proof. If P(t) is a polynomial in one variable t, then we have 
(4.4) (P(F))H =(P(FH)) 

Also I be the identity tensor field of type (1,1) in AF then 
(4.5) JH=J. 

Thus 

(4.6) (F2v+3 J + A.2(F)H = 0 ~ (FH't+3 + A.2FH = 0. 

Now from the local components of FH, we see that if F is of rank r, then FH is of 
rank 2r. Thus we have 

Theorem 9. If F is structure of rank r in AF then its horizontal lift Ji'H is also F'A. -

structure of rank 2r in T(AF) 

Proof. Let m be a projection tensor field of type (1,1) in AF defined by (1.2) and 
m2=m then (mH)2=mH. 
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Thus mH is also a projection tensor in T(Mn). Hence there exists in 'T(Mn) a 
distribution nH corresponding to mH, which is called the horizontal lift of the 
distribution D. 

5. Diogonal Lift in Cotangent Bundle. If the diagonal lift of the tensor 
field F of type (1,1) in Mn is FD in CT(~) then Yano and Ishihara [9] 

(5.1) FD ; jj,a = (F;h 0 ·) 
13 0 -Ffi ' 

(5.2) FDaD +GDFD =(Fa+aFr, 

(5.3) FDGH +GDFH =FHGD +GHFD =(FG+GF)[)' 

(5.4) FH FD =FD FH = (F2 r, 
(5.5) (FD JP= (F2P J ,(FD Jp+l = (F2p+i)D VF E IJ(Mn) 
Theorem 10. The diagonal lift of an almost F;.,(2v+3, 1) structure in Mn with 
symmetric affine connection is also an almost F;., in cT(~). 
Proof. Thus from (1.1) keeping in view of (5.4) and (5.5), we obtain 

(F2u+3 r = /..,2 (F)D =;> (FD )°+3 = /..,2 FD . 

Theorem 11. If Fis F;.,-structure of rank r in~ then its diagonal lift FD is also 
F ;.,-structure of rank 2r in c.r(~). 
Proof. Since m be a projection tensor field of type (1,1) in~ defined by (1.2) and 
m 2=m then 
(m2)D=(mD)2=mD. 

Thus mD is also a projection tensor in cT(Mn). Hence there exists in cT(Mn) a 
distrubtion D corresponding to mD which is called diagonal lift of the distribution 
IJD. 
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we prove a common fixed point theorem for six mappings in a 

complete metric space. Our theorem generalizes the entire results of Banach [1], 
Kannan [10], Fisher [6], Chatterjee [2] and Cho [3]. 
2000 Mathematics Subject Classification. 54H25, 4 7H10 
Key words and phrases . Common fixed point, complete metric space, compatible 
mapping of type (a) ... 

1. Introduction. Sessa [14] defined a generalization of commutativity, 
which is called weak commutativity. Further, Jungck [7] introduced more 
generalized commutativity, so called compatibility, which is more general than 
that of weak commutativity del. The utility of compatibility in the context of fixed 
point theory was demonstrated by extending a theorem of Park and Bae [13]. Also, 
Jungck [8] extended the results of Khan and lmdad [11]. 

Kang et. al. [12] extended the results of Ding [5], Diviccaro and Sessa [4] 
and Jungck [8] by using one of the mappings continuous and employing compatible 
mappings. 

Recently, Jungck-Murthy-Cho [9] introduced the concept of compatible 
mappings of type (a) in metric spaces. 

In this paper, we prove a common fixed point theorem for six mappings 
under the condition of compatible mappings of type (a), in a complete metric space. 

"'·i' 

2. Compatible mappings of type (a). In this section, we give some 
definitions and the concept of compatible mappings of type (a) in metric spaces 
and some properties of these mappings for our main result. 
Definition 1. Let (X,d) be a metric space and {xn} be a sequence in X. 

(1) {xn} is said to be convergent to a point x in X, if 

Lim d (x x) = 0 
n~oo n' 
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(2) {xn} in Xis said to be Cauchy sequence, if /d!!., d (xm,xn) :;;:;; 0 

(3) A metric spame (X,d) is said to be complete if every Cauchy sequence 
in Xis convergent. 

Definition 2 [7]. Let A and B be mappings from a metric space (X,d) into .itself. 
Then A and B are said to be compatible, if 

Lim d (ABx BAx ) =0 
n~oo n' n ' 

whenever {xn} is a sequence in X such that 

Limn-?oo Axn = Limn-?oo Bxn =z for some z E x. 
Definition 3 [9]. Let A and B be mappings from a metric space (X,d) into itself. 
Then A and Bare said to be compatible of type (a) if 

Lim d (ABx BBx ) = O and Lim d (BAx AAx ) = 0 
n~oo n ' n n~oo n ' n 

whenever {xn} is a sequence in X such that 

Lim Bx = Lim Ax = z for somez E X 
n~oo n n~oo n . 

Proposition 1 [9]. Let (X,d) be a metric space. Let A and B be continuous mappings 
from X into itself. Then A and Bare compatible if and only if they are compatible 
of type (a). 
Proposition 2 [9]. Let (X,d) be a metric space and A and B are mappings from X 

into itself. If A and B are compatible of type (a) 
and Az = Bz for some z e X, then 

ABz = BBz = BAz = AAz. 
Proposition 3 [9]. Let (X,d) be a metric space and A and B are mappings from X 
into itself. If A and B compatible of type (a) and {xn} is sequence in X such that 

LimAxn = LimBxn = z for some z in X, then 
n~oo n~oo 

(i) LimBAxn = Az,. if A is continuous at z, 
n~oo 

(ii) ABz = BAz and Az = Bz, if A and B are continuous at z. 
3. A Common Fixed Point Theorem. In this section, we prove a common 

fixed point theorem for six mappings satisfying some. conditions. 
Theorem. Let (X,d) be a complete metric space. Let A,B,S, T,P and Q be 
mappings from X into itself such that 

(3.1) P(X)c AB(X),Q(X)c ST(X), 

(3.2) AB=BA, ST= ·TS, PA ::.:: AP, PB=BP, QS=SQ, QT=TQ, 
(3.3) A,B,S and T are continuous, 
(3.4) the pairs {P, AB} and {Q, ST} are compatible of type (a), 



(3
.
5

) d(Px,Qy) s <x
1
[_cf:_(§_'£y,Qy)d(ABx,ABy)+ d(ABy,Qy)d(ABx,Px)] 

d(ABx,Qy)+ d(ABx,STy) 

+ cxAd(Si:y,Px)+ d(STy,Qy)+ d(ABx,STy)] 

+ a 3 [d(ABx,Qy)+ d(ABy,Px)+ d(STy,ABy)] 

+ aAd(ABx,Px)+ d(ABy,Qy)] 

for all x, y EX, where each ex; 2 0 and 2a1 +2a2 + 2a3 +a4 <1. 

Then A, B, S, r1; P and Q have a common fixed point in X. 
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Proof. By (3.1), Since P(X) c AB (X), for any x0EX, there exists a point x 1EX such 
that Px0 =ABx1. Since Q(X) ST c (X), for this point x1, we can choose a point x2EX 

such that Qx1=STx2. Inductively, we can define a sequence {yn} in X as follows. 

Y2n =Px2n = ABx2n+1 
Y2n+l =Qx2n+l = STx2n+2 for n= 0,1,2, ··· 
By Putting x=x2n+l andy=x2n+2 in (3.5) we write 

d(Px2n+z' Qx2n+2) 

:::;; [d(STx2n+2,QX2n+l )d(ABx2n+1,ABX2n+2)+ d(ABx2n+2,QX2n+2)d(ABx2n+11PX2n+l )] 
a i d(ABx2n+1 'Qx2n+2) + d(ABx2n+1' STx2n+2) 

+a 2 [d(STx2n+2, Px2n+l) + d(STx2n+2, Qx2n+2) + d(ABx2n+l ,STx2n+2 )] 

+ a.3 [d(ABx2n+ I• Qx2n+2) + d(ABx2n+2 ,PX2n+t) + d(STx2n+2' ABx2n+2 )] 

+ a 4 [d(ABx2n+l, Px2n+l) + d(ABx2n+2, Qx2n+2 )] 

:::;; a 
1
[d(Y2n+1,Y2n+2)d(Y2n,Y2n+1 )_~ d(Y2n+11Y2n+2 )d(Y2.~1Y2n+1 )] 

d(Y2n1Y2n+2 )+ d(Y2n1Y2n+l) 

+ aAd(Y2n+1,Y2n+1 )+ d(Y2n+1,Y2n+2)+ d(Y2n,Y2n+1 )] 

+ a3[dfr2n,Y2n+2)+ d(Y2n+1,Y2n+1 )+ d(Y2n+1,Y2n+1)] + aAd(Y2n,Y2n+i}+ d(Y2n+11Y2n+2)]. 

(2a1 +a2 +a3 +a4 ) 

Putting h= (l-a -a -a ) , we find h<l, since 2a1 +2a2 +2a3 +a4 <1. 
2 3 4 

Hence 
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Similarly we can see that 

d{y2n>Y2n+l):s; hd(Y2n-l>Y2J• 
Proceeding in this way, we have 

d(Y2n ,y2n+l) S h2n-ld(yo,Y1} 

By routine calculations the following inequalities hold for k > n 
k 

d(yn,Yn+k):s; _L(dYn+i-1,Yn+l) 
i=l 

k 

:s; _Lhn+i-ld(yo,Y1) 
i=l 

hn 
:S: l-h d(y0 ,y1)->0 as n->oo. 

Here h <1. Hence {yn} is a Cauchy sequence and by completeness of X we see that 
{yn} is convergent to a point z in X. 
Since Px2n, Qx2n+l' ABx2n+l and STx2n+2 are subsequences of {yn}, they also 
converge to a point z, that is as n -> oo, 

Px2n' Qx2n+1,STx2n+l -> z. 
Since A and B are ~ontinuous and the pair {.P, AB} is compatible of type a, 

by proposition .3 we have, as n-> oo, 

P(AB)x2n+i->ABz, (AB)2x2n+l -> ABz. 
Now putting x=ABX2n+l and y=x2n+2 in (3.5), we write 
d (P(AB)x2n+l' Qx2n+2) 

:s; a
1
[d(STXi_n+2,QXi.n+2)d (AB)

2 X~n+2,ABXi.n+2 + d(ABx.i~+2,QXin+2l:t.((f x,.•l•J1A!Jh~1J] 
d(AB) X:in+l,QXi.n+2 +d(AB) X2n+1,STXi,n+2 _ 

+ a2 [d(STx2n+2, P(AB )x2n+l) + d(STXin+2, Qx2n+2) + d((AB)2 
X2n+l 'ST~n+2 )] 

+ a3 [d((AB)2 
X2n+l 'Q~n+:i )+ d(AB~n+~' P(AB)x2n+l) + d(ST~n+2' AB~n+:i)] 

+ a.4 [a((AB)2 X2n+1,P(AB)x2n+l )+ d(ABx.zn+2,Q~n+2)) 
which implies that, as n -> oo 

d(ABz,z):s; (2a 2 +2a3 )d(ABz,z), 

which is a contradiction since ~a 1 + 2a2 + 2a3 + a 4 < 1 . 

Therefore, we have ABz = z. 
By putting x=Px2n andy=x2n+l in (3.5), we write 
d(P(Px2n), Qx2n+l) 
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< <X [~j_f?__'£~£n+l._!Qx21111~l~!!_(Px~1J~ABx2n+1)+ d(ABx211+1,Qx2r1+1)d(AB(Px211 ),P(Px211 ))] 
•·· 

1 d(AB(Px271 ),Qx2n+l )+ d(AB(Px211 ),STX2r1-~1) 

+ a2 [d(STx211+1,P(Px211 ))+ d(S1x2 ,1+1,Qx2n+1 )+ d(AR(Px271 ),STx211+1 )] 

+ a 3 [d(AB(Px2J,Qx2n+i )+ d(ABx21111 ,P(Px211 ))+ d(STx211+1,ABx21111)] 

+ a 4 [d(AB(Px2,, ), P(Px211 )+ d(ABx211+1' Qx211+1 )]. 

Taking the limit n --> oo, we have 

d(Pz,z)s (2a 2 + 2a3 + a 4 )d(Pz,z), 

which is a contradiction since 2a1 +2a2 + 2a3 + a 4 < 1. 

'fherefore, we have Pz=z=Abz. 
Now, we show that Bz=z. By putting x=Bz andy=x2n+l in (3.5), we write 
d(p(Bz),Qx2n+1) 

< [d(STx211+1,QX211+1)d(AB(Bz),ABx2n+1)+d(ABx211+1,Qx211+1)d(AB(Bz),P(Bz))] 
-- al d(AB(Bz),Qx21111 }+d(AB(Bz),STx211+1) 

+ a2[d(STx211+1 ,P(Bz))+ d(STx211+1,Qx211+1 )+ d(AB(Bz),STx211+1 )] 

+ a3[d(AB(Bz),Qx2n+1)+ d(ABx211+11P(Bz))+ d(STx2n+11ABX211+i}] 

+ a 4 [d(AB(Bz ),P(Bz )) + d(ABx21111, Qx2n+l )] . 

Taking the limit n --> oo, we have 

d(Bz,z)s (2a 2 + 2a3 )d(Bz,z), 

which is a contradiction since 2a1 +2a.2 + 2a.3 + 0f 4 < 1 and 

which implies that Bz=z. Since ABz=z, Az=z. 
Now by putting x=z andy=STx2n+2 in (3.5), we write 
d(Pz, Q(STX2n+2)) 

< [d (ST)
2 

X2n+2• QST)x211+2 (ABz;AI:(ST)x2n+2)+ d(AI:(S1'x2n+ ,Q.S1'x2n+2)d(AB21Pz)] 
- a.

1 
d(ABz;Q(ST)x211+2)+d ABz;(STJ2 X2n+2 

+ a.2 [d((sT)2 x211+2 ,Pz )+ d((ST)2 x211+2, Q(ST)x211+2 )+ d(ABz, (ST)2 x211+2 )] 

+a 3 [d(ABz, Q(ST)x211+2} + d(AB(ST)x211+2 ,Pz) + d((ST)2 x211+2, AB(ST}x211+2 )] 

+ a. 4 [d(ABz,Pz)+ d(AB(ST)x211+2,Q(ST)x211+2 )]. 

Taking the limit n ~ oo, we have 

d(z,STz)s (2a. 2 +2a.3 +a.4 )d(z,STz), 
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which is a contradiction since 2a 1 + 2a 2 + 2a 3 + a 4 < 1 . 

Therefore we have STz=z. 
Now by putting x=z andy=Qx2n+l in (3.5), we write 
d(Pz,Q(Qx2n+l)) 

<a
1
[d(ST(Qxx211+1 ),Q(Qx211+1 ))d(ABz,AB(Qx211+1 ))+d(AB(Qx211+1 ),Q(Qx211+1 ))d(ABz,Pz1] 

- d(ABz,Q(Qxx2ri+1 ))+ d(ABz,ST(Qx211+1 )) 

+a 2[d(ST(Qx211+1 ),Pz)+ d(ST(Qx2n+l ),Q(Qx2n+1 ))+ d(ABz,ST(Qx211+1))] 

+ aa(d(ABz,Q(Qx211+1 ))+ d(AB(Qx2n+l ),Pz)+ d(ST(Qx2n+l ),AB(Qx2n+l ))] 

+ aAd(ABz,Pz)+ d(AB(Qx211+1),Q(Qx2,1+2))). 

Taking the limit n --)- oo, we have 

d(z,Qz) :S; (a2 + a3 + a4 )d(z,Qz), 

which is a contradiction since 2a 1 + 2a 2 + 2a.3 + a. 4 < 1 . 

Therefore we have Qz=z and hence STz=z=Qz. 
Finally we show that Tz=z. By putting x=z andy=Tz in (3.5), we write 

d(Pz,Q(Tz)) :S; a 
1
[d(ST(Tz),Q(Tz))d(ABz,AB(Tz))+ d(AB(Tz),Q(Tz))d(ABz,P~2] 

d(ABz,Q(Tz))+d(ABz,ST(Tz)) 

+ a 2 [d(ST(Tz),Pz)+ d(ST(Tz),Q(Tz))+ d(ABz,ST(Tz))] 

+ a,9[d(ABz,Q(Tz))+ d(AB(Tz),Pz)+ d(ST(Tz),AB(Tz))] 

+ aAd(ABz,Pz)+ d(AB(Tz),Q(Tz))], 
which implies that 

d(z, Tz) :S; (2a 2 + 2a3 )d(z, Tz). 

Therefore we have Tz=z. Since STz=z, we have z=STz:.:_Sz. 
Therefore by combining the above results, we have 

Az=Bz=Sz= Tz=Pz=Qz=z, 
that is z is common fixed point of A, B, S, T, Pand Q. 
For uniqueness let w (w~z) be another fixed point of A, B, S, T, P and Q, then by 
(3.5), we write 

< [ d(STw, Qw )d(ABz,ABw) + d(ABw, Qw )d(ABz,Pz )] 
d (Pz, Qw) - <Xi d(ABz,Qw)+d(ABz,STw) 

+ a2 [d(STw,Pz)+ d(STw,Qw)+ d(ABz,STw)] 



) 

' 

+a3 [d(ABz,Qw)+d(ABz,Pz)+d(STw,ABw)] 

+ a 4 [d(ABz,Pz)+ d(ABw,Qw)J, 
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which implies that 

d(z,w) :s; (2a 2 + 2a,1 )d(z,w), 

which is a conradiction since 2a 1 + 2a 2 + 2a:1 + a 4 < 1 . 

Therefore we have z = w . 

This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark 1. Taking AB=ST=l (/ is the identify map on X) and P=Q and 

a 1 = a 2 = a 3 = a 4 = 0 in the Theorem, we obtain the result due to Fisher [6]. 

Remark 2. Taking AB=!, P=Q and a 1 = a 2 = a,1 =a4 =0 in our Theorem, we 

obtain the result due to Kannan [10]. 
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ABSTRACT 
In the present paper effects of mass transfer and rotation on the unsteady 

free convection flow of an incompressible, homogeneous, electrically conducting, 
viscous fluid past an infinite porous vertical plate bounded by time dependent 
porous medium is studied. It is considered that the plate is subjected to time 
dependent suction velocity and the flow is under the influence of transversely 
applied uniform magnetic field. The effects of important parameters on primary 
and secondary velocity and corresponding skin-friction are discussed with the 
help of graph and tables. 

1. Introduction. In nature and in industries, many transport processes 
exists, where the transfer of heat and mass takes place as a result of combined 
bouyancy effects of thermal diffusion and diffusion of chemical species. The 
phenomena of heat and mass transfer also takes place in chemical processing 
industry such as food processing and polymer production. In addition heat and 
mass transfer effects in flow of fluids have application in engineering and 
technology. 

A comprehensive study on the theory of rotating fluids and theoroy of heat 
transfer has been respectively, presented by Greenspan [5] and Morgan [8]. Several 
authors including Morgan [9], Kapur and Malik [7], Rao and Gupta [12], Thornely 
[18] Nanda and Mohenti [11], Gupta and Goyal [6], Debnath [2], Acheson [1], 

Debnath and Mukherjee [3], Reismann [13], S8th and Maiti [14], Devi et al [4], 
Pillai [10], Singh and Kumar [15] and Singh et al. [16] have studied problems on 
flow in: rotating system under different physical situations and boundary conditions. 

*Address for Correspondence : 236, Durga Nagar, Firozabad 283203, Uttar Pradesh, India 
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More recently, Singh et al. [17] have studied unsteady oscillatory flow of an 
incompressible, electrically conducting, viscous liquid, through a porous medium 
past an infinite vertical porous plate with constant suction and transcerse uniform 
magnetic field. In this study the suction velocity and the permeability of the medium 
is assumed constant. In the proposed study the investigation of Singh et al. [171 is 
extended to observe the heat and mass transfer effects on the unsteady flow of an 
incompressible, homogeneous, electrically conducting, viscous fluid through a 
porous medium with time dependent permeability, time dependent suction velocity 
and thermal diffusion under the influence of uniform magnetic field. 

2. Formulation of the Problem. Consider unsteady oscillatory frG,~ 
convection flow of an electrically conducting, homogeneous, incompressible, viscous 
liquid through a porous medium past an infinite porous vertical plate in the 
presence of uniform magnetic field. Under cartesian coordinate system (x,y,z), the 
plate is considered in z-plane and the liquid and the plate both are in a state of 
rigid body rotation with uniform angular velocity n about z-axis. The x-axis and 
y-axis are assumed in the plane of the vertical porous plate so that z-axis is normal 
to these axes at the point of intersection and the components of velocity in these 
directions are u, u, w respectively. In addition the suction velocity at the porous 
plate is considered w =-w 0(1 + E eint) and the porous medium k(t) = k0(1 + E eint) where 
w0, n are real and positive. Initially, when t ~ 0 the plate and the fluid are assumed 
to be at the same temperature 71

00 
and the foreign mass is assumed to be at low 

level and uniformly distributed in the flow region such that it is every where C 
00

• 

When, t>O, the temperature of the plate is instantaneously raised to T wand the 
species concentration is also raised to Cw and thereafter maintained constant. In 
addition, the analysis is based on the following assumptions. 
(i) The uniform magnetic field 13 [=~leH so that H = (O,O,H0 )] acts in the z

direction i.e. normal to tlie flow of fluid. 
(ii) The magnetic Reynolds number is very small so that induced magnetic field 

is negligible in comparison to applied magnetic field. 
(iii) No external electric field is applied in the flow region so that the effect of 

polarization of ionized fluid is negligible. 
(iv) The Hall effect and viscous dissipation effect have been ignored while 

electromagnetic body force (Lorentz force) is considered. 
(v) An absorption type heat source Q=Q0(T-T 

00
) and usual Boussinesq's 

approximation is taken into account. 
Under the above-stated assumptions, the governing equations of 

momentum, energy and diffusirm are : 

ou ( int)ou o2u[ 2 1 ] -- l+Ee --2Eu=G,.T+GmC+-2 M + ( . t) u ot OZ ' OZ k0 \1+ E em ' 
... (2.1) 
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Ou ( int )au a2
v [ 2 1 l -- l+Ee ---2Eu=-- M +k;V+~ v ot Oz 8z2 k 1+ E ernt ' 0 . 

... (2.2) 

. .. (2.3) 

... (2.4) 

The boundary conditions relevant to the problem are : 
W= l+Eeint, T= l+Eeint, C= l+Eeint, at z =0 ... (2.5) 
W -> 0, 1' ~ 0, C ~ 0 as z ~ oo, 

The non-dimensional quantities introduced to obtain the above equations are : 

* /U * /U * I ·* 2 ·/ K* 2K/ 2 k. 2k I 2 u = u 0 ' v = v 0' z = WoZ u' t =Wot u' = Wo u , (} = Wo () u ' 
W* = (u/U0 + iv/U0 ), n* = un/w~, T* = (T-1'oo )/(1~ -1'00 ), 

P,. = ~tCP/K (Prandtl number) Sc= u/D (Schmidt number), 

S nr(Tw -Too) 
Gr= ugf3*(Tw -T,J/w5U0 (Grashof number) , o = &(Cw -Coo) (Soret number), 

G ugf3*(Cw -Coo) 
m = -- 2u (modified Grashofnumber) E = u0../w5 (Rotation parameter), 

Wo 0 
M = µeH0 ~cm/p /w0 (Hartmann number) and a0 = u2Q0 / Kw~ (Heat source 
parameter) 
where u is the kinematic coefficient of viscosity, P* is the volumetric coefficient of 
thermal expansion, p is the volumetric coefficient of thermal expansion with 
concentration, cr is the electrical conductivity of the liquid, p is the density of the 
liquied, µe is the magnetic permeability, H0 is the uniform magnetic field, k0 is the 
constant permeability of the porous medium, K is the thermal conductivity, GP is 
the specific heat at constant pressure, T is the temperature, T w is the plate 
temperature, Cw is the concentration at the plate, C:x, is the concentration of species 
far away from the plate, T 

00 
is the temperature far away from the plate, D is the 

thermal diffusivity and other symbols have their usual meanings. 
Combining (2.1) and (2.2) and using u+iv=W, we obtain 

oW/at-(1+ E eint )aw/az+2iEW +( M2 +[ko(l+ E eint)j1)w = a2w/az2 +GrT+G,,p 

3. Solution of the Probelm. We assume the velocity, temperature and 
conecentration of the liquid in the neighbourhood of the plate as: 
W(z,t)= W1(z)+E W2(z)eint, 
T(z,t)=Ti(z)+E T2(z)eint, 
C(z,t)=C1(z)+E C2(z)eint. 

Using (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) in (2.3), (2.4) and (2.6), we obtain 

... (3.1) 

... (3.2) 

. .. (3.3) 
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T"i(z)+ PrT'1(z)-a/fi(z)=0 

T"2(z)+PrT'2 (z)-(inPr + a0 )TAz)= -PrT'1 (z), 

C"1 (z)+S0 C'1 (z)= -ScS0T"1 (z), 

C"Az)+ S0C'Az)-inS0Cc = -ScC'1 (z)-ScS0T"2(z), 

W"1 (z)+ w;(z)-(M1 +2iE)W1(z)= -GrT1(z)-GmC1(z), 
and 

... (3.4) 

... (3.5) 

... (3.6) 

... (3.7) 

... (3.8) 

W"2 (z)+ W'2 (z)-[(M1 + i(2E + n))Jw2 (z) = -GrT2(z)-GmC2 (z)- W'1 (z)-: W1 (z) , ... (3.9) 
0 

where M1=M2 +1/k0 • 

Using (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) in (2.5), the boundary conditions become 
W1=1, W2 =1, T1=1, T2 =1, C1=1, C2=1 at z =0 
W1=0, W2 =0, T1=0, T2 =0, C1=0, C2=0 as z~oo ... (3.10) 
The solutions of the coupled equations (3.4)-(3.9) under the boundary conditons 
(3.10) are 

T1(z)= e-H1z' 

T2(z) = (l-F1)e-H2z + F1e-H1z' 

C1(z) = (1-Fo)e-Scz + Foe-H1z' 

C2(z) = F2e-Scz -F.1e-H2z -F4e-H1z + F5e-Hsz' 

W"z(z) = Fse-H4z -F7e-Scz -F6e-H1z' 

... (3.11) 

... (3.12) 

... (3.13) 

... (3.14) 

... (3.15) 

w. (z) - D e-H5z + F. e-H1z + D ·e-H2z - D e-H3z + J;I ·e-H4z J;I e-s.z (3 16) 
2 - .L'14 9 .L'10 .L'11 .L'12. - .L'13 • ... • 

From (3.15), the steady parts of the primary velocity u1(z) and secondary velocity 
v1(z) are 

... (3.17) 

v1(z) = e-Psz(B9 cosQ3z-A9'sinQ3z)-B8e"'80z -B7e-Hiz. ...(3.18) 

From (3.16), the time dependent parts of the primary velocity u2 (z) and the 
secondary velocity v2 (z) are : 

u2 (z) = e-P4z(A14 cosQ4z+ B14 sinQ4z)-e-Paz(A12 cosQ3z+ B12 sinQ3z) 

-e-P2z(A11 cosQ3 z+ B11 sinQ2z)+ e-Piz(A10 cosQ
1
z+ B10 sinQ1z) 

+ Age-H1z -A13e-Scz' 

v2 (z) = e-P4z(B14 cosQ4z-A14 sinQ4z)+ e-Paz(B12 cosQ3z-A12 sinQ3z) 

-e-P2z(B11 cosQ3z-A11 sinQ2 z)+ e-Piz(B10 cosQ1z-A
10 

sinQ1z) 

... (3.19) 

+ B9e-H1z -B13e-S•z. . .. (3.20) 

Therefore the primary velocity u(z,t) and secondary velocity v(z,t) are 



u(z, t) = u1 (z )+ E [u2 (z )cos nt - v 2 (z )sin nt] 

and v(z,t)= v1(z)+ E [v2 (z)cosnt + u2 (z)sinnt] 
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... (3.21) 

... (3.22) 

4. Skin-Friction, Rate of Heat and Mass Transfer. The non 
dimensional skin-friction ('t) at the plate at z=O is 

... (4.1) 

Using (4.1) primary skin-friction ('rP) due to primary velocity and secondary 
skin-friction ( T

8
) due to secondary velocity are : 

't fJ = -c 0P + E (A15 cosnt-B15 sinnt) 

't 8 = -c0 + E (B15 cosnt + A15 sinnt) 
8 

... (4.2) 

... (4.3) 

Also, the rate of heat transfer (Nu) and the rate of mass transfer (Sh) at the 
plate at z=O are : 

Nu= (dT/dz)z=O = (dT1 /dz)z=O+ E eint(dT2/dzt0 , 

sh = (dC/dzt=o = (dC1 /dz)z=O+ E eint(dC2/dzto. 
Hence, considering that the real part only is of significance, we get 

Nu=-H1+EfAu;eos nt - B16 sin nt], 
Sh =H 1F a-Sc (1+F0) +E [A17 cos nt - B 17 sin nt] . 
In terms of amplitude and phase we write 

Nu =-H1+ E IL1icos(nt+a), 

sh= H1Fo -sc(l+ Fo)+ E IL2lcos(nt + r3). 

Table 1 

... (4.4) 

. .. (4.5) 

... (4.6) 

. .. (4.7) 

... (4.8) 

. .. (4.9) 

Skin-friction due to primary and secondary velocity 
(Pr=0.71, k0=iO.O a0=1.0, n=5.0, Gm=10.0, t=l.O and e=0.002) 

Sc M Gr So E 't"p 't"s 

0.22 1.0 10.0 1.0 1.0 10.30405 -5.49032 
0.78 1.0 10.0 1.0 1.0 9.035954 -3.49691 
0.22 1.5 10.0 1.0 1.0 9.607512 -3.23245 
0.22 1.0 20.0 1.0 1.0 14.27663 -6.73981 
0.22 1.0 10.0 2.0 1.0 10.11975 -5.63872 
0.22 1.0 10.0 1.0 2.0 7.311972 -5.03227 
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Table 2 
Amplitude IK1 I, phase tana and rate of heat transfer Nu 

(n=5.0, t=l.O and E=0.002) 
S.No. pr ao IK1I tan a Nu 

1 0.71 1.0 1.6957 0.4207 0.6879 
2 0.025 1.0 0.2138 0.4714 0.0214 
3 7.00 1.0 11.5739 0.0286 5.9864 
4 11.4 1.0 20.2873 0.0095 9.8197 
5 0.71 2.0 1.9871 0.4998 0.6792 

Table 3 
Amplitude IK2 1, phase tanf3 and rate of heat transfer S1i 

(n=5.0, l=l.O and £=0.002) 
S.No. Sc So IK2I tanp sh 
1 0.22 1.0 0.8271 0.7014 0.1987 
2. 0.30 1.0 1.0092 0.6813 0.2632 
3 0.60 1.0 1.5482 0.6192 0.5389 
4 0.66 1.0 1.6412 0.6138 0.6218 
5 0.78 1.0 1.9173 0.6085 0.7485 
6 0.22 2.0 0.9915 0.7754 0.1991 

5. Discussion and Conclusions. The effects of Schmidt number (Sc), 
magnetic parameter (M), Grashof number (G,.), Soret number (S0) and rotation 
parameter (E) on primary velocity (u) and secondary velocity (v) at Pr=O. 71, 

k0=10.0, n=5.0, a 0=1.0, t =1.0, Gm= 10.0 and E=0.002 are numerically observed 
and are shown in Fig.-1 and Fig.-2. The above stated effects on skin-friction (tp) 

due to prill!ary velocity and skin-friction ( 7:8 ) due to secondary velocity at the 
plate are observed numerically and are represented in Table 1. To be realistic the 
values of Prandtl number (Pr) are chosen for mercury (Pr=0.025), air (Pr=O. 71), 
water (Pr=7.0) and water at 4°C (Pr=11.4). The values of Schmidt number (Sc) are 
chosen for Hydrogen (Sc=0;22), Helium (Sc=0.30), Water-vapour (Sc=0.60), Oxygen· 
(Sc=0.66) and Ammonia (Sc=O. 78). The values of the remaining parameters are 
chosen arbitrarily. The conclusions of the study are as follows: 
(i) An increase in Gr or S 0 increases primary velocity while an increase in Sc, M 

or E decreases the primary velocity. 
(ii) An increase in Gr and M both decreases the primary velocity. 
(iii) An increase in S0 and E both decreases the primary velocity. 
(iv) The primary velocity increases near the plate and after attaining a maximum 

value it decreases as z imreases. 
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(v) An increase insµ or E increases seconda:..·y velocity while an increase in Gr 
or S0 decreases the secondary velocity. 

(vi) An increase in Gr and M both, the secondary velocity increases. 
(vii) An increase in Gm and E both, the secondary velocity increases. 
(viii) The secondary velocity decreases near the plate and after attaining a 

minimum value it increases as z increases. 
(ix) An increase in Sc, M, S 0 or E decreases the skin-friction due to primary 

velocity while an increase in G,. increases the skin-friction due to primary 
velocity. 

(x) An increase in Sc, Mor E increases the skin-friction due to secondary velocity 
while an increase in G,. or 80 decreases tpe skin-friction due to secondary 
velocity. 

(xi) The values of IK1 I and Nu are least for mercury and highest for water at 4°C 
while reverse effects are noted for tana. 

(xii) An increase in ao results in an incre&se in amplitude IK1 I and phase tana 
but decreases the rate of heat transfer Nu· 

(xiii) The values of IK2I and sh increase due to the increase in Sc corresponding 
to the said gases while reverse effect is noted for the phase tanf3. 

(xiv) An increase in S0 results in an increase in amplitude IK2 1 and phase tan~ 
but decreases the rate of mass transfer sh' 
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APPENDIX 

F8=A8+iB8=1+F6+F7, 



Qi = [ ~(Pr2 + 4a0 f + 16~ 2 Pf+ (P,~ + 4a0ff1

2 

j(2J2), 

P2 =Sc/2+[ Sc~~ +s; J1
12 /2-fi, Q2 =[sc~s; +16n2 --s; J1'

2 

/(2J2), 

P3 =1/2+[ ~(1+4M1 )2 +64E2 +(1+4M1)J12 

/(2J2), 

Qs = [ ~(1+4M1 )2-~64E2 + (1+4M1 )J 12 

/(2J2), 

P4=1;2+[~(1-;·4if~Y~16(2E-~;:~y + (1+4M1)J
12 

/~J2), 

Q4 ~ [ ~(1+4M1 )2 +16(2E + n )2 -(1+4M1 )J 12 

/(2 . .fi), 

A H1Pra1 B H1P,.b1 B2 = Sc , A -· a2a.1+ll_2b __ :L B - b2a3 - a2b3 
1 = 2 b2, 1 = 2 b2, A2=0, :i -- -·-:r-·b·2 · , a - 2 b2 , 

al + 1 al + 1 n aa + s a3 + 3 

A _ ScS0Hf[A1a4 -B1b4] B _ ScS0Hf[A1b4 -_B1a4] 
4 - 2 b2 :. 4 - 2 b2 , A 5=1-A2+A3-A4, 

a4 + 4 .. · a4 + 4 

B 
-B B B _(Gr+FoGm)as B _(Q,.+F~Gm)bs A =a6Gm(l+Fo), 

5- :r r 4' AB - 2 b2 ' 6 - 2 b2 · ' 7 a2 + b2 
. as + 5 as + 5 6 6 

B _ b6Gm(l+F0 ) A _ a7a8 -b7b8 
7 - 2 b2 , A 8 =1+A6 +A7 . B 8=B6 +B7 . 9 - 2 b2 ' 

~+6 ~+s 
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B9 ="!!.z!!:J1 __ -a7_bs_ Ao= a~_a10!.bgb1Q_ B1 =lJ_!l!_LQ._+a9bLQ. Ai1 =Q,J~sa1L:-Bsb11} 
2 b.2 ' 1 2 b2 , 0 2 b2 , 2 b2 , 

as + s a10 + 10 a10 + 10 all + 11 

B - G,.(Bsall -Asbll) A -!!:J_ga13 + b12b13_ B -- b12a13 -a12b13 
ll - 2 b2 ' 12 - 2 b2 , 12 - 2 b2 , 

all + 11 aw + 13 · aw + 13 

A _ a14a15 + b14b15 B . _ b14az5 -- a14b15 
13 - 2 b2 , 13 - 2. b2· , A 14=A13-A12+A1rA10-A9+1, 

a15 + 1s azs + 1s 

B 14=B 13-B 12+ B 11-B 10-B9, ai = Hf-H1P,. -ao, 

a2 =S0sc[(l-A1XP1
2

-Q;)+2P1Q1B11 a3 =P/-Qf-P1Sc a4 =Hlfi1-SJ, 

a5 = Hf-H1 -M1, a6 = s;-sc -M1, a7 = A 6(1-k0H1 )-k0A1G,. -k0F0Gm,a8=k0a5, 

ag=GmA3-GrU-A1), a10 =P}-Qf-P1 -M1, all =Pf-Q:-P2 -M1, 

a12 = A 8 (k0P3 -1)-B8k0Q3 , a13 = k0 [Ps2-Qff-P3 -MJ a14 = A 2k0Gm + A7(k0Sc -1), 

a15 = k0 [s;-sc -MJ b1 = nPr, b2 = ScS0 [2P1Q1(1-A1 )-Bi(P/ -Qf )1 
b3 = 2P1 Q1 -Q1Sc -nSc, b4 = nSc, b5=b6=2E, b7=B6 (1-koll1)-B1koGr, 

. . 

b8=b15=k0 (2E+n), b9=GmB3+G~1, b10=2P1QrQr2E-n, 
b11 =2P2Qz-Qz-2E-n, b12=B8(P3k 0-1)+A8Q3k 0, b13=k0 [2P3Q3-Q:r2E-n], 

b14=B2k 0Gm+B7(k0Sc-1), •op= A7H1 +A8Sc +Q3B9-P3A 9, 
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'to. = B1H1 + BaSc - Q11A1> - P.1139, 
A15=A13Sc-A14P 4+B 14QrA12P3+ B 12QrA11P2+B 12Q2-A10P1+B10QrAgH 1 
B 15=B 13Sc-A14Q4-B 14P rA12Q3-B 12PrA11Q2-B 12PrA10QrB 10PrB9H1' 
A16=P1<Arl)-Q1BrH1A1, B16=Q1<Arl)-P1BrH1B1, 

A 17=A3P rB 3Q rAsP 2 + B 5QrA2S c-A4H 1' 
B 17=A3Q1+B3PrA5Q2-B5P rB2Sc-B4Hz, 
IL1 I= IA16+iB16 1, IL2 1 = IA17+iB17 1, tana = B16 /A16 and tan~= B17 /A 17 

Figure 1. Effects of Various Parameters on
Primary Velocity 
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ABSTRACT 
In the present paper, we consider the Tachibana space (n>2) with parallel 

Bochner curvature tensor. Several theorems will be investigated. 
1. Introduction. An n ( =2m) dimensional Kaehlerian space K: is a 

Riemannian space admitting a structure tensor Fj11 satisfying : 
(1.1) F/11 F,( =-of, 

(1.2) Jt'.. = -F .. (F .. = Ft1g1 ,) I/ JI' IJ J 11. 

and 
(1.3) 'V jp;h = 0, 

where 'V j denotes the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to 

Christoffel symbol b} formed with gii' wh~re gji i~ Riemannian metric satisfying 

(1.4) Fj p;s gts = g ji. 
From (1.2) and (1.3), we obtain 
(1.5) 'V kFji = 0. 
Now, from (1.3) and the Ricci identity 

'V k 'V jF;h - 'V j 'V kFih = RtsF:s - R~jiF:' 
we obtain 
(1.6) RNiFsh = RtsF:s. 
The Riemannia.n curvature tensor, Rijh, is given by 

(1. 7) Rijk = ai {Jk}-a j {?k }+fa H~k }- {Jz H;" }, 
a . ~ 

where ai = axi and Rik= Rijk is the Ricci tensor, while R=Rjkgl is a scalar 

curvature. 
S. Tachibana [3] has defined the Bochner curvature tensor (with respect to 

real local co-ordinates) as 

(18) K~k = R~k +-1-(Hko~ -R 'ko~ + g.kR~ -g 'kR~ +S.kF~ -S 'kFh +F.kS~ -F.kS~ 
' 1J. IJ n+4 I J J. I I J J I I J J I I J J I 
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+2S .. F,h+2F.Skh)-r . x )(g.ko~-g.ko~+FkF~-F.kFh+2/?:F,kh\ 
IJ ti II \n + 2 n + 4 I J J I I J J I IJ " 

where S Jk = Ff Rhk. 

An almost Tachibana space is first of all an almost Hermite space. That is, 
a 2n-dimensional space with an almost complex structure F satisfying (1.1), (1.2) 
and finally has the property that the skew symmetric tensor Fih is killing tensor: 
(1.9) V' JFhi + V' iFJh = 0, 

from which 
(1.10) V' ph + V.Fh = 0 

J I I J 

and 

(1.11) Fi= -V' JF/. 

Now, the Nijenhuis tensor Nj1
i is written in the form: 

(1.12) Nji ,= -4(VJF/ ')F;h +2G5iF/ +FjG,~ -F/Gj~ 
and consequently, we have [5] 

Theorem 1. In an almost Tachibana space, we obtain 

(1.13) Nj1
i = -4(V.;F'/ )F/', 

and consequently V' JFih is pure inj and i. 
When the Nijenhuis tensor vanishes, the almost Tachibana space is called 

a Tachibana space. In this case, we have from (1.13) the following [5] 
h 

V' JFi = 0. 
Hence we have 

Theorem 2. A Tachibana space is a Kaehlerian space. 
In this paper, we shall consider the Tachibana space (n>2) with parallel 

Bochner curvature tensor, i.e., 

(1.14) V' JK0k = 0. 

We shall call the Tachibana space satisfying (1.14) a TPBn-space and the space 

satisfying KOk = 0 will be called an TVBn-space 

In order to avoid complicated calculations, we put 

(1.15) rciJ = n ~ 4 [Ru - 2(n~ 2)giJ} 

(1.16) M .. = Fhnh. = -
1-[s .. - R F.) 

I) I 'J n+4 I) 2(n+2) IJ ' 

and 



Thus, (1.8) can be written as 

(1.18) K[jk = RU1i + DtJ1i· 
Moreover, niJ,Mii and D{j11 satisfy the following conditions: 

0.19) 7t g""nab =·2F~~~-.2)' 
(1.20) Af .. =-M·· 

IJ JI 

and 

(1.21) o,:;1111:::=/JhhU, (D1~1iiJ= othgu)· 
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A Tachibana space is said to be a recurrent space if its curvature tenso1 

RU" satisfies 

22 v JY" 1 H" () ( 1 . ) I iijil .... /\.,I iijl.- c= ' 

f'or a non-zero recurrence vector Al. From (1.3), (l.8), ( 1.14) and ( 1.22), wu have Lhe 

following: 
Theorem 3. Every recurrent TPBn-space is a TVBn-space. 
Let a TPBn-space be an Einstein space, then the Ricci tensor satisfies 

R 
(1.23) RiJ = n giJ, V1Ru = 0, from which, we get 

(1.24) Su=~ F;;, \11Rii = 0 and V 1Su = 0. 

Substituting (1.23) and (1.24) in (1.14), we get 

VJlU11 =: 0. 

Thus, we have the following rusult: 
Theorem 4. Every Tachibana Einstein TPBn - space is symmetric in the 

sense of Cartan. 
2. Ricci Recurrent. TPBn- space: A Tachibana space is said to be a Ricci 

recurrent space, if the Ricci tensor Rij satisfies 

V1R-!c1R .. =0 
IJ lj J 

for a non-zero recurrence vector Az . 
We, now, have the following result. 
Theorem 5. A necessary and sufficient condition for Rij to be a recurrent 

tensor is that nij be a recurrent tensor. 
Proof. Suppose that RiJ is a recurrent tensor, i.e., 

(2.1) V1R-!c1R. =0 
lj IJ • 

Multiplying (2.1) with respect to giJ, we have 

(2.2) V1R-!c1R = 0, 

which by virtue of (1.15) and (2.1) gives 
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(2.3) V1n .. - A1n .. = 0. 
I;/ v 

Hence nu is a recurrent tensor. 

Conversely, if we have (2.3), then by multiplication with giJ it gives 

(2.4) v (TC -- A17t = 0. 

Consequently, from (1.19) and (1.15), we have 

V1R .. - t.., 1R .. = 0, 
IJ IJ 

i.e., the Ricci tensor is recurrent one. 
This completes the proof of theorem 5. 

Theorem 6. In a TPBn-space, if V1R;; -AJ-lii ": 0, for a non-zero recurrence 

vector A1 and a non-zero tensor Rij, then the tensor Dbk is not cqi:al to zero. 

Proof. Suppose on the contrary that Dbk = 0. Since the space is a TPBn
space, we have from (1.18) that 

V1Rb11=0. 
Contracting the above equation with respect to h and i, we get V 1R;k = 0, from 

which we have A1Rik = 0, which is impossible, since A1 :-t- 0 and R.ik :-t- 0. Hence, the 

tensor DD11 :-t- 0 . 
The following two Lemmas were proved by Walker [ 4] and Ruse, Walker 

and Willmore [2]: 
Lemma 1. The curvature tensor Rhijk satisfies the identity 

(2.5) V1V mR1iu11 -V mV1R1i;.;11 + V h V;R.;ktm -V1V 1iR.;klm + V .;V kRlmhi V1Y.1R1mhi 0. 

Lemma 2. If aa~· ba are the quantities satisfying 
(2.6) aap = apa ,aapby + apyba + ayabp = 0, 

for a.,13, y = 1,2, ... ,N, then either all the aap are zero or all the ba are zero. 

Using the above Lemmas, we can prove the following result: 

Theorem 7. In a TPBn-space, if V1Ru -A1Ru = 0 for a non-zero vector A1 

and a non-zero tensor Rij• then the recurrence vector A1 is gradient. 

Proof. If we suppose .that V1Ru -A1Ru = 0, then by Theorem 5, we get 

V 1nu -A1n;.; = 0 and consequently from (1.16) and (1.17), we have 

V1M .. - A1M .. = 0 and u u 

(2. 7) V 1 D;~11 - A1D;~11 = 0. 
From (1.14), (1.18) and (2.7), we get 



(2.8) V 1Rtk - 'A1Db11 = 0 . 
Differentiating (2.8) covariantly and using (2. 7), we obtain 

(2.9) V111VJl!i11 + Vm'AJJtk + A1AmDD11=0. 
Hence 

vi v mRD111i + \7m\71D{jkh + Al,,,Diikh ::= 0, 

where A1,,, V1Am -· V,,.A1• 

The identity (2.5) gives 

(2.10) A1111 D,:;1111 +'Au D11111rn + 'A111iR1mu = 0 
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The equation (2.10) is of the form (2.6) because Dijkh=Dkhi}' By Theorem 6 

the tensor Dijkh is not zero. Hence, by the Lemma 2, A1111 = 0, i.e., 'V 1'Am = \7 mAt , 

which is the condition for A1 to be gradient. 

The next theorem is easy to prove. 
Theorem 8. A TPBn-space satisfying Rij=O is symmetric in the sense of 

Cartan. 
The following Lemma has been proved by Matsumoto [1]: 
Lemma 3. In a compact Tachibana space with parallel Bochner curvature 

tensor giJ \7 JR is a contra variant analytic vector. 

Now, suppose that the TPBn-space is Ricci recurrent space, then we have 

V 1Ru 'A 1Ru = 0 and \71R - 'AJ~ = 0 . Hence, from the above Lemma, 'Ai R is a 

contravariant analytic vector and we get 
Theorem 9. If a compact TPBn-space is Riicci recurrent, then the vector 

'Ai R is a contravarient analytic vector. 

3. Parallel Vector Fields in TPBn-Space. Let us assume that a TPBn
space admits a parallel vector field vi, that is, 
(3.1) \7 1vi = Q, 

whence we have 

(3.2) V /ii = O, where vi = Fjvi . 

Making use of the Ricci and Bianchi is identities, we get 

(3.3) (a) 

(3.4) (a) 
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(3.5) (a) 

(b) ua\7 aRhiJli = O,i:iaV J~iJ = O,vav aR = 0. 

We know that (Tachibana [3]) 

(3.6) 

where 

(3.7) Kuk= v JRjk -\7 jRih + 2~:1~2)(gu/>~ --gjl,o; + fi:,;,F) -F.j1J1
:

1
+2fi(ili{)vJt. 

Therefore, for a TPBn-space, W3 have ' 

(3.8) ViRjk -V }Rill+ 2(nl+ 2)(giho~ - gjko: + ~1ili) --- Fjl,Ji:1-1-2 f1~JF'/ fv 1R () 

As the differential form S= 1/:BijdxidxJ is closed (Yano 151, page 72), it follows 
that 

(3.9) FJ1ViSiJ = V JRil1 -ViRJh· 

Multiplying (3.8) by F/:,F~, we get 

(3.10) V mRnJ = F,~F~(v JRih -\11R}l1 ) 

Multiplying (3.8) by F,;~F~ and taking account of (3.10), we get 

(3.11) \lmRn) =(gmn\ljR+gmj\lnR FmnF}V1R-FmjF,:V1R+2gnj\lmR)/2(n+2) 
Multiplying (3.11) by vnJ and using (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5), we get 

V2t1mR=O, (where u is the magnitude of vi) from which it follows that R is 
constant. 

We know that (Matsumoto [1]) 

Lemma 4. If a Kaehlerian (Tachibana) space with parallel Bochner 
curvature tensor has constant scalar curvature, then it is a symmetric space. 

Using the above Lemma, we obtain 
Theorem 10. If a TPBn-space admits a parallel vector field vi, then at 

least one of the following two cases occurs : 
(i) the· space is symmetric, 
(ii) vi is a null vector. 
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ABSTRACT 
David Gauld [2] proved that in many familiar cases the upper semi-finite 

topology on the set of closed subsets of a space is the largest topology making the 
coincidence function continuous, when the collection of functions is given the 
graph topology. For a o>O and for continuous maps f, g: X-? Y, where X,Y are 
metric spaces, by taking the o-coincidence set to consist of points x for which f(x) 
and g(x) lie at a distance less than or equal too, we obtain various results of Gauld 
in the new setting. 
Key Words and Phrases . Graph topology, Upper semifinite topology, Coincidence 
set, o-active homotopy, Property W (o-strong). 

1. Introduction. For metric spaces X, Y the collection cef!: (X, Y) of 
continuous maps from a metric space X to a metric space Y i!3 equipped with the 
graph toplogy: The family { <W> I Wis an open set of XxY}, where 

< W> := {/' E :::fl (X, Y) I graph rr off is contained in W} 
forms a basis for this toplogy [4]. 

Leth: X-;} Y be a continuous map from a metric space X to a metric space 
Y. Then for a continuous map f: X-;}Y, the conicidence set 'Vhlf> consists of those 
points of x at whichfand h agree. Because "l'hlf> E s(X), a map "1'h:cef/:(X,Y)-7SX can 
be defined which sends f E cef!: (X, Y) to the coincidence set off and h. In [2], Gauld 
studied the variation "l'h(f) with f Also the continuity of the coincidence. function 
x : ~ (X, Y) x ~ (X, Y)-;}SX sending (f, h) to their coincidence set is considered. 

For a real number o>O, we let the o-coincidence set D(f,h) be the set 
D(f,h)= {xEXI d(f(x),g(x))~o} 

and for an element hE e;; (X, Y), define a map 
Dh:Ecef/: (X,Y)-;}SX. 

which sends an element fE cef!: (X, Y) to the o-coincidence set of f and h. The o
coincidence function D is defined in a similar way. In· section 2 of this paper we 
prove continuity of the map Dh and o-coincidence function D. Finally we transfer 
some results of Gauld in this new setting in section 3 of this paper. 

For terms and definition not explained here, we refer to [1,2]. 
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2. Variation of coincidence Sets. Throghout the section X, Y are metric 
spaces. The section begins with the following definitions : 
Definition 1. Let/; h: X->Ybe two continuous maps whereX,Yare metric spaces. 
The set Dpi={xEXld(f(x),g(x)):S;o} 
is called the 8-coincidence set off and h. 
Note that D f,h is a closed set of X. 

The 8-coincidence 'set and the coincidence set of two maps, t h :X--7 Y are 
different. For 8=0, two sets are the same. 
Definition 2. The map D: e'J(X,Y)xe'J(X,Y)-7/7 defined by 

D(tg) = {xEXld(f(x),g(x))S' 8} 

is called the 8-coincidence function. 
If h is fixed then the res~riction of the map D to cf}: (X, Y) x {h} = ciJ, (X, Y) is 

denoted by Dh . For 8=0, D and Dh are easily seen to be the maps x and 'l'h as 
described in [2]. 
Theorem 1. Let h:X-7Y be a continuous map from a metric space X to a metric 
space Y. If &CX,Y) is toplogized with the graph topology and /7by the upper semi
finite topology then 

Dh: & (X,Y)-7/7 is continuous. 

Proof. Let Vbe an open set of X. Take f E V-/[V] . Then 

D(f;h)= {xEXld(f(x), h(x))~8}~V. 
Take U=VxYu{(x,y)EXXYld(y,h(x))>o}. 

Then fE<U>cDh1[V]. 

3. Upper Semi-Finite Topology and Continuity of D(Dh) 

Definition 3. Let X, Ybe metric spaces. A homotopy H:XXl-7Yis called 8-active 
if d(H(x,t)), H(x,0))>8 for all x E X and tE (0,1] where I denotes the unit closed 
interval of the real line R with the subspace toplogy. 

Let H:XXl-7Ybe a 8-active homotopy. We recall the map 
"CH:eJ(X,1) -7e7'(X,Y) defined by'tJi(a)=H(x, a(x)); where a E <Y'CX,J) andxEX [2]. 
Denote by H 0, the restriction of H to the baseXx{O}. Identify Xx{O} withX and 

note that DH
0
D"CH=a, where a :v (X,1) -7/7 maps a to its zero set. Since for a 

perfectly normal space X the upper semi-finite toplogy is the largest toplogy on SK 
making a continuous [See 2, Prop. 1.4], we conclude the following: 

Let X be a perfectly normal space and H:XXl-7Y be a 8-active homotopy. 

Then the upper semi-finite topology is the largest topology on SK making DH
0 

continuous. 
Call a path a in X, to be 8-non overlapping if d (a(t),a(O))>o for any tE (0,1]. 
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A space Xis said to have the property W (o-strong) if there exists a o-active 
deformation of X i.e. there is a o-active homotopy H:Xxl -> X satisfying that F.L0=lx. 

We obtain the analogues of corollaries 2.6 and 2. 7 of [2] as follows: 
Let X be a perfectly normal space. Then che upper semi-finie topology on 

Q( is the largest topology making Dh continuous provided either of the following 
holds: 

(a) Y has the property W (8-strong). 
(b) h:X->Y is a constant map and Y has a &-non-overlapping path 

beginning from the image point of h. 
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we propose a graph matching methodology based on relaxation 

labeling to compare road junction on VHR satellite images with GIS road data. 
Use is made of the spatial layout between points based on the relative angle. The 
technique finds correspondences between sets of points taking into account error 
on the spatial location and spurious or missing points. An analysis is given to 
determine the weights of the algorithm based on the expected graph error for . 
remotely sensed GIS data. 
Key Words. registration, change detection, graph matching 

1. Introduction. A major challenge in the production and use of geographic 
information is assessment and control of the quality of the database. The rapid 
growing number of sources of geospatial data, ranging from high-resolution 
satellite and airborne sensors, GPS, and derivative geospatial products, pose severe 
problems for integrating data. One of the major challenges for content providers 
to face is the problem of upgrading their current databases to a higher accuracy 
any ensuring the quality of the information. Current techniques can't support 
this in a cost-effective way due to the necessary manpower. Automated detection 
of change and anomalies in the existing databases usingvery high resolution (VHR) 
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satellite images can form an essential tool to support quality control and 
maintenance of spatial information. We examine to what extent remote sensing 
and computer vision can be used to detect deviation of a GIS database vs "real 
world". 

We introduce a system that is based on object recognition and searches for 
the correspondences between the road information in imagos and existing road 
vector data. The information that is used consists out of road junctions. Junctions 
have the advantage that the representation extracted from tho image and the vector 
representations are semantically close: in the simple case, junctions can be 
represented by a single point in the imago and vector data. In contrast, roads ar\) 
much more difficult in the sense that road detection in the image of'Len lead:::; Lo 

fragmented pixel chains with no easy correspondence with the idealized polylines 
in the vector data. In [l], a simple technique based on ridge detection is introduced 
for the automatic detection of road junctions. 

In this paper, we examine the correspondence probelm between two datasets 
containing junctions, modeled as a graph matching problem, and how this can be 
used for registration and change detection. Using the spatial layout of the junctions 
(e.g. the angle formed by two junctions), we define local constraints that determine 
which correspondences are alb.ved. This defines a constraint satisfaction problem 
comparing two graphs that is solved using continuous relaxation labeling [2]. The 
matching is error robust, meaning that corresponding road junctions need not be 
at the exact same spatial position but deviations are allowed. This is important 
for change detection, allowing the corresponding junction to be found although it 
has changed position from one dataset to the other. This sensitivity for local changes 
or deformations make graph matching an ineresting alternative for registration 
techniques based on a global spatial transformation model [3]. Of course, since 
the technique is error robust one needs to be able to define which errors are 
allowable and which are not. rrhe constraint satisfaction problem holds this 
information implicitly, but we,~ave derived an analytical expression, which allows 
the user to determine the error thresholds within the system. The expression is 
general and useful for optimisation techniques other than relaxation labeling like 
e.g. Markov random fields. 

2. Continuous Relaxation Labeling. Error tolerant graph matching 
techniques lock for graph morphism between two graphs, which allows for 
distortions. A general distortion model contains the deletion and addition of nodes/ 
arcs and the replacement of attribute values. Based on this model, a distance 
function is defined between graphs that penalize the occurring distortions when 
comparing graphs. The matching problem can be defined as a graph labelling 
problem. The following are defined: 
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1. a set of object i, corresponding to image features; 
2. a set of lables xi, corresponding to GIS features; 
3. a neighbour relationship over the objects; 
4. restrictions on possible labels between pairs of neighbouring objects. 

Relaxation labeling techniques use an iterative process to determine the 
probabilities of each object. Different update rules have been proposed. In [2] the 
relation between different update rules is analytically shown. The problem of 
finding consistent solutions is shown to be equivalent to solving a variational 
inequality which is based on the mathematical concept of "consistency". This 
concept is interesting because it lays bare tho foundations of tho labeling process 
and offeres guidance in determining good compatibility coefficients. 

To each object i a probability distribution is associated that i has lable 

Xh(p i(x 1 ),. · .,pi(xm) ), 
m 

o:;;;.(pi(xk)):::;,1, LPi(x,.)=1. (2.1) 
k=l 

For each pair of neighbouring objects i and} and for each pair of labels Xk and XL 
a compatibility coefficient rij(Xk,Xz) exists. These coefficients express the 
compatibility of assigning label Xk· to obejct i in combination with assigning lable 
Xz to object}. Negative values express incompatibility, positive values compatibility. 
Given these quantities, the support of a label Xk for the object i given by the 
correspondence a is defined by 

n rn 

si(x,.) = si(X11,a)L: L'IJ(x11,Xz)p)x1). (2.2) 
j=l l=l 

To find a consistent labeling, we optimize the average local consistency, given by 
n m 

A(a)= L: LPi(xk)si(X11,a), (2.3) 
}=1 k=l 

which is a quadratic function which we optimize using a constrained gradient 
descent mathod, taking into account the restrictions of Eq. (2.1) 

Figrue 1. Illustration ofrelative angle constraint. 
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Figure 2. Matching of point sots using relative angle constraint. 

3. Matching Sets of Points. In [1] road junctions were proposed as stable 
registration objects. The problem of comparing images with a GJS road database 
can then be represented as finding the correspondence between two sets of points: 
one originating from the image and one which can be extracted from the database. 
This can of course be applied to situations other than image-to-G/S registration 
(e.g. image-to-image or GIS -to-GJS). 

The technique makes use of the spatial relations between points to find 
correspondences. This makes the correspondence technique less vulnerable for 
road junctions which are detected in the righ location but whose detected shape 
does not fully correspond to its counterpart in the database (defects can occur due 
to image noise). So instead of using features based on the shape of single crossroad 
to guide matching, we use geometric relations (e.g. angle, distance) between a 
crossroad and its neighbours to find correspondences matching tree [ 4]. These are 
much stabler features given the detection quality which we can realistically expect 
from line detection. In these experiments we rely only on the relative angle between 
pairs of points. Fig.1 sh9ws an illustration of the constraint. The black points 
show object points i and the grey points show the lable points x. In mapping a pair 
of points i and} on x and x' the relative angle between the lines ij and xx' should lie 

whithin a margin L1a (e.g.± rc/4); Although this is a weak constraint, it has been 
shown that the constraint is adequate to find correspondences between sets of 
points, disturbed by location noise [1]. 

4. Null Lable Assignment. To guarantee a good performance of the 
matching algorithm, the. compatibility matrix ri/X, X') needs to be determined 
correctly. In most applications, the value of these coefficients are determined using 
heuristics which basically impose a relative ordering on the restrictions. Stronger 
restrictions receive a higher absoulte value then weaker restrictions. The specific 
proportion of the value is usually determined through trial-and-error. For the 
null-label assignment it is however difficult to determine a correct value for the 
compatibility coefficient (noted as Tf.J). Since each object is a priori a possible null 
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object, every assignment is consist~.nt with.the null ass.ignment, i.e.rJ(X0,X1)> 0 

for Vj,X 1
• The problem is to assess the relative importance of the null-label 

assignment with respect to the other restrictions. It should be avoided that the 
null solution is the most consistent solution of the system. On the other hand, 
false matchings of spurious points should be less consistent than the null 
assignment. 

The definition of consistency can be used to determine the correct values. 
The definition not only determines the optimal solution of the labeling problem, it 
also determines what values the compatibility coefficients should take for an 11ideal11 

solution to become the optimal solution of the system. 'rhe ideal solution is the 
matching we wish to find given the noise properties of the detection.Pora correct 
null label assignment, we need to determine when the errors, which occur in the 
neighbour structure of a node, are that the null label should be assigned. To analyse 
this, we should look at the support of the different assignments. In the case of the 
null label assignment, the support can be written as: 

n m+l 

S1(X0,a) = l: l:rJ(X0,X')p1(x1
) 

j,,J X'"'J 
111'1'1 

= r0 L LPi(X') = r0d(i) (4.1) 
Jr;;O. x'=J 

with d(i) the degree of node i (i.e. then number of neighbours). We have simplified 
. ' 

rS(X0 , X1
) ""rt° if j en (else rQ(X01X') = 0 ). The constant factor r0 is reasonable in 

the absence of prior knowledge of assignments. 
The support for a non-full label can be splite up into three classes, namely 

positive coefficients which express compa.tibility, negative coefficients which 
express incompatibility and negative coefficients which control the null 
assignment. If we consider the fint two coefficients constant within the 
neighbourhood of node i, resp., then th'.e support for Ct can be simplified to 

Si(XJ = !:rJ(Xi,XJ+ f r;;(X1,X1)+ tr1Q F!!I ctn++ cj n~ +ri0n0 • (4.2) 
J=l · · /=n.+l ·· j"'111tl 

Here n + is the number of compatible neighbours, n the number of 
incompatible neighbours and n0 the number of nullneighbours, with n+ +n~ 
+n0===d(i), The number ofnon~full neighbours is given by n.J;;;;n++n= Eq. (4.1) and 
(4.2) give the follow_ing condition which holds in the optimal solution: 

At A~ 0 . Qd·(;) c .. · n. t c. n + r, .. ·n0· > r.. .i. I···+ ·I ··~ · ! · . · ·I ·· .. 

or equivalently 
(1 f 0 ~o f + t r~ ~ .~ . < r.. t r,. I . I . I 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 
where f +' r- a.nd f Q are the fractions of the number of compatible, incompatible 
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and null assignments in tfie neighbourhoqd of object i. Equation ( 4.4) can be used 
to determine the weights for the compatibility matrix given the expected graph 
error. Based on this expression a distinction can be made between allowable 
distortions, which should find a correspondent in the other dataset, and significant; 
changes, which should be assigned the null label. 
5. Applications 

In [l], reports were given on artificially generated sets of points. We have 
investigated the problem ,of automatic registration of satellite the images with a 
remotely sensed GIS database based on feature points like road junctions. The 
road junctions can be manually selected or through automatic detection baseci. on 
the results of [1] as shown in Fig. 3. In this example we work with manually selected 
junctions. 82 points were selected in the image. The equivalent region in the road 
database consists of 200 junctions. A rough initial tie point is givne between image 
map [5] and GIS data after which a search radius of 150 meters is defined around 
each point in which the corresponding point is sought. We have manually registered 
the 82 image points to the corresponding points in the dataset. The RMS on the 
position is 7 meters and the maximum error is 50 meters. Of the 82 points, 71 were 
correctly matched, 11 were assigned the null label and no false matching was 
performed. Based on the matching results, a rubber sheeting transformation is 
performed which-compensates the local distortions between image and GIS data. 
Fig 4. shows the result of this registration. 

Figure 3. Example of automatic detection ofroadjunctions in a panchromatic ikonos image 
(green crosses show detected junctions) 
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Figure 4. Results after rubbersheet transformation based on matching results. 

6. Conclustions 
We have proposed a methodology fo:i: comparing VJ-IR images with remotely 

sensed GIS data based on the corresponding road junctions using continuous 
relxation labeling. A thorough analysis is given of the null label assignment, which 
leads to an expression on the optimal weights based on the expected graph error. 
The method allows for local distortions between two remotelly sensed datasets to 
be compensated and to distinguish these distortions from significant changes. 
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ABSTRACT 
The main purpose is to obtain a random fixed point theorem for random 
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1. Introduction. Dedeic and Sara pa [ 4] proved some theorems on common 
fixed points for two commuting mappings on complete Menger space. They extended 
the Ciric's results, which proved the fixed point theorem for generalized 
contractions. As another consequence of his result, they proved several fixed point 
theorems for two commuting mappings on complete metric spaces. Dodeic and 
Sara pa [6] proved some theorems on common fixed point for a sequence of mappings 
on complete monger space. They proved several fixed point theorems for a sequence 
of continuous mappings. Dedeic and Sarapa [6] also proved and generalized several 
known results of Sehgal and Bharucha Reid [8] and their own result and established 
a theorem on common fixed point for three mappings on complete Menger space. 
Before establishing the theorem, the assumed that (X,F,t) is a complete Menger 
space with continuous T-norm t, where t(a,b)=min(a,b) for a,b E [0,1]. 

In 1992, Beg and Azam [1] gave a stochastic version as: Let (X,d) be a polish 
space that is a separable complete metric space and (Q;(t) be a measurable space. 
Let 2X be the family of all subsets of X, K(X) be the family of all non-empty closed 
subsets of X. Let T:X -7 CB(X) be a mapping and {xn} be a sequence in X. The 
sequence {xn} is said to be asymptotically T-regular with respect of F, if d 

(Fxn, Txn)-70. 

Beg and Azam [2] proved that a random coincidence points of compatible 
random coincidence points of compatible random multivalued operators. Mappings 
T:X-7CB(X) and F:X-7X are compatible if whenever there is a sequence in X 
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satisfying lim li'xnelim Txn (provided lim Fxn exist and lim Txn exist in CB(X)), 
then lim H(FTxn,TFx,)=O where His Hausdorff metric space on CB(X) induced by 
the metric space on CB(X) induced by the metric d. Beg and Azam [8] generalized 
Jungck [9] gives random operators f· OxX->X and T:OXX->CB(X) are compatible 
if f'(w,.) and T(w,.) are compatible for each we 0. 

2. Random Fixed Point of Random Multivalued Generalized 
Contractions. Handom fixed point theorems are stochastic generalization of 
classical fixed point theorem required for the theory of random equations. 'l'his 
section is in continuation of generalization of Beg and Shahzad [3], the existence 
of a common random fixed point of two random multivalued genralized contractbn 
by using functional inequality. 

3. Preliminaries. Let (X,d) be a polish space that is a separable complete 
metric space and (.Q,(t) be measurable space. The polish space (X,F) is said to be 
"Probabilistic Polish Space" if the following conditions hold : (i) F(x,y)(O)=O; (ii) 

F(x,y)(t)=l iff x=y; (iii) F(x,y/t)=l"(y,x)(t); (iv) F(x,y)(t1)=1 and F(y,z)(t2 )=1, then 
F(x,z)(t1+t2 )=1. Condition (ii) is equivalent to the statement x=y iff Fx,y=H. We 
remark that any metric space may be regarded as PM-space indeed, if (X,d) is a 
metric space, then we define for each x and y in X, the distribution function F x,y as 
follows: Fxjt)=H(t-d(x,y)). Let 2Xbe a family of all subsets of X and CB(X) denote 
the family of all non-empty bounded closed subests of X. A mapping T:rl->2x, is 
called measurable if for any open subset C of X, T-1(C)= {we O:T(w)nC;t~}E (t. A 
mapping 1;:0->X is said .to be measurable selector of a measurable mapping 
T:.Q->2x, if I; is measurable and for any we 0, /;(w)e T(w). A mapping {'.QXX-7X is 
called random operator if for any xeX, f(.,X) is .measurable. A mapping 
T:OXX-7CB(X) is a random multivalued operator if for every xeX, T(.,X) is 
measurable. A measurable mapping 1;:.Q->X is called random fixed point of a random 
multivalued operator T:O. '><.X--'7CB(X) (f".Q xX->X) if for every WE Q, 

/;(w)E T(w,l;(w)(f(w,l;(w)))= /;(w). Let T:.QxX->CB(X) be a random operator and {/;n} 

a sequence of meaurabl~ mapping sn:.Q-7X. The sequence {Sn} is said to be 
asymtotically T-regular if d(/;n(w),T(w,l;n(w))---70. 

In 1992, Beg and Azam [1] proved a fixed point on asymptotically regular 
multivalued mappings. Recentrly Beg and Shahzad [3] further extended ra11dom 
fixed points of multivalued mapping satisfying more general contractive type 
conditions. ~ 

In the present paper we give generalized version of a result of Beg and 
Shahzad [3] in probabilistic polish space in the form of the following theorem : 

4. Theorem. Let (X,Q) be a Probabilistic Polish Space. Let S:QXX-7CB(X) 
be a continuous random multfoalued operator, if there exists measurable mapping 
a:0-7(0,1): 
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F~(rn,x),S(co,y)(t) 2 Fx,S(co,x)(t/a(ro ))+ Fy,S(ro,y)(t/a(ro )) 

f'or all x,yE X, (J.)E Q and a( (J.)) is non-negative a( (J.))<2 with then there exists a random 
f'ixed point of' S. 
Proof. Let s0:.Q->X be an arbitrary measuable mapping and choose a measurable 

mapping s:.Q-7X such that s1(co)E S(co,so(co)) for each COE.Q then for COE.Q 

F:c:;(co,so(<o)),S(w,l;(<u))(t) 2 Ji~o(w),S(<1l,l',o(w)/t/ a((l) )) + F~l (co),S(co,s1 (co))(t/a(co )) . 

It further implies that there exists a measurable mapping s2 :.Q-7X for any 

WE ~l , sArn) E S(co,c;(co )) ; 

F' (t) = F, (t) · s1(co).s 2 (rn) S(rn,so(rn)),S(m,1',((J))) ' 

Fs1 (rn).s2(rn)(t)?. Fl',0 (w),1',1 ((\)) (t/ a(co ))+ ~1 (rn).s2 (<o)(t/a(ro )) ' 

F~ 1 (rn),1',z(rn )(1- t/ a(co ))t 2 Fi;
0

((tl),si (co)(t/ a(ro )) 

=> Fs1 ((tl),i;2(co)(t) 2 Fso(ro).s1 ((\))(t/(a(ro )-1)) 

=> Fs1 (<ll),s2((tl)(t) 2 Fso(ro),1',1(co)(t/ k)' 
where h=a(ro)-1<1. 

(I) 

There exists a measurable mapping s3 :.Q-7X such that for any COE n, 
s3 (co)E S(co,t;,2 (ro)) and 

Fl',i{co),1', 3 (rn)(t) = Fs(~»s1((\))),S(<o,s2(rn))(t) 
2 Fi;1 ((J)),s((tl,1;1 (co))(t/ a(ro ))+ F1;2 (rn),S((tl,i;

2
(ro))(t/a(ro )) 

2 Fs, ((J)),i;
2
(co)(t/a((l) )) + Fi;2((tl),i;a{ro)(t/a((l) )) 

=> Fs
2

(m),i;
3 
(rn)(l -1/ a(ro )) 2 Fi;i((J),),i; 2 (~i)(t/a(ro )) 

=> Fi;2(co).sa(m)(t) 2 Fs1 (m),1;
2
((tl)(t/(a(ro )-1)). 

Then by (I) 

Fi;
1
(rn),i;

2
(w)(t/(a(ro )-1)) 2 Fi;

0
(w),i;

1 
(w)(t/ (a(ro )-1)2

) 

2 Fi;0 (w),1',~(ro)(t/k2 ). 

Then we have 

F1;2 (w).s
3
(w)(t) 2 Fs1 (ro),i;

2
(rn)(t/(a(ro )-1)) 2 Fso(ro),i;,(ro)~/ (a(ro )-1)2) 

=> Fs2(ro),sa(ro)(t) 2 Fi;1 (w),1;2(ro)(t/ k) 2 F1;0(w),1',1(ro)(t/ k
2

) • 

Similarly proceeding in the same way induction we produce a sequence of 
measurable mapping Sn :Q-7X and 

FSn (ro),Sn+I (ro)(t) 2 F1;0 (w),s1(ro) (t/ kn) 
Further more for m > n 
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F. () ( )(t)>F.. () ( )(t)+F () ( )(t)+ +F () ( )(t) l;ll ro .l;ffl (t) - . ~ti (t) .~fl! 1 (t) . ~n+l (I) '~fl·t·2 (() • • • ~m~J co .c,"' <O 

>- Fc.o(m),s1 (co)(l/ kn + 1/ kn+l + ... + 1/km-1 Jt) 
>- F~o(<ll),~ 1 (m) {(1+1/ k + 1/ k2 + ... + 1/ km-n-I )/kn kt) 

>- Fi;0 (o>),~ 1 (w)((l--k)/ k" Jt )-> 1-A, 

Le. /i~,.(m),i;.,.(co)(t )-> 1--A,. 

It follows that {sn (ro )} is a Cauchy sequence for y > 0 and any WE n, 

S2y,i{ul)E s(w,s2y(w)) then there exists a measurable mapping s:.O->X such that 

s,/w)->s(w) for each (J)E n. It farther implies that S2y+1<w)->s(w) 

Fi;(w ),.S(rn,s(rn )) (t) >- lFs(rn),<;2, .i (rn) (t), 11~2 , .i ("' ),(1,,,1;("')) (t) J 

>- lfi~(co),i;(m)(t),J~(rn),(S(m),i;(c.>))Kt)-> 0 

i.e. {s 2r+1} is an asymptotically S-regular. 

Consider 

Fi;(rn),S(rn,i;(co))(t) >- Ji~(rn),i;(co)(t/ a(w )) + Fi;(co),S(rn,i;(co)/t/ a(w )) 

=> Fi;(co),S(rn,i;(co))(l-1/a(ro))t >-1 

=> F~(rn),S(co,i;(cu))(t) >- a(ro )/(a(ro )-1) 

=> s(w)E S(m,C,(ro)) 
i.e. s(m) is a fixed point of s. 
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ABSTRACT 
Exact solution has been obtained using Laplace transform for one 

dimensional unsteady state heat migration proth~m in annular layers in spherical 

regions of a human or animal body under different atmospheric and physiological 

conditions assuming that skin surface is exposed to the environmental and loss of 

heat from the surface is due to radiation, convection and evaporation. The 

mathematical model incorporates the variations of blood mass flow rate and 

metabolic heat generating in different layers taking metabolic heat generation 
tissue temperature dependent. 

Key Words. Stratum Corneum, Stratum Germinativum, Blood Mass Flow Rate, 

Metabolic Heat Generation, Laplace Transform. 

1. Introduction. rrhe body core temperature remains almost constant under 

normal conditions. The skin and underlying tis,.;;~e layers undergoes temperature 

variation due to change in physiological parameters and environmental conditions 

in order to maintain a uniform body core temperature. The skin mainly consists 
of two layers, epidermis and dermis. The epidermis is composed of a living stratum 

germinativum which rests upon the dermis, and a dead, horny, superficial stratum 

corneum. The dermis is composed of mat'ted masses of connective tissues and 

elastic fibres through which pass numerous bleed vessels, lymphatics and nerves. 

There are no blood vessels in the epidermis (Fig. 1). The population density of 

blood vessels in the dermis is very thin near the foterface of epidermis and dermis, 

but increases gradually becoming almost uniform in the sub-dermal part. This 

help to understand the variation of quantit:i.es like rate of metabolic heat 

generation, rate of blood mass flow and thermal conductivity of tissue in this 
region with respect to its position. 

In the present study, it is assumed that outer skin surface is exposed to 

atmosphere and the loss of heat is due to convection, radiation and evaporation of . 

sweat. We consider only those part of human or animal body which are almost 
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Fig 1. A section through hairless skin showing epidermis, dermis and parl of 
subcutaneous tissues 

its structure. It is assumed that rate of blood mass flow and rate of metabolic heat 
generation are position dependent which are negligible (zero) in epidermis vary 
linearly in dermis and constant in the sbdermal part. Further the rate of metabolic 
heat generation depends on the tissue temperature and its variation is in a manner 
that makes it self controlled. The thermal conductivity is taken as constant but 
different in three layers. 

Mathematical Formualtion. The general mathematical model for the 
heat flow in skin and underlying tissues is given by 

div[K gard T]+ M(Tb -T)+ S = pc(aT/at) ... (1) 

and -K(aT/on)= h(T-TJ+LE ... (2) 

at the skin surface, here M =mbcb. 

The inner boundary is taken at the interface of subdermal tissues and body core, 
where 

... (3) 
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Here K is the thermal conductivity of the tissue, mb the rate of blood mass 
flow, cb the specific heat of the blood. Tb the body core temperature, S the rate of 
metabolic heat generation p the tissue density, c the specific heat of the tissue, h is 
the heat transfer coefficient, L the latent heat of evaporation, E the rate of 

evaporation, Ta the atmospheric temperature and 0 Tl 0 n the partical derivative 

of'£' along normal to the boundary. We apply equation (1) and (2) to one dimensional 

unsteady state case taking skin surface insulated at time t=O. 
Pearl Ill and Cooper and Trezek [2] ha\e studied solution of some simple 

problems of infinite tissue media assuming all the parameters as constant 

throughout the region. Saxena [3] and Saxena and Arya [4] applied analytical and 
numerical methods to find solutions of certain unsteady state and steady state 
problems of temperature distribution in skin and subcutaneous tissues. Saxena 
[5] has studied the heat transport in peripheral layers of human body under normal 
and abnormal conditions. Some related work has been done by Pardasani and 
Saxena [6], Saxena, Juneja and Yadav [8] and Sa:x;eJ,1.a, Pardasani and Saxena [7]. 

Solution of the Problem. The equatio:ns (1) and (2) are transformed into 
spherical polar coordinates for a one-dimensional unsteady state case to obtain 

- 12-~(Kr2 (0T/or))+ M(Tb -T)+S = pc(oT/~) 
r & . ... (4) 

and -K(aT/or)= h(T-~l)+LE ... (5) 

at the skin surface 
In equation (4) the parameter M(=m6c6) and Sare assumed to be position 

dependent. The following assumptions have been made for each layer when the 

total thickness of the region under consideration is r0s rs r3 : 

(i) For Epidermis 

K=K1, M1=0, S 1=0 

The thickness of epidermis is r2s rs r3 
(ii) For Dermis 

K=K2, M2 =m[(rrr)/(r2-r1)] 

S2 =S [(r2-r)/(rrr1)][1 +qd(Tb-T2 )], 

where qd=2/(Ta+Tb). The thickness of dermis is r 1s rs r2 . 

At interface of epidermis and dermis the temperature is same i.e. T1=T2 
where T1 is temperature at r2. 

(iii) For Subdermal Tissues 

K=K3, M3=m, S 3 =S[l +q
8
(Tb-T3)], 

where q 
8
=1/T b· The thickness of subdermal layer is r 0s rs r 1 and the temperature 
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at interface of subdermal dermal layers is same i.e. T2=T3 if T2 is temperature at 

rl. 

Now taking Laplace transformation with respect tot on both sides of equation (4), 
we get 

d/~2dr)(Kr2 (dT /dr))+ Mtnif p T}r S/p = pepT-pepT(O,r). 

The initial condition is given by 
T(O,r)=Tb. 

Here f (r,p) is Laplace Transform of T(r,t). 

Now applying the initial condition, equation (9) becomes 

...(9) 

d 2T/ dr2 + (2/rXdT/dr )-(M + pcp)'i'/K"" -(M'li1 + pep'l;1 + S)/(pK). . .. om 
The solution of equation (10) is 

T( ) -~(AW' B --W') MT,, +pcpTb +S r,p - e + e + ( ) r p M +pep ' ... (11) 

where a= ~(M + pep)/K. 

Now taking Laplace transformation with respect tot on both sides of equation (3) 
and equation (5) we get 

T(rs,P) =Ta/ p-LE/(hp) 

at skin surface, 
and 

at inner boundary. 

... (12) 

... (13) 

Applying boundary conditions (12) and (13) to equation (11) and substituting the 
value of a we get 

T(r p) =rs [(r -Tb_ LE _ _§_)-!.{ sinh(p +MI pc )
112

(pc/ K)
112

(r-r0)} + s 
. ' r a_ h Mp sinh(p+M/pc)1 12 (pc!K)1 12 (r3 -r0) M(p+M/pc) 

{ 
sinh{p +MI pcf"(pc/ K)112

{r-r0) }] Sr0 ({ sinh(p +MI pc )1' 2(pc/ K)1' 2(r3 -r) }] 
sinh(p +MI pc }112 (pc/ K)112 (r3 -r0 ) +Mr p sinh(p +MI pc)1f 2(pc/ K)11 2(r3 - r0 ) 

1 { sinh(p +MI pc )1'2(pc I K}112 (r3 - r) }] (M +pep )Tb + S 
- (p+ MI pc) sinh(p+ MI pc)112 (pc/ K)112(r3 -r0 ) + p(M +pep) ... (14) 

Now taking inverse Laplace transformation on both side of equation (14) we obtain 
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... (15) 

The equation (15) gives the value of temperature distribution in different layers of 
skin and subcutaneous tissue (SST) region. 

Numerical Results and Discussion. The numerical results have been 
obtained using the following values (Saxena and Bindra [9]) 

K1 =0.030 cal cm·1 min·1 Oc-1, K2=0.045 cal cm-1min-1C-1, K3=0.060 cal cm·1 

min-1 0c-1, L=579 cal/g, h=0.009 cal cm·2 min-10c-1, p=l.05 g/cm2, c=0.83 cal/g. 

The numerical calculations have been made for three cases of atmospheric 
temperatures and the values of m, S and E have been taken accordingly as follows: 
(i) Ta=15°C, m=m6c6=0.003 cal cm-3 min-1 oc-1, 

S=0.0357 cal cm-3 min-1 and E=O g cm-2 min·l 

(ii) Ta=23°C, m=m6c6=0.018 cal cm-3 min-I oc-1, 
8=0.018 cal cm·3 min-1 and E=O, 0.24xl0-3,0.48xl0-3 g cm·2 min-1 

(iii) Ta=33°C, m=mbcb=0.0315 cal cm-3 min·l oc-1, 
S=0.018 cal cm·3 min·1 and 
E=0.24xl0-3,0.48X.l0-3, 0.72 xlo-3 g cm-2 min·l. 

Depending upon the structure Qf skin and underlying tissues the constant 
ri(i=0,1,2,3) are assigned following values 

r0=8cm, r1=8.5cm, r2=8.9cm, r3=9~1cm. 
We have taken total thickness of skin l. lcm. 
The physical parameter rate of metabolic heat 'generation has been taken as self 
controlled, described by factor qd(Tb-T) where qd depends on the atmospheric 
temperature and body core temperature. As the temperature changes, the 
thermoreceptors present in the skin send information to the hypothalamus centres 
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which in turn controls the rate of blood mass flow and rate of metabolic heal 
generation. At low temperature for e.g. at 15°C, the blood vessels constrict, causing 
low blood mass flow rate and qd and (Tb-T) increases, causing increase in the rntc 
of metabolic heat generation. Therefore the structure of skin and underlying tissues 
decreases the heat carried by blood to the surface and increases the rate of metabolic 
heat generation to regulate the body core temperature at low atmospheric 
tern pera t ure. 

At higher atmospheric tgemperature for e.g. at 33°C these process are 
reversed that is more heat is carried by the blood to the surface due to increased 
blood flow rate. The metabolic heat generation also decreases in order to regu~atc 
the body core temperature. In spite of these processes, the rate of sweat evaporation 
at the skin surface also play an important role in heat regulation in SST region. 

The time factor also play an imporatnat role in order to regulate the body 
temperature. Initially when blood enters in the body tissue (i.e. at time zero) the 
temperature of the SST region is same as the blood temperature (i.e. 37 .2°C) because 
no heat loss takes place at time zero but after some time (say t) the skin 
temperature varies in different layers i.e. in epidermis, dermis and subcutaneous 

part of skin. The body core temperature remains constant i.e. 37.2°C. The 
temperature of region changes up to 10 min and very small change is observed 
upto 20 and 30 minute but after that it will remain nearly constant. The values of 
temperatures in SST region at time 0.5 minute for different values of Ta, E are r; 
(i=0,1,2,3) are given in t~ble-I 

Table -I 
Temperature of SST region at time 0.5 min. at different values of 

atmospheric temp~rature and for different values of E 

Atmospheric Ta=ld'C T =23°C T =33°C a a ' temperature E in gcm·2min·1 E in gcm·2min·l 
~ 

Radial E=O 0 0.24xlo-3 0.48xlo-3 0.24xlo-3 0.48xI0-3 0. 72xw-:i 
Distance 

Temperature r3=9.lcm 27.289750 30.861011 23.968477 17.075942 28.432554 21.540019 14.647485 

of SST 
r2=8.9cm 33.050795 34.546008 31.660251 28.774499 33.539262 30.787608 27.757756 

region for 
ro, rl, r2 r1=8.5cm. 35.839102 36.337438 35.375649 34.413860 35.998570 35.036781 34.074992 
and r3 
~ r0=8.0cm. 37.20 37.20 37.20 37.20 37.20 37.20 37.20 

Fig 2 is drawn for different values of temperature and radial distance given in Table -I 
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In the above figure (Fig. 2) the first, fourth and sixth curves from top to bottom 
are for Ta=23°C and E=O, 0.24xio-3 and 0.4x10-8 gcni-2m-·1, second, fifth and 
seventh curves from top to bottom are for Ta=330C and E=0.24XI0-3, 0.48xio-3 

and 0. 72 x l o-3 gcm-2 min-1 and third curve from top to bottom is for Ta= I 5°C and 

E=O. 
From Fig. 2 we make the following observation : 
We see in Fig.2 that the gaps between the curvt:s for different values of E at each 
Ta shows that the rate of evaporation has significant effect on temperature 
distribution and this effect decreases as we move towards the body core. The skin 
surface temperature for Ta=15°C and E=O is less than that when Ta=23°C and 
E=O because the rate of blood mass flow is much less than at Ta=15°C then that 
at Ta=23°C. Lastly the skin surface temperature for some evaporation rate is 
lower at Ta=23°C than that at Ta=33°C. rrhis may be because of the effect of lower 
atmospheric temperature and lower rate of blood mass flow at T a=23°C. 
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ABSTRACT 
An Susceptible Infective model (SJ) for a communicable disease is considered 

here and solved analytically. The bsic feature of the model is that it employes 
more realistic assumption regarding infective contact rate which is assumed to be 
variable and population dependent as distinguished from the classical models in 
which it was assumed to be constant. The model is solved in terms of the function 

0F1 which is a special case of the hypergeometric function ;?1. 

Key words . Confluent hypergeometric function, hypergeometric functions, 
Epidemiology, Susceptible Infective. 

1. Introduction. Epidemiology as a scientific discipline has been fron t
runner in the field of studies generally termed as population dynamics. An epidemic 
usually described as occurrence of a disease in ~xcess to normal expectancy. Since 
contagiousness is one of the main causes of spread of such epidemics, the term 
epidemiology has been applied to general study and devising measures of controlling 
all communicable disease. Preoccupation with prevention and cure of infectious 
diseases has been one of the basic features of researches in medical sciences, since 
the middle ages. This has resulted in invention of various vaccines and drugs and 
most of killer diseases such as Plague, Cholera, Smallpox etc. are more or less 
eradicated from almost entire globe. Still situation in certain under-developed 
nations is as grim as it was in the middle ages. Moreover the whole world is in the 
grip of fear of a new epidemic in the form of AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency 
Syndrome). Hence Mathematical modeling assumes greater significance in 
epidemiological studies. As in the .case with most of the mathematical modeling 
such a study should begin with identifying all the significant parameters of the 
problem. 

The spread of an infectious diesease in a host population depends on a 
number of disease related factors e.g. infectious agent mode of transmission, 
susceptibility and resistance of the host, incubation peirod, the infectious period 
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etc. There are several extraneous considerations such as social, economic, 
geographic and demographic fators which also play significant role in this respect. 
A meaningful communicable disease model can be constructed only if these factor 
are incorporated in it. Depending on population size, the epidemiological models 
can be categorised in to two categories: Deterministic Models and Stochastic models. 

The deterministic models involving differential equations were described 
and several threshold theorems were obtained by Kermack and Mckendriek [3,4]. 
A landmark was achieved in the field of mathematical theory of epidemiology with 
publication of the monumental work in the form of a book N.T.J. Bailey [1] dealing 
with both deterministic and stochastic models. A survey of results in epidemic~ogy 
obtained till 1967 has been detailed by K. Dietz [2]. Recent decades have witnessed 
enormous growth in mathematical modeling for epidemics. 

2. Mathematical Formulation of Model. 'fhe general model for a 
communicable disease (fatal or otherwise) in which an infected person does not 
recover is known as SI model. In this model at a time 't', total population 'N(t)' is 
divided into two disjoint classes namely the infective class 'I(t)' consisting of totality 
of infected individuals who can transmit disease and the suceptible class 'S(t)' of 
individuals who can incur disease by contact the infected individuals. 

The population size 'N(t)' is so large that it can be considered as a continuous 
variable of time. The population in changing on account of immigration, births, 
emigration and deaths (due to disease in question or other causes). Let '{3' be the 
rate at which population is receiving new individuals due to immigration and 
birth and 'µ' be the rate at which individuals are being removed on account of 
emigration and death. Hence all the new entrants are assumed to be susceptible. 

I. 

The population is assumed to be uniform or homogeneous. The daily contact 
rate 'C(N)' is assumed to vary linearly with population and is taken as 'oN'. The 
rate at which total number of susceptible are infected by class I of infective can be 
taken as. 

(I8N}s/N = 8IS 

The initial value problem for the SI model can be put as follows: 

ds/dt = ~N -µS-8IS, 

dS/dt = 8IS- µI, 
N=I+S, 
I(O)=I0 >0; S(O)>O; andN(O)>N0 >0. (2.1) 

The rate of total number of susceptible transferred to infective class is 
'oIS'. Total population removed per unit time on account of emigration and death 
is 'µN'. It is divided into two classes namely suscepible class and infective class in 
proportion to number of individuals in those classes. All newborns and immigrants 
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are susceptible. 
The fact account for the first term '~N in expression for dS/dt. 
3. Solution of the Model Equation. The solution of the model is given 

by system of equations (2.1) can be effected as follows. On adding first two equations 
of the system (2.1) and employing the relation N=l+S, we obtain 

N'= (~ - µ)N. (3.1) 

Here prime denotes differentiation with respect to t. 
This equation has solution 

N ···N e(llr1)1 - () . 
Employing this value of Nin the first equation in (2.1), we get 

S'= ~N -µS-8S(N -S) 
or 

S' = 8S2 - ~ + 8N oe(fl-r•lt )+ PN oe(fl-r•lt • 

Let us choose 'u' such that 
oSu+u' = 0. 

Making this substitution in equation (3.3) and simplifying we obtain 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

u"+~L + 8N
0
e(p-µ)t ~'+PN0e(p-µ)tµ = 0 (3.4) 

Using relations (3.1) and (3.2) equation (3.4) takes the form 

(p-µ)2 N 2 d
2

~ +(µ+oN)N(p-µ)du +8PNu=0. (3.5) 
dN dN 

Putting M = { o/([3-µ)} N, equation (3.5) becomes 

M£r~+{~µ) M}J~-Ou~o. (3.6) 

Differential equation (3.6) is the well known Confluent Hypergeometric 
equation [6], whose general solution is: 

u = C1 iFi(8; (~~µ);M )+u+C2M
1
-µt(p-µ) 1Fj( 1+8- {13~µ);2- (~=µ);M) (3.7) 

where C1 and C2 are arbitrary constants and µ/(~-µ)is non-integral. 

In (3.6) put µ/{13- µ) = 28, M=2Z and u=eZw, the result is [6], 

zw"+2aw'-zw=O (3.8) 
of which one solution must be w=e-z1F1(o;2o;2z). 

In equation (3.8) change the independent variable to cr = z2 /4 and thus 

arrive at the equation 

2 d
2
w ( L 2 dw a --2 + 8+1/2p --aw=O 

da da 
(3.9) 

or 
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[e(e + 0+1/2-1)-cr }v = o,e = crd/dcr (3.10) 

Equation (3.10) is a differential equation for the 0F 1 function with 

denominator parameter (o + 1/2) and argument cr == z 2 /4. Hence if o + 1/2 is non 

integral (That is if 28 is not an odd integer, the general solution of equation (3.10) 
lS 

w =A 0Fi_(-;o + 1/2.; z2 /4)+ P(z2 )11
2

-
0
0Fi_(-;.'J/2-o; z2 /4) ... (8.11) 

Hence the solution of equation (3.6) can be obtained in the form 

MI 2 µ 1 M ( 2; :-·- - - . . ' 3 ~l M 
{ ( 

2 J f 1 µ ) ( 2 ]} u=e A 0F1 -, 2
(p-µ)+ 

2
;j(i +BM 4 2 2\p-µ) oF 1 -,2 .. .2{(3·-·µ):··"/6 C:il2) 

where A and B are arbitrary constants. 
4. Conclusion. The exact solution obtain.e~ the hyper form of 

hypergeometric functions can be employed to predict th~ number of infective in a 
population in the grip of a contagious disease in which infected population does 
not recover, if the numerical values of the parameters are known. Hence if the 
infective class is to be reduced to negligible proportions after a given time span, 
corresponding value of contact rate can be computed and if need be strong measures 
such as quarantine be imposed to bring the contact rate to the requisite level. 
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ABSTRACT 
In the present paper, we prove some theorems on decomposition curvature 

tensor fields in a Tachibana recurrent space. 
1. Introduction. A Tachibana space T n is a Riemannian space, which 

admits a structure tensor field F;,h satisying the conditions [ 4] 

and 

F h vi ~i 
j l'h = u )' 

F = ·-F .. (F. =Fag .) 
IJ . JI IJ ! OJ 

... (1.1) 

... (1.2) 

F(j = 0, ... (1.3) 

where the comma (,) followed by an index denotes the operation of covariant 
differentiation with respect to the Riemannian metric tensor gij" 

The Riemannian curvature tensor field RJk is defined by 

Rik =a{~ )-a j(i~ )( ~ )(jk )-(~ )(jk J, ... (1.4) 

where ai = a/axi .k} denotes real local coordinates. 

The Ricci tensor and scalar curvature are given by Ru = R:u and R = Ruiri 
respectively. 

and 

It is well known that these tensors satisfy the following identities [3] : 

Rik,a = RJk,i - Riki , 

Ri = 2R~a, 

Ff.a Raj = -RiaFja' 

FaRj -RaFj 
i a - i a· 

The Bianchi identities in T n are given by 

R~k + R1ik. + Rk1i .. = 0 
IJ J ! lj ' 

... (1.5) 

... (1.6) 

... (1. 7) 

... (1.8) 

... (1.9) 
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and 

R h Rh R" 0 "k + 'k . + . 'k = 1J ,a 1 a,J ICIJ, ... (1.10) 

A Tachibana space is said to be Tachibana recurrent if its curvature tensor 
field satisfies the condition [1] 

Rik.a= AaRik• ... (1.11) 

where A.a is a non-zero recurrence vector field. 
The following relations follow immediately from equation (1.11): 

Rik,a=A.aRik ... (1.12) 

and 

Ra= AaR. , ... (1.13) 

2. Decomposition of Curvature Tensor Field Rbk. Consider the 

docomposition of recurrent cur\rature tensor field Rbk in the following form: 

Rbk = Ajkv1, 

where Ajk and v1 are two non-zero tensor fields such that 

A.1iv1 =Pi, 

A. 11 v" = 1 
and 

... (2.1) 

... (2.2) 

... (2.3) 

A,;k =Aj,k-A.k,.i ;t:O. . .. (2.4) 
The vector fieldpi is also.a non-zero vector field and is called decomposed vector 
field. 

We shall prove the following: 
Theorem 1. Under the docomposition (2.1), tlie Bianchi identities take the forms: 

and 
Pi A.ik+Pj ~ki+Pk AiJ=O ... (2.5) 

Ila Ajk +llj Aka+ll0aj=O ... (2.6) 

Proof. In view of equation (1.9) and (2.1), we have 
h h h . 

Ajh•v,i +Akiv,j +~v.k =0. ...(2.7) 

Multiplying the above equation by A,h and using (2.2), we obtain the required result 
(2.5). Making use of equation (1.10), (1.11) and (2.1), we get 

v.HA-aAjk +A.j.Aka +A.kAq;)= o ... (2.8) 

Multiplying the above equation by A," and using (2.2), we have 

~(A.aAjk +A,jAka +A.kAq;)=O ... (2.9) 

Since Pi is a non zero recurrence vector field, we obtain 

A a A jk +A jAka + A,kAqj =O. 

This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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Theorem 2. Under the decomposition (2.1), the tensor field Rbk, Rv and Ajk satisfy 
the relations 

'A R'!.k == "A.R 'k -'A .R.k = p.A 'k ... (2.10) UIJ IJ JI IJ 

Proof. With the help of equations (1.5), (1.11) and (1.12), we obtain 

'AR'!.,= "A.R.k -'A .R.k ... (2.11) 
O!Jfl LJ JI 

Multiplying equations (2.1) by 'Ah and using the relation (2.2), we have 

"-aRijk = P;AJk. ...(2.12) 

In view of equations (2.11) and (2.12), we get the required result (2.10). 

Theorem 3. Under the decomposition (2.1), the quantities Iva and v1 behave like 
recurrent vector and tensor fields respectively. The recurrent forms of these 
quantities are given by 

... (2.13) 
and 

u'~ = u u~ (2 1 ) ,1,m def m ,1 ' • , • • 4 

where u.7,m = u1m and µm> um are non-zero recurrence vector fields. 
Proof. Defferentiating (2.11), convariently with ;respect to xm and using equations 
(2.1) and (2.10), we have 

"-a,mA)kUJ = A;,mR)k -Aj,mRik· 

Multiplying the above equation by Iva and using (2.11), we get 

Aa,m('A;Rjk-AjRik)=!va(!vi,mRjk-Aj,mRik). 

Now multipling equation (2.16) by lvh, we get 

... (2.15) 

. .. (2.16) 

Aa,m('AiRjk-lvjRik}A.h::::: ').,,a!vh(!vi,mRjk -lvj,mRik)• ... (2.17) 
Since the expression on the right hand side of the above equation is a 

symmetric in a and h, therefore we get 

Aa,mAh = Ah,mAa, 

provided that 'AiRJk -Iv )Rik'* 0. 

... (2.18) 

The vector Iva being non-zero, we can obtain a proportional vector field µm such 

that Aa,m = µmA,a· 
Further, differentiating (2.2) covariently with respect toxm and using (2.13), 

we get 

AhV,~m = Pi,m - µmPi ... (2.19) 

From the above equation it is obvious that 

Ahv~m = Aau~m ... (2.20) 
' J •f 

Since Aa is a non-zero recurrence vector field, we can get a proportional vector 

field um such that v:::n = vmv1 . 
. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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Theorem 4. Under the decomposition (2.1), the vector field Pi and tensor field Ajk 

behave like recurrent vector and recurrent tensor fields and their recurrent forms 
are given respectively by 

... (2.21) 

and 

Ajk,m = (A.m -um)Ajk· ... (2.22) 

Proof. Differentiating (2.2) covariantly with respect to xm and using equations 
(2.2), (2.13) and (2.14), we obtain the required result (2.21). 

Further, differentiating equation (2.1) covariently with respect to xm and 
using equations (1.11), (2.1) and (2.14), we get the required recurrent form (2.:22). 

Theorem 5. Under decomposition (2.1), the curvature tensor and holomorphically 
projective curvature tensor are equal iff 

Akm {(piSJ- pisr )+ Pa(Ff Ft-F/Fia )}+2paAjiFkhFia = 0. ...(2.23) 

Pro9f. The holomorphically projective curvature tensor field Puk in T n is defined by 

Ptk = Rbk + (RikoJ -Rjko? + sikFf -SjkFih + 2SijFkh )/(n + 2). ...(2.24) 
which may be expressed briefly as 

P~k = R~k + D~, 
IJ 1J IJIP 

... (2.25) 
where 

nDbk = (RikoJ -Riko? + SikFf -SikFih + 2SvF1' )/(n + 2). . .. (2.26) 
Contracting indices h and k in (2.1), we get 

Rv = A itu~r. . .. (2.27) 
In view of the above equation, we have 

Sv = Fia RoJ = Fia Ai1v~a ... (2.28) 
Making use of (2.27) and (2.28) in (2.26), we have 

Dbk = [Aki{(sJv:i -Sihu:J+v~(Ff Fia -F;hFja )}+ 2AjtFia F1'v~aV(n + 2). ...(2.29) 
From (2.25) it is clear that 

Pjk = Rbk iff Dbk = 0, which in view of equation (2.29), gives 

Aki {(oJu~i -o?u~j )+ v:a(Ff'Ft -Fih Fj )}+ 2AjtFia Ff u~a = 0. ...(2.30) 

Multiplying the above equation by "Aa and using (2.2), we.obtain the required 

condition (2.23). 
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ABSTRACT 
A layer of couple-stress fluid. heated and soluted from below in porous 

medium is considered in the presence of uniform horizontal magnetic field to include 
the effect of Hall currents. For the stationary convection case, the stable solute 
gradient and magnetic field postpones the onset of convection while the Hall 
current hastens the onset of convection. The medium permeability and couple
stress both postpone and hasten the onset of convection depending on the Hall 
parameter M. Graphs have been plotted by giving numerical values to the 
parameters, to depict the stability characteristics. The .stable solute gradient and 
the magnetic field (and corresponding Hall currents) are found to introduce 
oscillatory modes in the sytem, which were non-existent in their absence. The 
fufficient conditions for the non-existence of overstability are also obtained. 
Key Words Couple-stress fluid, heated and soluted from below, Porous medium, 

' 
Magnetic field, Hall currents. 

1. Introduction. The formation and derivation of the basic equations of a 
layer of fluid heated from below in porous medium, using Boussinesq 
approximation, has been given in a treatise by Joseph [4]. When a fluid permeates 
an isotropic and homogeneous porous .medium, the gross effect is represented by 
the Darcy's law. The study of a layer of fluid heated from below in porous media is 
motivated both theoretically and by its practical applications in engineering. 
Among the applications in engineering disciplines one can find the food process 
industry, chemical process indurtry, solidification and centrifugal casting of metals. 
The development of geothermal power resources has increased general interest in 
the properties of convection in porous medium. An extensive and updated account 
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of convection in porous media has been given by Nield and Bejan [7]. The forced 
convection in fluid saturated r-orous medium channel has been studied by Nield et 
al. [8]. The effect of a magnetic field on the stability of such a flow is of interest in 
geophysics, particularly in the study of the earth's core, where the earth's mantle, 
which consists of conducting fluid, behaves like a porous medium that can become 
convectively unstable as a result of differential diffusion. Another application of 
the results of flow through a porous medium in the presence of a magnetic field is 
in the study of the stability of convective geothermal flow. A good account of the 
effect of magnetic field on the layer of the fluid heated from below has been given 
in a treatise by Chandrasekhar [2]. MHD finds vital applications in MHD 

generators, MHD flow-meters and pumps for pumping liquid metallurgy, geophysics 
MHD couplers and bearing a~d physiological processes such as magnetic therapy. 

Double-diffusive convection concens flow that can arise when a layer of 
fluid with a dissolved solute (such as salt) is heated from below. Veronis [19] has 
investigated the problem of thermohaline convection in a layer of fluid heated 
from below and subjected to a stable salinity gradient. The physics is quite similar 
in the stellar case in that helium acts like salt in raising the density and in diffusing 
more slowly than heat. ,The conditions under which convective motions are 
important in stellar atmospheres are usually far removed from consideration of 
single component fluid and rigid boundaries and therefore it is desirable to consider 
a fluid acted on by solute gradient and free boundaries. The problem of the onset 
of thermal instability in the presence of a solute gradient is of great importance 
because of its applications to atmospheric physics and astrophysics, especially in 
the case of the ionosphere and the outer layer of the atmosphere. The thermosolutal 
convection problems also arise in oceanography, limnology and engineering. 
Thermosolutal convection problem arise in oceanography, limnology, and 
engineering. Examples of particular interest are provided by ponds built to trap 
solar heat (Tabor and Matz [17] and some Antarctic lakes (Shirtcliffe [16]). Sherman 
and Sutton [9] have considered the effect of current on the efficiency of a magncto
fluid~dynamic generator. 

With the growing importance of non-Newtonian fluids in modern technology 
and industries, the investigations on such fluids are desirable. Stokes [10] 
formulated the theory of couple-stress fluid. One of the applications of couple
stress fluid. is its use to the study of the mechanisms of lubrication of synovial 
joints, which has become. the object of seientific research. A human joint is a 
dynamically loaded bearing which has articular cartilage as the bearing and 
synovial fluid as the lubricant. Whena fluid film is generated, squeeze-film action 
is capable of providing considerable protection to the cartilage surface. 

A number of theories of the micro-continuum have been postulated and 
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applied (Stokes [10], Lai et al. [5], Walicka [20]). The theory due to Stokes [10] 
allows for polar effects such as the presence of couple stresses and body couples. 
Stokes [10] theory has been applied to the study of some simple lubrication problems 
(see e.g. Sinha et al. [11], Bujurke and Jayaraman [1], Lin [6]). According to the 
theory of Stokes [10], couple-stresses are found to appear in notiCeable magnitudes 
in fluids with very large molecules. Since the long chain hyaluronic acid molecules 
are found as additives in synovial fluid, Walicki and Walicka [21] modeled synovial 
fluid as couple-stress fluid in human joints. Sharma and Thakur [12] and Sharma 
et al. [13] have studied the problems of couple-stress fluid heated from below in 
porous medium in hydromagnetics and rotation, separately. The Hall effect is like1y 
to be important in many geophysical situations as well as in flow of laboratory 
plasma. There is growing importance of non-Newtonian fluids in chemical 
technology, industry and geophysical fluid dynamics. The Hall currents have 
relevance and importance in geophysics, MHD generator and industry. 

Keeping in mind the important of non-Newtonian fluids, convection in fluid 
layer heated and saluted from below, porous medium, magnetic field and Hall 
currents; the present paper attempts to stv.dy the couple-stress fluid heated and 
saluted from below in porous medium in the presence of uniform horizontal 
magnetic field to include the effect of Hall currents. The study is motivated by a 
model of synovial fluid. The synovial fluid is the natural lubricant of points of the 
vertebrates. The detailed description of the joint lubrication has very important 
practical implications-practically all diseases of joints are caused by or connected 
with a malfunction of the lubrication. The extremal efficiency of the physiological 
joint lubrication is caused by more mechanisms. The synovial fluid is due to the 
content of the hyaluronic acid a fluid of high viscosity, near to a gel. A layer of 
such fluid heated and soluted from below in pq_i:ous medium under the action of 
magnetic field may find applications in physiological processes e.g. MHD finds 
applications in physiological processes such as magnetic therapy; heating may 
find application in physio-therapy. · 

2. Formulation of the Problem and Perturbation Equations. Here 
we consider an infinite, horizontal, incompressible, electrically conducting couple
stress fluid layer of thickness d, heated from below so that, the temperatures and 
densities at the bottom surface z=O are T0 and p(J and at the upper surface z=d 
and Td and Pd respectively, and that a uniform temperature gradient~(= ldT/dzl) 
and a uniform solute gradient ~'( = I dC!dz I) are maintained. The gravity field 

g = (0~0,-g) and a uniform horizontal magnetic field fI = (H,0,0) pervade the 

system. This fluid layer is flowing through an isotropic and homogeneous porous 
medium of porostiy e and medium permeability kz. 
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Letp,p,T, C, a, a', g, T\, µe,N, e and ij = (u,v,w) denote, respectively, the fluid 

pressure, density, temperature, solute concentration, thermal coefficient of 
expansion, an analogous solvent coefficient of expansion, gravitational acceleration, 
resistivity, magnetic permeability, electron number density, charge of an electron 
and fluid velocity. The equations expressing the conservation of momentum, mass, 
temperature solute concentration and equation of state of couple-stress fluid 
through porous medium (Stokes [10), Joseph [4]) are 

1[8ij 11-u\-;!] 1 n -(1 op) 1 ( µ' u2)-· µe (n H-) H-- -+-w.v J<J =--vp+g +- -- v--v q+-- v x x , 
E Ot E Po Po k1 Po 4npo · 

V.q = 0, 

EaT/0t + (ij.v)T = KV2T, 
E' ac/0t + (ij.vp = K'V2C, 

p = p0 [1- a(T-T0 )+ a'(C-C0 )1 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

where the suffix zero refers to values at the reference level z=O and in writing Eq. 
(1), use has been niade of the Boussinesq approximation which states that the 
density variations are ignored in all terms in the equation of motion except the 
external force term. The magnetic permeability µe, the kinematic viscosity, v, the 
kinematic viscoelasticity v', the thermal diffusivity 1C and the solute diffusivity K' 

are all assumed to be constants. 
The Maxwell's equations yield 

dH (- \_,. 2- CE ri( -) -1 
E-= H.Vfi+eriV H---Vx~VxH xH, 

dt · 47tNe 
(6) 

v.iI = o, (7) 

where d/dt =a/at+ e-1ij.V stands for the convection derivative. 

Here E = E + (1- e X(p 8 C8 )/~oci )) is a constant and E' is a constant analogous to E 

but corresponding to solute rather than heat. p
8
,c

8 
and p0 ,ci stand for density 

and heat capacity of solid (porous matrix) material and fluid, respectively. The 
steady state solution is 

q = (0,0;0), T = -Pz + T0 , -

C=-P'z+C0 , p=p0 (1+apz-a'P'z} (8) 
Here we use linearized stability theory and normal mode analysis method. 

Assume small perturbations around the basic solution, and let op, op, e, y, q (u,v,w) 

and h = (hx,hy,hz) denote respectively the perturbations in fluid density p, pressure 
p, temprature T, solute concentration C, velocity (0,0,0) and magnetic field 
f:I = (H,0,0). The change in density op, caused mainly by the perturbations 0 and y 
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in temperature and concentration, is given by 
8p = -p

0
(a0-a'y). . . . . (9) 

Then the linearized perturbation equations of the couple-stress fluid become 

1 aq 1 (n~ ) -·( e , ) 1 ( µ' u2)- µc (u H-) 8--- = -- v op - g a -a y - - v - - v · q +-- v xx, (10) 
e at Po k1 Po 41tPo 

V.q = 0, 

ae 2 E- = f3w+ KV e, at 
E' 0y A' tn2 

·at=fJW+K v y, 

e-dh_ = (irv fi + e11V 2h-~ Vx [(v x il)x ill 
dt 47tNe 

V.h=O. 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

3. The Dispersion Relation. Analyzing the disturbances into normal 
modes, we assume that the perturbation quantities are of the form 

[w,hz,e, y,s,s] = [W(z),K(z),e(z),r(z),Z(z),Z(z)]exp(ikxx+ ikyy+ nt); (16) 

where kx, k.Y are the wave number along the x-and y-directions respectively, 

k = J{kr~k~J is the resultant wave number and n is the growth rate, which is, in 

general, a complex constant. Here s = au/ ax - au/ (}y and s = ahy I ax - ahx I (}y stand 
for the z-components of vorticity and current density, respectively. 

Expressing the coordinates x,y,z in the new unit of length d and letting 

a==kd, cr=nd2/v, p1 =v/K, p 2 =v/ri, q=v/K', P, =k1/d2 , F=µ'/~0d2v) and 

D = d/dz, Eqs. (10)-(15), using (16), yield 

(D2 2lcr 1 F (n2 2)~w ikxµcHd
2 (n2 2 h,, ga

2
d

2 
( , ) -a -+--- -a - -a ;n. +---- aE>-a r = 0, (17) 

E Pe Pe 41tp0v v 

[cr/e + 1/Pe -Ff Pe (D2 -a~)]z = ikxµeHd2X/(41tp~v), ~ (18) 

(D2 -a2 
- p 2cr)K =-(ikxH<f/(rie))w +cikxH<fX/(4irNefl), (19) 

(D2 -a2 
- p 2cr)x = -(ikxHd2 /(rie)}z-.cikxH/(47tNefl)(D2 -a2 }K, (20) 

(D2 - a2 
- Ep1cr ~ = -~d2 /K )w, (21) 

(D2 -a2 -E' qcr )r = -(f3' d2 /K')w. (22) 

Consider the case where both boundaries are free as well as perfect 
conductors of both heat and solute concentration, while the adjoining medium is 
perfectly conducting. The case of two free boundaries is a little artificial but it 
enables us to find analytical solutions and to make some qualitative conclusions. 
The appropriate boundary conditions, with respect to which Eqs. (17)-(22) must 
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be solved are (Chandrasekhar [2]) 

W = D2W = X =DZ= O,E> = O,r = 0, at z = O and 1, 

DX=O, K=O on a perfectly conducting boundary 
and X=O, hx, hy, hz are continuous with an external vacuum field 
on a non-conducting boundary. (23) 
The case of two free boundaries, though little artificial, is the most 

appropriate for steller atmospheres (Spiegel [14]). Using the above boundary 
conqitions, it can be shown that all the even order derivatives of W must vanish ,, 
for z-::=O and 1 and hence the proper solution of W characterizing the lowest mode 
lS 

~~~R (W 
where W0 is a constant. 

Eliminating E>, r, K, Z and X between Eqs. (17)-(22) and substituting the 

prop~r solution W= W0 sin1fZ, i_n the resultant equation, we obtain the dispersion 
rela~ion 

R -(l+x)[ia1 1 7t
2
F(l+x)l[l "E ] 8 _(1+x+iEpp1 ) 

1 - -- --+ - + + x + i PP 1 + 1 ( . ) 
x e P P · · 1 + x + iE' qa 1 

; 

where 

gaJ3d4 .ga'13'd4 
_ µeH 2d 2 

-( cH·.)
2 

a2 
• a 

Ri= 4 ,81= 4 ,Q1-4 2,M- 4rr.Ni ,X=2,ia1=2, 
VK7t VK

1
7t 7tpoY1167t eTJ , 7t 7t 

kx=ll cos8 and P = 1rPe. 

Equation (25) is the r ~quired dispersion relation including the effects of 
magnetic field, Hall current, stable solute gradient and medium permeability on a 
layer of couple-stress fluid heated and soluted from below in porous medium in 
the presence of a uniform horizontal magnetic field and Hall currents. 

4. The Stationary Convection. When the instability sets in as stationary 
convection, the marginal state will be characterized by cr=O. Putting cr=O, the 
dispersion relation (25) reduces to 
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(
(1 + x){1 + n2 F(l + x)} + QiXCO; e)2' + Mxco; e(l + x)~.~111 + x)f_ 

(
l+x) P P 

R, ~ ---;- {fli x + Mxcos' ;J!i + it2F(J + ~ + Q,xcos' 0} - + s,, (26) 

which expresses the modified Rayleigh number R1 as a function of the dimensionless 
wave number x and the parameters S1,Q1,M,F and P. 

To study the effects of stable solute gradient, horizontal magnetic field, 
Hall currents, medium permeability and couple-stress parameter, we examine the 
natures of dRif dS1 ,dRif dQ1 ,dRif dM ,dRif dP and dRi/dF analytically. Equation 
(26) yields 

dR,/dS1 = +1, (27) 

<!-_El = (~ + x}coJ e 

(l+x){1+rr2.F(l+x)}+Qxcole+-~xc0Jaj1::rr2F(l+x) Qx coie 

P {l+x+Mx coip l+it'F(l+x) +Qxcoio) 

dQ x . 
{
(l+x+MxcoJ;lli+rr2F(1+x)}+Qxcole} 

(28) 

and 

(
(1 + x){1 + n2

F(1 + x}} + Qixcos2 e)({l + n2 
F(l + x)}) 

dR1 4 ( ) p ' p --=-Q1xcos 0 l+x 2 " (29) 

dM . { (1 + x + Mxcos2ffe-~(1~+Q,xcol0} 

It is clear from (27), (28) and (29) that, for stationary convection, the 
magnetic field and stable solute gradient postpones the onset of convection 
whereas, the Hall currents hastens the onset of convection on the thermosolutal 
instability of couple-stress fluid in porous medium in hydromagnetics in the 
presence of Hall currents. Equation (26) also yields 

(l \x) (1 + x + Mx cos2 0 )2 ~ + n2 F(l + x )}
2 

p 

2Q1xcos4 0(1 + x)(l + x.+ Mxcos 2 0 X1 + n2 F(l + x)} 
+ p 

+ Qix2 cos4 0(1 + x- Mxcos2 0) 
dR1 __ (l+x){l+n2F(l+x)} ______________ (30) 

dP - xP
2 

[ (1 + x + Mx cos2 0 ~ + 1t
2 F(l + x )} Q . 2 e]2 

- p- + 1XCOS 
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(fJ:;2:.l)1 + x + Mxcos2 e J {1+1t2 F(l + x)}
2 

+ 2Q1 x !!os2 0 (1 + x 'fv._ + x + Mx cos2 0 ){i + 1t2 J11 + xJ} 
p 

+ Qrx2 cos4 e(1+x-Mxcos2 0) 
dR1 ~((l+x)'•'}----
dF xP ul + x +_ill_"""."~l_ +n~(l +~ + Q, xcos' 0 r (31) 

Hence,.it is .clear from (30) and (31) that, for stationary convection, the meidum 
permeability hastens the onset of convection whereas, the couple-stress postpones 
the onset of convection on the thermal instability of couple-stress fluid in porous 
medium in hydromagnetics in the presence of Hall currents for all wave numbers 

(1 +x)>Mx cos20, 
which is normally satisfied as the Hall currents parameter Mis very small compared 
to unity. 

The dispersion relation (26) is analysed numerically. In Figure 1,R1 is plotted 
against x for 8 1=10, 20, 30; P=50, fJ=45°, F=2, Q1=10 and M=lO. It is clear that 
the stable solute gradient postpones the onset of convection in a couple-stress 
fluid heated and soluted from below in a porous medium in the presence of Hall 
currents as the Rayleigh number increases with the increase in stable solute 
gradient parameter. In Figure 2, R1 is plotted against x for Q1=10,20,30; P=50, 
fJ=45°, F=2, 8 1=10 and M=lO. It is clear that the magnetic field postpones the 
onset of convection in a couple-stress fluid heated from below in a porous medium 
in the presence of Hall currents as the Rayleigh number increases with the increase 
in magnetic field parameter. In Figure 3, R 1 is plotted against x for M = 10,20, 30; 
P=50, fJ=45o, F=2, 8 1=10 and Q1=10. Here we find that the Hall currents hastens 
the onset of convection for all wave numbers as the Rayleigh number decreases 
with an increase in the Hall currents parameter. 

. In Figure 4, R1 is plotted against x for P=lO, 20, 30; M=0.1, fJ=45°, F=2, 
81=10 and Q 1=100. Here we find that when M < 1, the medium permeability always 
hastens the onset of convection for all wave numbers as the Rayleigh number 
decreases with an increase in medium permeability parameter. In Figure 5, R 1 is 
plotted against x for P=lO, 20,30; M=100, fJ=45°, F=2, 8 1=10 and Q1=100. Here 
we find that whenM> 1, the medium permeability postpones the onset of convection 
for small wave numbers only· as the Rayleigh number increases with an increase 
in medium permeability parameter and hastens the onset of convection for higher 
wave numbers as the Rayleigh numbers decreases With an increase in medium 
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permeability parameter. 
In Figure 6, R1 is plotted against x for F==l,2,S,4; Q1==100, 0=45°, P==lO, 

S 1=10 and M=0.1. Here we find that when M<l, the couple-stress postpones the 
onset of convection for all wave numbers as the Rayleigh number increases with 
the increase in couple-stress parameter. In Figure 7, R 1 is plotted against x for 
F=l,2,3; Q1==100, 0=45°, P=lO, S1=10andM==100. Here we find thatwhenM>l, 
the couple-stress hastens the onset of convection for small wave numbers as the 
Rayleigh number decreases with the increase in couple-stress parameter and 
postpones the onset of convection in the for higher wave number as the Rayleigh 

number increases with the increase in couple-s~ress parameter. 
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5. Stability of the System and Oscillatory Modes. Here we examine 
the possibility of oscillatory modes, on a stability problem due to the presence of 
the magnetic field and Hall currents. Multplying (17) by W*, which is the complex 
conjugate of W, and using (18H22) together with the boundary conditions (23), we 

obtain 

FI1 + (l 1 P" cr/c)f 2 -(gaKa2 Pe /vf3)[18 + Ep1a • 14 ]+ (ga'K' a2Pe /vf3')[15 + E' qa • 16] 
2 

+ 4E_e_f:l'j P" (11 + P2CT •I 8 )+ ~4(E~1~--Pe(lu + P2CTI12)+ d2 [(1 +Pe a• /c Y10 + F/9] = 0, 
rcpov -TCPoV 

where 

! 1 = f~(ln2wl 2 
+ 2a2 /DWJ 2 

+a4 /W/ 2 )dz, 

13 = f~~~2 +a2/~2 ~z; 
1s = f~~D~2 + a2/~2 ~z; 
11 == f d(jn2 Kj2 

+ 2a2 /DK/ 2 
+ a4 JK/2 )dz, 

19 = f~~D~2 +a2/~2 ~z; 
! 11 = fd~DXj2 

+ a
2 /XJ 2 ~z, 

I10 = f d~Z/2 ~z, 
112 = J~~~2 ~z 

The integrals 11, ... ,112 are all positive-definite. Putting a= ar +icri where 
; 

are real and equating the real and imaginary parts of Eq. (32), we obtain 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

It is evident from Eq. (34) that crr is either positive or negative. The system 

is, therfore, either stable or unstable. It is cle..;u- from Eq. (35) that ai may be 

either zero or non-zero, meaning that the modes may be either non-oscillatory or 
oscillatory. In the absence of stable solute gradient and magnetic field, equation 
(35) reduces to 

[12/c + gaKa2Epif4 /vf3~i = 0. (36) 

and the terms in brackets are positive definite. Thus ai = O , which means that 

oscillatory modes are not allowed and the principle of exchange of stabilitties is 
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satisfied for a porous medium, in the absence of stable solute gradient and magnetic 
field. This result is true for the porous as well as non-porous medium as studied in 
Chandrasekhar [2]. The oscillatory modes are introduced due to the presence of 
the stable solute gradient and the magnetic field (and corresponding Hall currcntsJ, 
which were non-existent in their absence. 

6. The Case of Overstability. Here we discuss the possibility of whether 
instability may occur as overstability. Since we wish to determine the critical 
Rayleigh number for the onset of instability via a state of pure oscillations, it 

suffices to find conditions for which (25) will admit of solutions with a 1 real. 

Equating real and imaginary parts of Eq. (25) and eliminating R 1 between them, 
we obtain 

(37) 

where we have put c 1 = crf ,b = 1 + x and 

A4 = E'2 q2pi /c2 [(l/c + Ep1n
2 F /P~+ Ep1 /P], (38) 

A3 = [E'2 q2(!_ + Ep1n
2 
FJ(p;n

4 

F
2 

+ ~-Jp; + Pt(!_+ Ep1n
2
FJ]b3 

E p P 2 E2 c2 c p 

[2
E 2 2 (!_ Ep1n

2
FJ(p;n

4
F

2 
MxcoieJ 2 piEp1 E

2
q

2
Ep1 (p;n

2
F

2 ~J 2]b2 + q E + p p2 
8
2 P2 + 82 p + p p2 + 

8 
P2 

E2 -2[(1 EJJin
2 
Fxp2 2Q1xco; eJ 3 2EPJp; (p;n2 F2 Mxco; eJ (P; (E )J]b 

+ lJ ;+-p- P2- E P2+ p p2 82 +--;? 'A-P2 

+[ ~Ep, (~- 2Q,x;os'a }; ++( ~J (Ep,-p,XH)Jl (39) 

and the coefficients A0, A1 and A2, being quite lengthy and not needed in the 
discussion of overstability, have not been written here. 

Since cr 1 is real fo~ overstability, the four values of c1 (= cr ~ ) are positive. 

The sum of roots of (37) is -A3 /A4 , and if this is to be negative, then A3>0 A4 >0. 

It is clear from (38) and (39) that A3 and A4 are always positive if 

Ep1 > p2,Ep1 >E'q,p~n2F/P2 >Mx(cos2e)/c2 and P2/P2 >2Q1x(cos2e)/8 (40) 

which imply that 

E EK' Pok: (cHk1 )
2 

( µe J
112

(k1Hk;,) K< YJ K<- V>-- -- V> --
' E' ' µ' 4cNe ' 2np0 8 

(41) 

Le. 
. (E EK'J . ,p0k! (cHki J2 

( µe J
112

(k1Hkx )] K<min YJ,- ,v>m -- -- , --
E' µ' 4ENe 2np0 E (42) 
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th K < min(Eri EK') v > m"'J Pok; (cHki )2 (_Jt_£_J1/2(k1Hkx .. )] th f 
us ' E' ' ...,,,,.,l µ' 4r,Ne ' 21tPo 8 _ , ere ore, are 

sufficient conditions for the non-existence of overstability, the violation of which 
does not necessarily imply occurrence of overstability. 

7. Discussion. The inclusion of Hall currents gives rise to a cross flow i.e., 
a flow at right angles to the primary flow in a channel in the presence of a 
transverse magnetic field, has been shown by Sato [15] whereas 'l'ani [18]. Tani 
[18] has found that Hall effect produces a cross-flow of double-swirl pattern in 
incompressible flow through a straight channel with arbitrary cross-section. This 
breakdown of the primary flow and formation of a secondary flow may be attributed 
to the inherent instability of the primary flow in the presence of Hall current. 
Sato [15) has pointed out that even if the distribution of the primary flow velocity 
be stable to external distrubances. the whole layer may become turbulent if the 
distribution of the cross-flow velocity is unstable. A similar situation occurs on 
the three-dimensional boundary layer along a swept-back wing. Gupta [3] has found 
that the presence of Hall current induces a veI~ical component of vorticity and 
this may well the reason for the destabilizing influence. 

'rherefore, for stationary convection, the magnetic field postpones the onset 
of convection whereas, the Hall currents hastens the onset of convection on the 
thermal instability of couple-stress fluid in porous medium in hydromagnetics in 
the presence of Hall currents. The medium permeability hastens the onset of 
convection whereas, the couple-stress postpones the onset of convection on the 
thermal instability of couple-stress fluid in porous medium in hydromagnetics in 

the presence of Hall currents for ail wave numbers (1 + x) > Mxcos2 e, 
which is normally satisfied as the Hall currents parameter Mis very small compared 
to unity. Graphs have been plotted by giving some numerical values to the 
parameters, to depict the stability characteristics. The stable solute gradient and 
the magnetic field (and corresponding Hall currents) introduce oscillatory mode~ 
in the system, which were non-existent intheir absence. The sufficient condition 
for the non-existence of overstability for thermal instability in couple-stress fluid 
in presence of magnetic field in porous medium are 

K <min Eri,-, , v >max Po x --"-1 , ~ " 1 x • Moreover, in the ( EK') . [ k2. ( cHh )
2 

( Ji;z ( h Hk J] . 
E µ' 4f,Ne 2np0 . f, 

absence of couple-stress vicosity (µ'=O) and solute gradient, sufficient condition 
for non-existence of overstability for thermal instability in viscous, Newtonian 
fluid (Gupta [3]), as expected, reduces to ET]>r K:. Porosity '~' factor played an 
important role in developing the sufficient conditions for the non-existence of 
oversfability. The result of the satisfaction of principal of exchange of stabilities 
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[Sec. 5] is true in porous as well as non-porous medium. 
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ABSTRACT 
In the present paper, we define biorthogonal type polynomials and establish 

their differential recurrence relations through special generating functions and 
then, making an appeal to these relations, we obtain some more generating 
functions through Lie group theory. 

1. Introduction. The biorthogonal polynomials play an important role in 
the theory of Approximation, Queueing, Coding and other branches of Applied 
Mathematics and Physics. They are used as weight function. Konhauser [6] has 
defined rather first the biorthogonal polynomials of degree n such that 

z~(x,k)= r(kn+,a+1)f(-1Y(~) xkr . 
n. r=O f(kr+ CX + 1) . 

Again, Carlitz [3], Prabhakar [7,8], Srivastava [10], Srivastava and Singhal 
[12] and Thakre [13] studied various biorthogonal polynomials along with 
generating functions, recurrence relations, orthogonal property and other relevant 
properties. 

Motivating by above work in the present paper we define biorthogonal type 
polynomials such that 

ya(x k)= r(l+a+nk)f(n) r(l+r) r(l+n-r) (-xk[ (1.1) 
n ' nf r=O r f(l+kr)f(l+a+kr)T(l+nk-kr). 

It is evident that for k = 1 

Z~ (x,1) = Y,:X (x,1) = L~ (x). (1.2) 

We also take the generating function concept due to Bateman [1,2] and 
Rainville [9] to establish the differential recurrence relations for the biorthogonal 
polynomials and make their applications to find further generating functions of 
these polynomials with the help of Lie group theory (see Srivastava and Monocha 
[11]). 

2. Theorems. Before evaluation of recurrence relations for the 
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biorthogonal polynomials defined by (1.1), we prove two theorems here, in this 
section 

"" Theorem 1. From e'\jJ(x,t) .::: L:cr,1 (x,k)tnk, 
/1>20 

it follows that cr'0 (x,k) = 0 and for n '21,k > O; 

xa'n (x,k) = nka 11 (x,k)- a n-·l/li (x,k). 

Proof. Consider the generating function 

e1\v(x,t) = f cr11 (x,k)t 11
k = F 

n=O 

Then, 

aF/&x = te1lV'(x,t) 
and 

aF/at = e1\v(x,t )+ xe1lV'(x,t). 

On eliminating \v(x,t), lV'(x,t) due to (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4), we get 

x(aF/&x)-t(aF/at)+tF = O 

Alternatively, (2.5) may be written as 

"" "" "" L:xcr'
11 

(x,k)t 1111 
- L:nkcr

11
(x,k)tnk + L:a

11
(x,k)tnk+l = 0. 

p() p() p() 

Further (2.6) may be put in the form 

"" "" "" ""' xa' (x k)t 11k - ""'nka (x k)t 11k + ""'cr · (x k)t"k = 0 £..,. n > £.., n 1 £.., ri-1/k 1 . , 

ri=O n=O 11"1/k 

Finally, from the relation (2. 7), we get the required result 

xa'11 (x,k) = nkan (x,.k)-an-l/k (x,k). 

"" Theorem 2. From A(t)exp(-xt/(1-t))= LPn(x,k)tnk, 
n=O 

it follows that p'0 (x,k) = O,n '21 and k>O, 

P1
n (x,k) = P'n_;_ll k (x,k)- Pn-11 k (x,k) 

and 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 



m=O 

Proof. Consider the generating function 

00 

A(t)exp(-xt/(l-t))= LPn(x,k)t 11k = F, 
n=O 

we have 

(1 tXcW/0x)= ~tF. 
Hence, we get 

00 00 00 

LP',, (x,k)tnk - LP'n (x,k)tnk+l = - LPn(x,k)t11k+l, 
n=O n=O 11=0 

which yields p'n(x,k)=O andfor n?.1, k>O, 

P1
n (x,k) = P'n-1/k (x,k)-Pn-1/k (x,k) · 

Again, rearranging (2.11) in the form 

aF/O:x = -(t/{1- t))F, 
so that we obtain 

oo n-l/ k nk 
=-L L Pm(x,k}t 

n=O m=O 

Hence, for n 2.1, k>O, we get 

n-1/k 
P'n (x,k) = - LPm(x,k). 

m=O 
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(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

3. Applications of the theorems to obtain the differential 
recurrence relations. Consider the generating relation 

oo ya (x k)tnk 
e'oFi(-..:.;l+a;-xt)= L 11 

' 

n=O (1 + a)nk 
(3.1) 

and theorem 1, we get the relation 

(3.2) 
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which readily yields the relation 

x(d/dx )Yna(x,k) nkY,~(x,k)-(a + nk)Y~~11 k (x, k ). (3.3) 

On replacing n by n+ 1/k, we find 

x(d/dx)Y,~ 11 k(x,h) = (nk + l)Y,~, 1 ;k(x,h)-(1 +a+ nh)Yna(x,k). (3.4) 

Further, consider the generating relation 

<J) 

(1- t tl-a exp(- xt/(1- t )) = 2: Y,~ (x,h ~nk , (3.5) 
11~0 

and theorem 2, we find 

:x Y:(x,k) = :x Y,~-1/k(x,k)- Y,:1~1/k(x,k). (3.6) 

Now, replacing n by n+ 1/k, we get 

(3.7) 

Again, making an appeal to (3.4) and (3.7), we obtain the relation 

(3.8) 

4. Applications of the differential recurrence relations to obtain 
further generating functions by Lie thoery. To find the further generating 
functions due to Lie theory, we choose following relations for the eigen function 

yna (x, k )ykn as 

A[Yna(x,k)ln ]= an,kynu(x,k)/11
, 

n[yna(x,k)l11 ]= bn,kyna-1/k(x,k)ykn-l, 

C(Y:(x,k)/11 ]= Cn,kyn:11k(x,k)/11
+

1 
, 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

provided that A,B,C are first order differential operators and an,k' bn,k and cn,k are 
the expressions iri. n and k, and are independent of x and y but not necessarily of a. 

Now, making an appeal to the differential recurrence relations (3.3) and 
(3.8) and Weisner's technique [14-16], we get the operators 

A=y(8/cy)+(a+l)/2, (4.4) 

B = xy-1(a/ax)-8/0y, 

and C = xy(a/ax)+ y2(a/ay)+ (1+ a-x)y. 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 



The .commutation relations. due to above operators follow 
[A,B] = AB-BA = -B, 
[A,C] =AC-CA= C, 

and [C,B] = CB-BC=2A. 
Again, we consider, here, an operator 

D=CB+A2-A 

= x[x(o2 /8x2 )+ (1 + a-xXo/Bx)+ y(8/ay)]+(a2 -1)/4 

which commutes with A,B and C. 
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(4.7) 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 

(4.10) 

Again, suppose f(x,y) is a common eigen function of the operators D and B 
and that satisfy the equations 

Df(x,y)=(a2-l)f(x,y)/4, (4.11) 

and 
Bf(x,y) =-f(x,y ), 

which gives us the partial differential equations 

and 

( xy-1
: - ~ -1)r(x,y)=0 

Setting f(x,y)=&'R(x.y) in (4.13) and with the use of (4.14), we get 

[ 
d

2 
d ] u-2 +(l+a)-+1 R(u)=O, whereu=xy. 

du du 

Due to Srivastava and Manocha [§ 1.4 (11)], (4.16) gives the solution 

Therefore, from (4.15) and (4.17), we have 

f(x,y)= eYoF1[ - ;-xy] 
l+a; 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 

Now if@ and@' are the Lie algebras of local Lie groups G and G' respectively 
and then G and G' are isomorphic (see Srivastava and Manocha [11] thorem 5 p. 
319). 
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Let T denotes the local isomorphism of G onto a neighbourhood of the 
identity element in G'. rrhen T is a multiplier representation of G on the 
representation space Ax~· Particularly, if L~EG' is an isomorphic image of PEG, we 
have 

[r(eP1 )f Jx} = exp(tLp )f(x} = f tn' [L'pf Jx}, 
n~l n. 

where t lies in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of 0 e ~. 
Now, to determine the multiplier representation 

[T(g)f](x,y) with the aid (4.19), where g = (: ! }sL2. 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

corresponding to A,B and C operators (See Srivastava and Manocha [§6.4 (18)]). 
we have 

[T(g)f}x,y}= (by+dta-I exp( b:x:d }r( (ay+:~y+d}' :::~) 
where lby/dl < l,lc/ayj < 1 (4.21) 

and g given by (4.20) with ad-bc=l, lies in a sufficiently small neighbourhood 

(4.22) 

Now, making an appeal to (4.18), (4.19), (4.20) and (4.21) with the condition 
(4.22), we find 

[T(g}("x,y}=(by+d}-a-1exj ay+bxy+c) R[ - ; -xy l 
.I\ . 11, by+ d o 1 1 +a; (by+ d)2 ( 4.23) 

which satisfies 

D[T(g)f }x,y} = (114Xa2 -lJT(g)f}x,y} (4.24) 

Since [T(g)f}x,y} is analytic at y=O, hence we have 

00 

[T(g}f}x,y}= LPn,k(gp,:X(x,k}ynk (4.25) 
n=O 

To compute the coefficient Pn,k(g), we put x=O in (4.25) and with the aid of 
( 4.23) we have 
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(b d)-a-·I (ay+c)- ~ (l+a)nk ( ) nk 
Y + exp -b d - L., ( k)' Pn,k g Y · y+ n~o n . 

(4.26) 

from which, on making an appeal to (3.5), we derive 

(by+ dta-l exp(::;~)= ec/dd-l-<i(-b/ dyikyna(l/(bd),k)ynk. (4.27) 

Now from (4.26) and (4.27), we obtain 

( ) = r(l + a)r(l + nk) ectdd+·a(-b/ d)nk.Ya(l/(bd) k) 
Pn,k g r(l+a+nk) n ' . (4.28) 

Thus, making an appeal to (4.23), (4.25) and (4.28), we get 

(l by)· .. (l·-l {y(l + bdx)] F [ - ; - xy l 
+d ex d(by+d) 0 1 l+a;(by+d)2 

= f r(l +nk)r(l+ a)Y:(x,k)Yna(_!_,k)(-by)nk ;lbyl < 1, 
n=O f(l+a+nk) bd d . d 

(4.29) 

Again, setting b=i/ .{r;; and d=-i/ .{r;;, i= Jr-1) in (4.29), we find 

(1 -· y ta-1 ex{ .. :~(:~~ ... ~Jy ]o ]1~ [ - ; wxy, l 
(1- y) 1 +a; (1- y)2 

= ~r(l+a)r(l+nk)ya(x k)Ya(w k) r1k.l l<l 
L., r(1 k) n ' n ' Y ' Y · n=O +a +n 

(4.30) 

5. Special Case. For k=l, (4.30) with the appeal to (1.1) and (1.2), gives the 
formula due to Hardy [ 4] and Hille [5] 

(1 )-a-l {-(x+w)y]. J;1·[ - ; wxy ]- ~ n! Ta( )Ta( ) ·n ·I I 1 - Y ex ( ) o.L'1 • ( ) 2 - L., ( ) un X un WY ' Y < (5.1) 1- y 1 + a, 1-y n=O 1 + a n 
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In the present paper, our object is to investigate a suitable type of factor so 
that the summability I N,pn I of the factored Fourier series becomes a local property. 
It may be observed that for Pn=l/(n+l), our theorem reduces to the results of a 
well known theorem due to Lal (1963) on the absolute harmonic summability of 
the factored Fourier series. 

1. Introduction. Let L.un be an infinite series with the sequence {Sn} of 
its partial sums. Let {pn} be sequence of constants with Pn>O and 

n 

pn = LPm· 
m=O 

The sequence-to sequence transformation given by 

1 n 
t = ---- "'P S. n p L., n-k 11 

I! 11=0 
(1.1) 

defines the nth Norlund mean or the nth (N,pn) mean of the sequence {Sn} of partial 
sums of the series "f.un. · · ' 

If tn tends to a fixed and finite sum S as n-700, then the series "f.un or the 
sequence {Sn} of its partial sums is said to be summable (N,pn) to the sum S 
[Hardy [2]]. The conditions for the regularity of the summability (N,pn) defind by 
(1.1) are 

For p11 =1/(n + 1),P,, ~ logn, 

the Norlund mean (N,pn) reduces to the harmonic mean (N + 1/(n + l))[Riesz [5]]. 

The series L.un is said to be absolutely summable (N,pn) or simply summable 
I N,p n I if the sequence {tn} is of bounded variation. Mears [ 4]. 

Let f(t) be a 2n-periodic and Lebesgue integrable function oft in the inerval 
( -n,n). Without any loss of generality, we may assume that the constant term in 
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the Fourier series of flt) is zero, i.e (/(t )dt = 0 , 

and then 

00 00 

f(t)~ I(an cosnt + bn sinnt)=IAn(t). 
n=l n=l 

We use the following notations : 

~(t) = [t(x + t)+ f(x- t)-2f(x))/2, 

<I\,(t)=-2_ f 1 (t-uyx-1 ~(u)du, (a>O) ra Jo 

<J) 0 (t) = ~(t)' 

~n (t)= r(a + l)ra<l>a (t), (o ~a~ 1) 

/Jpn = Pn ·- Pn+l · 

Lal [3] has discussed the localization problem for IN,1/(n+l~ summability 

of the factored Fourier series by proving the following 

Theorem A. If {A,n} is a convex sequence such that the serise :Ln-1
;\

11 
is 

convergent, then the summability JN,1/(n+l~ of the series I(An(t)log(n+l)lc 11 /n) 

at a point can be ensured by a local property. 
Applying the absolute Norlund summability method, which is more genral 

than IN,1/(n+ 1) I summability, the object of this paper is to investigate a suitable 
type of factor so that the summability IN,pn I of the factored Fourier series becomes 
a local property. 

In what follows we establish the following main 
Theorem. If {pn} and {/Jpn} are both non-negative, monotonic, non-increasing 

and {A.~} is a convex sequence such that is LPnAn is convergent, then IN,Pn I 
summability of M.n(t)A.nP nPn depends only on the behaviour of the generating 
function f(t) in the immediate neighbourhood of the points t=x, provided 

~jP~+1"'k+1 I= 0(1) <i.2) 
k=O 
and 
m-2 

IPk+iPk+i~A.k.i = o{l). · (1.3) 
k=O 
2. Proof of the Main Theorem. To prove our theorem we require the 

following 
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Lemma (Basanquet and Kastelman [1] Theorem 1). 
Suppose that fn(x) is measurable in (a,b) where b-a~'oo for n=.l,2,. .. . Then a 

necessary and sufficient condition that, for every function A.(x) integrable (L) over 
(a,b) the functions fn(x)A.(x) should be integrable (L) in (a,b) and 

f!J:1c(x)r1 (x)dxl ~ K, 
"''() 

is that 

Ilf,,(x~ ~ K, 
,,,,,] 

where K is an absolute constant, for almost every x in (a,b). 

Since 

where 

Un =An (t )pnPn"-n' 
we have 

n-1 

tn --tn-1 = "I(Pu/Pn -Pu-1/Pn-l)un-u 
v~o 

1 n-1 

= p p . L (PnPv - PvPn )un-v 
n n-1. v=O 

(2.1) 

1 n~ . 

=pp . 2:(PnPn-v-1-Pn-v-1Pn)uv+l. (2.2) 
n n-1, v=O 

For the Fourier series of f(t) at t=x 

An (t) = ~ rn ~(t )cosntdt, 
n Jo 

so that 

tn -tn-1 =~ J;~(tJ p~ . I.(PnPn-k-1-Pn-k-iPn)Pk+iPk+iAk+lcos(k+l)t}dt 
7t 'l n n-1. k=O 

2 1[ 

= - f~(t)K(n,t)dt,say (2.3) 
n Jo 

Hence 

CQ "'1
2 0 

I 
00

!
2 

I ~ltn -tn-ll ~~; J0 ~(t)K(n,t)dt + ~; f
0
n ~(t)K(n,t)dt. 

In order to prove the theorem, it is now required prove that 

00 12 1[ I E; J
0 
~(t)K(n,t)dt < oo (2.4) 

But by virtue of the lemma, it is a sufficient for our purpose to show that 

IIK(n,t~dt s; A, (2.5) 
n=2 
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for O < o ~ t ~ n , where A .is a positive constant, not necessarily the same at each 

occurrence. 
Now 

rn 1 1n···l. ~ =I--·--·- IM(n,h,t , say. 
n~2 pn pn-1 k=O 

(2.6) 

Applying Abel's transformation, we get 

~M(n,k,t) = %[ Li{(PnPn-k-l -Pn-k-tPn)P,1+1Pk+l"-kt1 }t>cos(v + l)t] 
fl•.ol 

+ (PnPo -PopJPnPn"-n L:cos(v + l)t (2.7) 
. u=O 

Therefore, for O < 0 ~ t ~ n , we have 

(2.8) 

Clearly 

(2.9) 

as m-700, since LP11 A11 has been assumed to be convergent, so that the sequence 

of its partial sums is bounded. 
Further 
n-2 
Ll~l{(PnP11-k -Pn-k-lPn )Pk+lPk+lA.k+l }I 
k=O 

n-2 · n-2 
~ L]~(PnPn-k-1 -Pn-k-IPn~pk+lPk+l/...k+l + IJ(P11Pn-ll-l -Pn-k-2Pn)~(Pk+1Pll+l/...ll+l ~ (2.10) 

k=O k=O 
Hence 

rn-2 rn j~(P p -P p \I _ "'"'(P A. ) "'"' n n-k-1 n~ll-1 n JI 
- L, k+1PM1 k+l L, p p 

k=O n=k+2 n n-1 . 

< ~2(p p A ) ~ ['~Pn-k-11 + Pn-ll-1Pn] 
- L, k+l k+l h+l L, p p 

k=O n=k+2 Pn-1 Ii n-1 



= o[I:Pk+1A.k+1] 
k=O 

=o(l), as m~oo . 
Again 
n-2 
L l(PnPn-k-2 - pn-k-2Pn )A(Pk+lPk+l Ak+i~ 
k=O 

n-2 n-2 
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(2.11) 

:::; ~)Pn - pn-k-2 )Pn IA(Pk+lPk+lAk+l ~ + L (pn-k-2 - pJPn IA(Pk+JPk+lAk+l ~ (2.12) 
k=O k=O 

But 

;= o[~IPZ+1 A.k+1I]+0[~
2

Pk+1Pk+1AA.k+1] + o[!Pk+~t..k+1~k+~] 
~o ~o ~o 

=o(l)+o(l), (using (1.2) and (1.3)) 
=o(l) 

as m~00, since (P n-P n-k-2) decreases as n increases. 
Also 
m 1 n-2 
Lp p . L.{pn-k-2- Pn)PnjA(Pk+lPk+~Ak+i~ 
n=2 n n-1 k=~ 

m 1 n-2 
= Lp L{pn-k-2 - Pn~A(Pk+lPk+lAk+i~ 

. n=2. n-1 k=O 
m 1 n-2. 

:::; ~pn-1 f;o(pn-k-2 -Pn-k-1Xk+2~A(Pk+1Pk+1Ak+1~ 

= ~(k+ 2~A(Pk+1Pk+1Ak+l~ t .(Pn-k-2 - Pn-k-iJ 
k=O n=k+2 Pn-1. 

(2.13) 
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= o['~(k + 
2

)Pk+l (p~flAk+l ).1 + o[IPk+1Pk+1~Ak+i] + o['I:
2

Pk+It'\pk+1 Ak+1] 
k=O fit+ 1 J k""O k=O 

=o(l) as m-'>oo in (2.13); [sine npr/;P n]. (2.14) 
Now the required result in (2.5) follows with the help of the results from (2.6) to 
(2.14) and this completes the proof of our main thorem. 
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ABSTRACT 
The aim of this paper is to prove some common fixed point theorems in 

fuzzy 3-metric spaces by removing the assuption of continuity, relaxing the 
compatibility or compatibility of type (a) or compatibility of type (p), to weak 
compatibility and replacing the completeness of the space with a set of alternative 
condition. 
Keywords . Fuzzy metric spaces~ coincidence point, common fixed point, compatible 
maps, weakly compatible maps. 
2000 AMS Subject Code. 4 7H10, 54H25 .. 

1. Introduction and Prel.iminariel!J • The concept of fuzzy sets was 
introduced initially by Zadeh [39) in 1965. Since then, to use this concept in topology 
and analysis many .. author.s .. have. e~pansiv~ly. developed the theory of fuzzy sets 
and applications. Especially, Deng [5), Erceg [6], Kaleva and Seikkala [20), Kramosil 
and Michalek [22] have introduced the concept of fuzzy metric spaces in different 
ways. Recently many authors have also studieg the fixed point theory in these 
fuzzy metric spaces ([1], [2), [7], [9], [10), [18),[19],[22], [32],[33),(35)). Mishra et al. 
[23) proved common fixed point theorems on complete fuzzy metric spaces, which 
generalized, extended and fuzzified several known fixed point theorems for 
contractive type maps on metric and other spaces. They assumed continuity of 
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one map in each of the two pairs of compatible maps and also the commutativity of 
continuous maps. Cho [ 4] and Jung 'et al:. [18] extended and generalized several 
fixed p~int theorems on metric spaces, Menger probabilistic metric spaces, uniform 
spaces and proved common fixed point theorems on complete fuzzy metric spaces. 
The result of Cho [ 4] was extended by Sharma [34] and Sharma and Deshpande 
[35]. 

Jung et al. [18], Hadzic [10], Jungck et al. [16] and Singh et al. (31] have proved 
common fixed point theorems for mappings under the condition of continuity and 
compatibility of type (ex) in complete fuzzy metric, probabilisti'c metric and metric 
spaces. 

In this paper we remove the assumption of continuity, relaxing compatibility 
or compatibility of type (ex) or compatibility of type (~) to weak compatibility and 

replacing the completenss of space with set of alternative conditions. We also remove 
the assumption of commutativity of continuous maps in case of two pairs of maps. 
We extend the results of Sharma and Deshpande [36]. 
Now. we begin with some definitions. 
Definition 1. (Sharma [33]) A binary operation*:[0,1]4~[0,1] is called a continuous 
t-norm if ([0,1],*) is an abelian topological monoid with unit 1 such that 
a 1 *b 1 *c 1 *d 1~ a2*b 2*c 2*d2 whenever a 1sa2, b1sb2,c1sc2 and d 1sd2 for all 
a1,a2,b1,b2, c1, c2, and d1, d2 are in [0,1]. 
Definition 2. The 3-tuple (X,M, *)is called a fuzzy 3-metric space if Xis an arbitrary 
set, * is a continuous t-norm and Mis a fuzzy set in X4x [O,oo} satisfying the 
follo:wing conditiqns for all x,y,z,u,weX and t1,t21t31t4>0 : 
(FM-1) M(x,y,z,w,0) =0, 
(FM-2) M(x,y,z,w,t) =1, for all t>O, 
(Only when the three simplex <x,y,z,w> degenerate) 
(FM-3) M(x,y,z,w,t)=M(x,w,z,y,t)=M(y,z,w,x,t) = M(z~w,x,y,t)= ... 
(FM-4) M(x,y,z,w,t1+t2+t3+t4) ~ M(x,y,z,u,t1)*M(x,y,u,w,t2) 

*M(x,l(,,z,w,t3)* M(u,y,z,w,t4) 

(FM-5) M(x,y,z,w,.):[0,1):-+[0,1] is left continuous. 
Definition 3. ·Let (X,M, *) be a .fuzzy 3-metric space: 
(1) A sequence {xn} in fuzzy 3-metric space X is said to be convergent to a point 

xeX, if 

LimM(xn,x,a,b,t) = 1 
n~oo 

for all a,beX and t>O. 
(2) A sequence {xn} in fuzzy 3;.metric space X.is called a Cauchy sequence, if 

LimM(xn+p•xn,a,b,t)= 1 
n-.oo 
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for all a,bEX and t>O,.p>O. 
(3) A fuzzy 3-metric space in which every Cauchy sequence is convergent is said 

to be complete. 
Definition 4. A pair of mappings A and S is said to be weakly compatible in fuzzy 
3-metric space if they commute at coincidence points. 
Example 1. Let (X,d) be 3-metric space define a*b=ab or a*b=min{a,b} and for 
all x,y,a,bEX and t>O 

M(x,y,b,t)=t/(t+d(x,y,a,b)). (1.b) 

Then (X,M, *) is fuzzy 3-metric space. We call the fuzzy metric M induced by the 
metric d the standard fuzzy metric. 
Remark (Sharma [33]) Since * is continuous, it follows from 
(FM-4) that the limit of the sequence is fuzzy 3-metric space is uniquely determined. 
Let(X,M, *) is a fuzzy 3-metric space with the following condition : 

(FM-6) LimM(x,y,z,w,t) =l for all x,y,z,wEX. 
t->oo 

Example 2. Define A,S : [0,3]~[0,3] by 

A(x{ xif x E [0,1) and S(x) = [3- x if x E [0,,1) 
1xifxE[l,3] 3 if XE[l,3) 

Then for any XE [1,3], ASx=SAx, showing that A,S are weakly compatible maps on 
[0,3]. 

Example 3. Let X=[0,2] with the metric d defined by 
d(x,y) = lx-y I· For each tE (0,oo) define 

M(x,y,t)= t/(t+d(x,y)),M(x,y,0)= 0, x,yE X. 

Clearly M(X,M, *) is a fuzzy metric space dn X where * is defined by a*b=ab or 
a*b=min {a,b}. DefineA,B: X~Xby Ax=x ifxe [0,1/3),Ax=l/3ifx;:::1/3 andBx=x/ 
(1 +x),XE [0,2]. 

Consider the sequence {xn=l/2 +1/n; n~l} in X. Then 
Limn~oo Axn =1/3 and Limn~oo Bxn =1/3. But 
Limn~oo M(ABxn,BAxn,t) =tf(t+ I 1/3-1/4 I ):;t:l. 

Thus A and B are non compatible, but A and B are commuting at their coincidence 
point x=O, that is, weakly compatible at x=O. Also 

Limn~oo M(ABxn,BBxn,t)=t/(t+ I 1/3-1/4 I ):;t:l. 
arid 

Limn~oo M(BAxn,AAxn,t) =t/(t+ I 1/4-1/3 I ):;t:l. 
Further 

Limn~oo M(AAxn,BBxn,t)=t/(t+ I 1/3-1/4 I ):;t:l. 
Thus A and Bare not compatible of type(~). 
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In view of this example, we observe that 
(i) Weakly compatible maps need not to compatible. 
(ii) Weakly compatible maps need not be compatible of type (a). 

(iii) Weakly compatible maps need not be compatible of type (~). 
Lemma 1 : (Sharma [33]). For all x,y,z,weX, M(x,y,z,w,.) is non decreasing. 
Lemma 2. (Sharma [33]). Let {y,) be sequence in a fuzzy 3-metric space (X,M, *) 

with the condition (FM-6). If there exists a number ke (0,1) suc.h that 

M(y n-1-2,y n-1- 1,a,b,kt)2M(y n-1- 1,Y n,a,b,l) 
for all t>O and a,beX and n=l,2, ... then {yn} is a Cauchy sequence in X. 

Lemma 3. (Sharma [33]). If for all x,y,a,bEX, t>O and for a number ke (0,1), 
M(x,y,a,b,kt)2M(x,y,a,b,t), then x=y. 

2. Main results. Sharma and Deshpande [36] proved the following 
Theorem A. Let (X,M*) be a fuzzy metric space with t*t?.t for all tE [0,1] and the 
condition (FM-6). Let A, B, S, T be mappings from X into itself such that 
(1) A(X)cT(X), B(X)c S(X), 
(2) there exists a constant k E (0,1) such that 

M(Ax,By,kt) ?.M(1y,By,t)*M(Sx,Ax,t)*M(Sx,By,at) *M(Ty, Ax,(2-a)t)*M(Ty,Sx,t) 

for all x,yEX, a E (0,2) and t>O. 

(3) One of A(X), B(X), S(X) or T(X) is a complete subspace of X, then 
(i) A and S have a coincidence point 
(ii) B and T have a coincidence point 
Further if 
(4) the pairs {A,S} and {B,T} are weakly compatible, then 
(iii) A,B,S and T have a unique fixed point in X. 
For fuzzy 2-metric space, Sharma and Tiwari [37] proved 
Theorem B. Let·(X,M, *)be a fuzzy 2~metric space with t*t?.t for all te [0,1] and the 
condition (FM-6). Let A, B, Sand T be mappings from X into itself such that 
(1) A(X)cT(X), B(X)cS(X), 
(2) there exists a constant ke (0,1) such that 

M(Ax,By,a,kt) ?. M(Ty,By,a,t)*M(Sx,Ax,a,t)*M(Sx,By,a,at) 

*MCTy,Ax,a,(2-a)t)*M(Ty,Sx,a,t) 

for all x,y,aeX, a E (0,2) and t>O. 

(3) One of A(X), B(X), S(X) or T(X) is a complete subspace of X, then 
(i) A and S have a coincidence point 
(ii)B and T have a coincidence point 

Further if 
(4) the pairs {A,S} and {B,T} are weakly compatible, then 
(iii) A,B,S and T have a unique fixed point in X. 
Theorem 1. Let (X,M, *)be a fuzzy 3-metric space with t*t?.t for all tE [0,1] and the 
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condition (FM-6). Let A, B, Sand T be mappings from X into itself satisying the 
conditions (1),(3) and 
(2.1) there exists a constant ke (0,1) such that 

M(Ax,By,a,b,kt) ;::: M(Ty,By,a,b,t)*M(Sx,Ax,a,b,t)*M(Sx,By,a,b, at) 

* M(Ty,Ax,a,b, (2-a)t)* M(Ty,Sx,a,b,t) 

for all x,y,a,beX, a E (0,2) and t>O. 

(i) A and S have a coincidence point 
(ii) B and T have a coincidence point 
Further if 
(2.2) the pairs {A,S} and {B,T} are weakly compatible, then 
(iii) A,B,S and T have a unique fixed point in X. 

Proof. By (1), since A(X)cT(X), so for any arbitrary x0EX, there exists a point 
x1EX such that Ax0=Tx1. Since B(X)cS(X), for the point x1 we can chooGe a point 
x2EX such that Bx1=Sx2 and so on. Inductively we can define a sequence {yn} inX 
such that 

Y2n=Tx2n+1=Ax2n and Y2n+1=Sx2n+2=Bx2n+l for n=0,1,2, ... 
By (2.1) for all t >0 and a=l-q with qE(0,1), we have 

M(Ax2n+2,Bx2n+ 1,a,b,kt) 

;:::M (Tx2n+ 1,Bx2n+ 1,a,b,t) * M(Sx2n+2,Ax2n+2,a,b,t) 

*M(Sx2n+2,Bx2n+ 1,a,b, at)* M(Tx2n+ 1,Ax2n+2,a,b, (2-a)t) 

*M(Tx2n+ 1,Sx2n+2,a,b,t) 

M(y2n+2>Y2n+1'a,b,kt) ;:::M(y2wY2n+l'a,b,t)*M(y2n+l>Y2n+2'a,b,t) 
*M(y2n+ 1,y2n+z,a,b,at)*M(y2n,y2n+2,a,b,(2-a)t) 

*M(y2;,,1Y2n+1,a,b,t) 

;:::M(y2n,Y2n+ z,a,b,t)* M(y2n-1. 1,Y2n+2,a,b,t)* 1 
*M(y2n>Y2n+21a,b(1 +q)t)*M(y2n>Y2n+l,a,b,t) 

;:::: M(y2n,Y2n+z,a,b,t)*M(y2n+1>Y2n+2'a,b,t)*l 

*M(y2wY2n+2,a;b(1 +q)t)*M(y2wY2n+z,a,b,t) 

;:::M(y2n>Y2n+l,a,b,t)*M(y2n+1'Y2n+2'a,b,t)*M(y2n>Y2n+2'a,b(1 +q)t) 

;;::M(y2wY2n+z,a,b,t)*M(y2n+l'Y2n+2,a,b,t)*M(y2n,Y2n+2,a,b,tq+t/3+t/3+t/3) 
(Following Sharma [33] and using (FM-4)) 

_ ;:::M(y2n>Y2n+ z,a,b,t)* M(y2n+ z,Y2n+21a,b,t) *M(y2n,Y2n+2,a,y2n+ z,qt) 

*M(y2wY2n+21Y2n+z,b,t/3)*M(y2n•Y2n+l'a,b,t/3)*M(y2n+1,Y2n+2•a,b,t/3) 

;;::M(y2n1Y2n+l•a,b,t)*M(y2n+1,Y2n+2'a,b,t)*M(yo,Y2,a,yz,t/4q2n) 
*M(yo,Y2,Yz,Yz,t/4q2n)*M(yo,Y1,a,yz,t/4q2n)*M(yz,y2,a,yz,t/4q2n) 

*M(yo,Y2,Yz,b,t/3q2n)*M(y2wY2n+1•'t;,,,b,t/3)*M(y2n+l'Y2n+2'a,b,t/3). 
Thus since M(y0,y2,y1,b,t/3q2n)~l and M(yO>y2,a,y1,t/4q2n)~1 as n~oo. 
Thus we have 

(2.3) M(y2n+z,Y2n+2,a,b,kt);::c M(y2n,Y2n+l•a,b,t)*M(y2n+1,Y2n+2•a,b,t). 
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Similarly we have 

(2.4) M(y2n+2>Y2n+3>a,b,kt)'?: M(y2n+1,Y2n+2,a,b,t)*M(y2n+2,Y2n+3>a,b,t). 
From (2.3) and (2.4) it follows that 

M(y n+ 1,y n+ 2,a,b,kt)'?: M(y n,y n+ 1,a,b,t) *M(y n+ 1,y n+2,a,b,t) 
for n=l,2,. ... and also for positive integer n,p 

M(y n+ 1,Y n+2,a,b,kt)'?: M(y n,y n+1,a,b,t) *M(y n+ 1,y n +2,a,b,t/kP). 
Thus since M(yn+l,Yn+2,a,b,t/kP)-7l as p-"!oo we have 

M(y n+ l•Y n+2,a,b,kt)'?: M(y n>Yn+ 1,a,b,t). 
So by Lemma 2, {yn} is a Cauchy sequence in X. 
Now suppose S(X) is complete. Note that the subsequence {y2n+z} is containecl in 
S(X) and has a limit in S(X), call it z. Let u=S-1z, thus Su=z. We shall use the fact 
that the subsequence {y2n} also converges to z. 
By (2.2) with a=l, we have 
M(Au,y 2n+ 1,a,b,kt) =M(Au,Bx2n+ 1,a,b,kt) 

;;::: M (Tx2n+ 1,Bx2n+ 1,a,b,t)* M(Su,Au,a,b,t)* M(Su,Bx2n+ 1,a,b,t) 

* M(Tx2n+ 1,Au,a,b,t) *M(Tx2n+ 1,Su, a,b,t) 

=M(y2n,Y2n+1,a,b,t)*M(Su,Au,a,b,t)*M(Su,y2n+l'a'b,t)*M(y2n>Au,a,b,t) 

*M(y2n,Su,a,b,t), 
which implies that as n-"!oo, 

M(Au,z,a,b,kt) ;;::: 1*M(z,Au,a,b,t)*1*M(z,Au,a,b,t)*1 

;;::: M(Au,z,a,b,t). 

Therefore by Lemma 3, we haveAu=z. ThusAu=z=Su i.e. u is a coincidence point 
of A and S. This proves (i). 
Since A(X)cT(X), Au=z implies that ze T(X). Let v=T-1z, then Tv=z. It can be 
easily verified by using similar arguments of the previous part of the proof that 
Bv=z. Thus Bv=z=Tv, i.e. vis a coincidence point of Band T. This proves (ii). 
If we assume tha.t T(X) is complete, then argument analogous to the previous 
completeness argument estabilishes (i) and (ii). The remaining two cases pertain 
essentially to the previous cases. )ndeed if B(X) is complete, then by (1), 

zeB(X)cS(X). Similarly if A(X) is complete, then zeA(X)cT(X). Thus (i) and (ii) 
are completely established. 
Since the par {A,S} is weakly compatible therefore A and S commute at their 
coincidence point i.e. ASu=SAu or Az=Sz. Similarly 
BTv=TBv or Bz=Tz. 

Now we prove Az=z by (2.1) with a=l, we have 
M(Az,y2n+ 1,a,b,kt) =M(Az,Bx2n+ 1,a,b,kt) 

;;::: M (Tx2n + 1,Bx2n+ 1,a,b,t)* M (Sz,Az,a,b,t) * M(Sz,Bx2n+;,a,b,t)* M (Tx2n+ 1,Az,a,b,t) 

* M(Tx2n+ 1,Sz,a,b,t) 

=M(y2n,Y2n+l,a,b,t)*M(Az,Az,a,b,t)*M(Az,y2n+l'a'b,t)*M(y2n'Az,a,b,t)*M(y2n,Az,a,b,t) 
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Taking limit as n-?oo, we have 
M(Az,z,a,b,kt) ;::: 1*1 *M(Az,z,a,b,t)* M(z,Az,a,b,t)*M(z,Az,a,b,t) 

;::: M(Az,z,a,b,t). 

Therefore by Lemma 3, we have Az=z. Thus Az=z=Sz. 
Similarly we have Bz=z=Tz. This means that z is a common fixed point of A,B,S 

and 7'. 
For uniqueness of common fixed point let w:;tz be another common fixed point of 
A,B,S and T. Then by (2.1) with a=l, we have 
M(z,w,a,b,ht) =M(Az,Bw,a,b,kt) 
2 M ('l'w,Bw,a,b,t )* M(Sz,Az,a,b,t)* M(Sz,Bw,a,b,t)* M(Tw,Az,a,b,t)* M(Tw,Sz,a,b,t) 

;::: 1*1 *M(z,w,a,b,t)*M(w,z,a,b,t)*M(w,z,a,b,t) 
2 M(z,w,a,b,t). 

Therefore by Lemma 1.3, we have z=w. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 2. Let (X,M, *)be a fuzzy 3-metric space with t*t?.t for all te [0,1] and the 
condition (FM-6). Let A,B,S,T and P be mappings from X into itself such that 
(2.5) P(X)cAB(X), P(X)cST(X), 

(2.6) there exists a constant ke (0,1) such that 
M(Px,Py,a,b,kt) ;::: M(ABy,Py,a,b,t)*M(STx,Px,a,b,t)*M(STx,Py,a,b,at) 

* M(ABy,Px,a,b, (2-a)t).*M(ABy,STx,a,b,t) 
for all x,y,a,beX, a E (0,2) and t>O. 
(2. 7) · If one of P(X), AB(X) or ST(X) is a complete subspace of X, then 

(i) P and AB have a coincidence point 
(ii) P and ST have a coincidence point 

Further if 
(2.8) PB =BP; AB=BA; PT=TP and ST=TS, 
(2.9) the pairs {P,AB} and {P,ST} are weakly compatible then 
(iii) A,B,S, T and P have a unique common fixed point in X. 
Proof. By (2.5) since P(X)cAB(X), for any point x0eX, there exists a point x1eX 
such that Px0=ABx1. Since P(X)cST(X), for the point x1 we can choose a point 
x2eX such that Px1=Sx2 and so on. Inductively we can define a sequence {yn} in X 
such that 

Y2n=Px2n=ABx2n+l and Y2n+1=Px2n+1=8Tx2n+2 for n=0,1,2, ... 
By (2.6) for all t >0 and a=l-q with qE(0,1), we have 
M(Px2n+2,Px2n+ 1,a,b,kt) 

2M(ABx2n+ 1,Px2n+ 1,a,b,t) * M(STx2n+2,Px2n,+2,a,b,t) 
* M(STx2n+2,Px2n+ 1,a,b,at)* M(ABx2n+ 1,Px2n+2,a,b, (2-a)t) 
*M(ABx2n+1,STx2n+2,a,b,t), 

M(y2n+2.Y2n+z,a,b,kt) 

2M(y2n>Y2n+ z,a,b,t)* M(y2n+ 1.Y;n+2,a,b,t) *M(y2n+ 1•Y2n+ z,a,b,at) 
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*M(y2wY2n+2,a,b,(1 +q)t)*M(y2wY2n+l,a,b,t) 

:2:M(y2wY2n+ 1,a,b,t)* M(y2n+ 1.Y2n+2,a,b,t)* 1 * M(y2wY2n+2,a,b, ( 1 + q)t) 

* M(y2n,Y2n+ 1,a,b,t) 

~(y2n'Y2n+l,a,b,t)*M(y2n+1.Y2n+2'a,b,t)*M(y2n•Y2n+2•a,b(l +q)t) · 

~(y2n,y2n+ 1,a,b,t)* M(y2n+ 1,Y2n+2,a,b,t) *M(y2wY2n+2,a,b,tq +t/3 +t/8 + t/8) 
(Following Sharma [33] and using CPM-4)) 

~(y2n>Y2n+z•a,b,t)*M(y2n+l'Y2n+2'a,b,t)*M(y2n'Y2n+21a,y2n+2•qt) 
· • ' · *M(y2n•Y2n+21Y2n+z,b,t/8)*M(y2n•Y2n+l'a,b,t/8)*M(y2n+l•Y2n+2'a,,l>,t/3) 

~(y2wY2n+ 1,a,b,t)* M(y2n+ 1.Y2n+21 a,b,t) *M(y o,Y2,a,y 1,t/4q2n) 

*M(y o•Y 2•Y 1.Y 1,t/4q2n )* M (y o•Y 1,a,y 1,t/4q2n) * M (y 1,Y 2,a,y 1,t/4q2n) 

*M(y0, y2, y 1, b, t/3, q2n)*M(y2n,y2n+l,a,b,t/3)*M(y2n+J•.Y211 +2,a.,b,t/.'J). 

Thus since M(y0,y2,y1,b,t/3q2n)--7l and M(y0,y2,a.,y1,t/4q2n)->1 as n··->00 • 

Thus we have 

(2.10) M(y2n+ 1,y2n+2,a,b,kt)~ M(y2n,Y2n+ 1,a,b,t) *M(y;n+ 1,y 2n+2,a,b,t) . 

Similarly we have 

(2.ll) M(y2n+2>Y2n+3,a,b,kt)~ M(y2n+1.Y2n+2,a,b,t)*M(y2n+2•Y2n+3•a,b,t) . 
From (2.10) and (2.11) it follows that 

M(y n+ 1,y n+2,a,b,kt)~ M(y n.Y n+ 1,a,b,t) *M(y n+ 1,y n+2,a,b,t) 
for n=l,2, .... and also for positive integer n,p 

M(yn+ 1,y n+2,a,b,kt)~ M(y wYn+ 1,a,b,t)*M(yn+ 1,y n+2,a,b,t/kp) . 

Thus since M(yn+J.Yn+2,a~b,t/kP)--71 as p--700 we have 

M(yn+J•Yn+2,a,b,kt)~ M(yn.Yn+l•a,b,t) . 
So by Lemma 2, {y,) is a Cauchy sequence in X. 
Now suppose ST()() is complete. Note that the subsequence {y2n+l} is contained 
in ST(X) and has a limit.in ST()[), call it z. 
Let u=(ST)-1z, thus STu=z. We shall use the fact that the subsequence {y2,) also 
converges to z. 
By (2.6) with a=l, we hav~ 

M(Pu,y2n+ 1,a,b,kt) =M(Pu,Px2n+ 1,a,b,kt) 

. ;;:: M(ABx2n+1,Px2n+1,a,b,t)* M(STu,Pu,a,b,t)* M(STu,Px2n+ 1,a,b,t) 

*M(ABx2n+1,Pu,a,b,t) *M(ABx2n+1,STu, a,b,t) 

=M(y2n,Y2n+1,a,b,t)*M(z,Pu,a,b,t)*M(z,y2n+l•a,b,t)*M(y2n,Pu,a,b,t) 

*M(y2n,z,a;b,t), 

which implies that as n--700 

M(Pu,z,a,b,kt) ;;:: 1*M(z,Pu,a,b,t)*1*M(z,Pu,a,b,t)*1 

;;:: M(Pu,z,a,b,t) . 

Therefore by Lemma 3, we have Pu=z. Since STu=z, thus Pu=z=STu i.e. u is 
coincidence point of P and ST. This proves (i). 

Since P(X)cAB(X), Pu=z implies that zeAB(X). 
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Let v=(AB)-lz, then ABv=z. It can be easily be.verified by ll:Sing similar argument 
of the previouis part of the proof .that Pv=z. If we assume that AB(X) is complete 
then argument analogous to the previous completeness argument estabilishes (i) 
and (ii). 

The remaining one case pertain essentially to the previous cases. Indeed if P(X) is 
complete, then by (2.5), zEP(X)cST(X) or zEF(X)cAB(X). Thus (i) and (ii) are 
completely established. Since the pair {P,ST} is weakly compatible therefore P 
and ST commute at their coincidence point i.e. P(STu)=(ST)Pu or Pz=STz. 
Similarly P(ABv)=(AB)Pv or Pz=ABz. 

Now we prove that Pz=z by (2.6) with a=l, we have 
M(Pz,y2n+l,a,b,kt) =M(Pz,Px2n+l,a,b,kt) 

~ M(ABx2n+z,Px2n+l,a,b,t)*M(STz,Pz,a,b,t)*M(S1'z, Px2n+1,a,b,t) 
* M(ABx2n+ 1,Pz,a,b,t)* M(ABx2n+1,STz,a,b,t) 

=M(y2n,Y2n+l,a,b,t)*M(Pz,Pz,a,b,t)*M(Pz,y2n+l'a'b't)*M(y2n,Pz,a,b,t) 
*M(y2n,Pz,a,b,t). 

Taking limit as n-700, we have 
M(Pz,z,a,b,kt) ~ 1*1 *M(Pz,z,a,b,t)*M(z,Pz,a,b,t)*M(z,Pz,a;b,t) 

~ M(Pz,z,a,b,t) . 
Therefore by Lemma 3, we have Pz=z. Thus ABz=z=Pz=STz. 
Now we shall show that Bz=z. in fact by (2.6) with a=l and (2.8), we have 
M(z,Bz,a,b,kt) =M(Pz,BPz,a,b,kt)=M(Pz,PBz,a,b,kt) 
~ M(AB(Bz),PBz,a,b,t)*M(STz,Pz,a,b,t)*M(STz,PBz,a,b,t)*M(AB(Bz),Pz,a,b,t) 

* M(AB(Bz),STz,a,b,t) 
= 1*1 *M(z,Bz,a,b,t)* M(Bz,z,a,b,t)* M(Bz,z,a,b,t) 
~ M(z,Bz,a,b,t), 

which implies by Lemma 3, that Bz=z. Since ABz=z, therefore Az=z. Finally we 
know that Tz=z. Indeed by (2.6) with a=l and (2.8) 
M(Tz,z,a,b,kt) =M(TPz,Pz,a,b,kt)=M(PTz,Pz,a,b,kt) 
~ M(ABz,Pz,a,b,t)* M(ST(Tz ),PTz,a,b,t)* M(ST(Tz),Pz,a,b,t)* M(ABz,P(Tz),a,b,t) 

* M(ABz,ST(Tz),a,b,t) 
= 1*1 *M(Tz,z,a,b,t)* M(z, Tz,a,b,t)*M(z, Tz,a,b,t) 
~ M(tz,z,a,b,t), 

which implies by Lemma 3, that Tz=z. Since STz=z, we have z=Stz=Sz. Therefore 
by combining the above results, we have Az=Bz=Sz=Tz=Pz=z,. that is z is a 
common fixed point of A,B,S; T and P. 
For uniqueness of common fixed point let W:IZ be another common fixed point of 
A,B,S, T, and E 
Then by (2.6) with a=l, we have 
M(z,w,a,b,ktk M(ABw,Pw,a,b,t) *M(STz,Pz,a,b,t) *M(STz,Pw,a,b,at) 
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* M(ABw,Pz,a,b,t) * M(ABw,STz,a,b,t) 

?. 1*1 *M(z,w,a,b,t)*M(w,z,a,b,t)*M(w,z,a,b,t) 

?. M(z,w,a,b,t). 

Therefore by Lemma 3, we have z=w. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 3.Let (X,M, *)be a fuzzy 3-metric space with t*t?.t for all te [O,.Z:I and the 
condition (FM-6). Let A,B,S,T,P and Q be mappings from X into itself such that 
(2.12) P(X)cAB(X), Q(X)cST(X), 

(2.13) there exists a constant ke (0,1) such that 
M(Px,Qy,a,b,kt) ?. M(ABy,Qy,a,b,t)*M(ST'x,Px,a,b,t)*M(STx,Qy,a,b,at) 

* M(ABy,Px,a,b, (2-a)t)* M(ABy,STx,a,b,t) 

for all x,y,a,bEX, a E (0,2) and t>O. 

(2.14) If one of P(X), Q(X) AB(X) or ST(X) is a complete subspace of X, then 
(i) P and ST have a coincidence point 
(ii) Q and AB have a coincidence point 

Further if 
(2.15) AB =BA, QB=BQ, PT=TP and ST=TS, 
(2.16) the pairs {Q,AB} and {P,ST} are weakly compatible then 
(iii) A,B,S,T,P and Q have a unique common fixed point in X. 
Proof. By (2.12) since P(X)cAB(X), for any point x0EX, there exists a point x1EX 

such that Px0=ABx1. Since Q(X)cST(X), for the point x1 we can choose a point 
x2eX such that Qx1=STx2 and so on. Inductively, we can define a sequence {.Yn} in 
X such that 
.Y2n=Px2n=ABx2n+.l and y2n+z=Qx2n+z=STx2n+2 for n=0,1,2,. .. 
for all t >0 and a=l-q with qE(0,1). As proved in Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, we 
can prove that {yn} is a Cauchy sequence in X. Now suppose ST(X) is complete. 
Note that the subsequence {y2n+l} is contained in ST(X) and has a limit in ST(X), 
call it z. Let u=(ST)-lz. then STu=z we shall use the fact that the subsequence 
{y2n} also converges to z. 
By (2.13) with a=l, we have 
M(Pu,Qx2n+l•a,b,kt)?.M(ABx2n+l'Qx2n+l'a,b,t)*M(STu,Pu,a,b,t) 

* M(STu,Qx~n+ 1,a,b,t)*M(ABx2n+ 1,Pu,a,b,t) *M(ABx2n+ 1,STu, a,b,t) 

=M(y2n,y2n+z1a,b,t)*M(STu,Pu,a,b,t)*M(STu,y2n+l'a,b,t)*M(y2wPu,a,b,t)*M(y2n,STu,a,b,t), 

which implies that as n-700 

M(Pu~z,a,b,kt) ?. M(Pu;z,a,b,t): 

Therefore by Lemma 3, we have Pu=z. Since STu=z, thus Pu=z=STu i.e. u is a 
coincidence point of P and ST. This proves (i). Since P(X)cAB(X), Pu=z implies 
that zeAB(X). Let v=(AB)-1z, then ABv=z. 

By (2.13) with a=l, we haye 



M(Pz,y2n+1,a,b,kt) =M(Pz,Qx2n+1,a,b,kt) 
~ M(ABx2n+ 1, Qx2n+ 1,a,b,t)* M(STz,Pz,a,b,t)* M(STz, Qx2n+ 1,a,b,t) 

*M(ABx2n+ 1,Pz,a,b,t)*M(ABx2n+l'STz,a,b,t) 
?. M(y2n,y2n+l 1a,b,t)*M(STz,Pz,a,b,t)*M(STz,y2n+l'a,b,t)*M(y2n,Pz,a,b,t) 

*M(y2n,,STz,a,b,t). 
Taking limit as n-700, we have 
M(Pz,z,a,b,kt)?. M(Pz,z,a,b,t) . 
rrherefore by Lemma 3, we have Pz=z=STz. 
Now we show that Qz =z. in fact by (2.13) with a= 1 and (2.15) we have 
M(y2n,Qz,a,h,kt) =M(Px2wQz,a,b,kt) 
?. M(ABz,Qz,a,b,t)*M(STx2n,Px2n,a,b,t)*M(STx2wQz,a,b,t)*M(ABz,Px2n,a,b,t) 

*M(ABz,STx2n,a,b,t) . 
Taking the limit n-700, we have 
M(z,(Jz,a,b,t) ?. M(Qz,z,a,b,t) . 
Therefore by Lemma 3, we have Qz=z=ABz. Thus Pz=Qz=ABz=STz=z. 
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By putting x=z andy=Bz with a=l in (2.13), using (2.15) and Lemma 3, it is easy 
to see that Bz=z. Since ABz=z, therefore Az=z. 
Similarly by putting x=Tz andy=z and a=l in (2.13), using (2.15) and Lemma 3, it 
is easy to prove that Tz=z. Since STz=z, we have Sz=z. Therefore, by combining 
the above results, we have 

Az=Bz=Sz=Tz=Qz=z 
that is z is the common fixed point of A, B, S, T, P and Q. 
It is easy to prove uniqueness. 
Theorem 4. Let (X,M, *)be a fuzzy 3-metric space with t*t?.t for all te [O,.l] and the 
condition (FM-6). Let A,B,S,T and {Pi}iel be mappings from X into itself 
(2.17) uieJPi(X)cAB(X), uieIPi(X)cST(X), where I is an index set, 
(2.18) there exists a constant kE (0,1) such that 

M(Pix,P ;)',a,b,kt) ?. M(ABy,P ,;y,a,b,t)* M(STx,Pix,a,b,t)* M(STx,P ,;y,a,b, at) 

* M(ABy,Pix,a,b, (2-a)t)* M(ABy,STx,a,b,t) 
for all x,y,a,bEX, a E (0,2) iEI and t>O, 
(2.19) If one of AB(X) or ST(X) or Pi(X)(iEI) is a complete subspace of X, then 

(i) for all iE I, Pi and AB have a coincidence point , 
(ii) for all iE I, Pi and ST have a coincidence point . 

Further if 

(2.20) For all iEI, PiB =BPi; AB=BA; PiT=TPi and ST=TS, 
(2.21) For all iEI, the pairs {Pi,AB} and {Pi,ST} are weakly compatible then 
(iii) A,B,S, T,P and {Pi} iel have a unique common fixed point in X. 
If we put B=T=Ix (the identity map on X) in Theorem 2, we get the following 
result : 
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Corollary 1. Let (X,M, *) be a fuzzy 3-metric space with t*r2t for all tE [O,Jl and 
the condition (FM-6). Let A,S and P be mappings from X into itself such that 
(2.22) P(X)cA(X), P(X)cS(X) 

(2.23) there exists a constant kE (0,1) such that 
M(Px,Py,a,b,kt) ?: M(Ay,Py,a,b,t)* M(Sx,Py,a,b, at)* M(Ay,Py,a,b, (2-a)l) 

*M(Ay,Sx,a,b,t) 

for all x,y,a,bEX, a E (0,2) and t>O. 
(2.24) If one of P(X) or S(X) is a complete subspace of X, then 

(i) P and A have a coincidence point, 
(ii) P and S have a coincidence point. 

Further if 
(2.25) The pairs {P,A} and {J~S} are weakly compatible then 
(iii) A,S and P have a unique common fixed point in X. 

If we put A=B=S=T=lx (the identity map on X) in Theorem 2.2, we get the 
following result : 
Corollary 2. Let (X,M, *) be a fuzzy 3-metric space with t*t?:t for all tE [0,11 and 
the condition (FM-6). Let P be mappings from X into itself such that 
(2.26) there exists a constant kE (0,1) such that 

M(Px,Py,a,b,kt) ?: M(y,Py,a,b,t)* M(x,Px,a,b,t)* M(x,Py,a,b, at) 

* M(y,Px,a,b, (2-a)t) * M(y,x,a,b,t) 
for all x,y,a,bEX, a E (0,2) and t>O. 

If P(X) is complete subspace of X then P has a unique common fixed point in X. 
By using theorem 1, we get the following result. 
Theorem 5. Let (X,M, *) be a f1.t.zzy 8-metric space with t*t?:t for all tE [OJI and the 
condition (F'M-6). Let A,B and T be mappings from X into itself such that 
(2.27) A(X)uB(X)cT(X) 

(2.18) there exists a constant ke (O,.l) such that 
M(Ax,By,a,b,kt) ?: M(Ty,By,a,b,t)* M(Tx,Ax,a,b,t)* M(Tx,By,a,b, at) 

* M(Ty,Ax,a,b, (2-a)t)* M(Ty, Tx,a,b,t) 

for all x,y,a,bEX, a E (0,2) iel and t>O. 
(2.29) One of A(X), B(X) or T(X) is a complete subspace of X, then A,B, T have a· 
coincidence point. 
We establish Theorem 1 for sequence of mappings in the following manner. 
Theorem 6. Let (X,M, *)be a fuzzy 3-metric space with t*t?:t for all tE [0,1] and the 
condition (FM-6). Let S,T, Ai:X-7X, i=0,1,2 ... such that 
(2.30) A0(X)cT(X), Ai(X)cS(X), ieN 

(2.31) there exists a constant kE (0,1) such that 
M(AoX,A;J,a,b,kt) ?: M(Ty,Aµi,a,b,t)* M(Sx,AoX,a,b,t)* M(Sx,Aµi,a,b, at) 

*M(Ty,AoX,a,b, (2-a)t)* M(Ty,Sx,a,b,t) 
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for all x,y,a,bEX, a E (0,2) and t>O. 
(2.32) The pairs {A0,S} and {Ai,T} (iEN) are weakly "compatible, 
(2.33) if one of S(X), T(X) or A 0(X) is a complete subspace of X or altrnatively Ai, 

iE N are complete subspace of X. 

Then S,'I; and Ai,i=0,1,2, ... have a unique common fixed point. 
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ABSTRACT 
In this short communication, we have computed availability and Maximizing 

Survivability for cable 'r V transmission system which is one of the example of 
multi-state acyclic network (MAN). The system is designed to transmit from the 
cable T.V operator's satellite link to users' televisions through amplifier units. 
The user's televisions are connected by cables, which a,re the system components. 
The system is operational if user's televisions are connected by cables, which are 
the system components. The system is operational if user's televisions are connected 
with amplifier units and the cable T.V. operator's satellite link. 

- Key words. Multi-state acyclic network, Multi-state, Universal generating 
. function; Survivability, Availability. 

1. Introduction. The MAN consists of a number of positions in which 
multi-state elements are allocated. Each network has root position where the signal 
source is located. The number of leaf node (position, like television) that can only 
receive a signals and a number of non-leaf nodesi(intermediate nodes, amplifier 
unit) that can retransmit the received signal to the leaf node. The system is designed 
to transmit from teh cable T.V. operator's satellite link to users' televisions. The 
users' televisions are connected by cables and amplifier units, which are the system 
components. The system is operationa.l if all user televisions are connected 
amplifier units to cable T.V. operator's satellite link otherwise system fails. Cable 
T.V. network is the. generalization of tree structured multi-state system. Cable 
T.V. network has operator's satellite link, which is the root position where the 
signal source is allocated and amplifier units, which are the non-leaf positions. 
The sink position (leaf node) is situated at user's televisions. The aim of the cable 
T.V. network is the transmission of signal from source to the sink (last) position. 
Malinowski and Preuss _[1] discovered that the acyclic multi-state transmission 
network is a generalization of the tree~structured multi-state systems. The 
universal generating function technique is used for solving availability and 
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Maximizing Survivability of cable T.V. transmission system that is suggested by 
Levitin and Lisnianski [l,4]. 

We have taken one example of cable T.V. network for solving the availability 
and Survivability using the universal generating function technique with n=4 
and n *=1, where n is the total number of nodes (positions) and n *is the number of 
leaf nodes. the resulting polynomial contains 2n"'-l terms. The paper organized as 
follows: section 2 is devoted to example of cable T.V. transmission system for 
estimating the availability and survivability of MAN. Section 3 present the 
conclusion. 

Ss or 

4 

Fig. Cable T. V. Transimission System. (Simplest MAN) 

2. Example. 
The system is designed to transmit from the cable T.V. operator's satellite 

link 8 to users' televisions, 83 through amplifier units S 1,82. the users' televisions 
are connected by cables numbered 4,5 and amplifier units numbered 1,2,3 which 
are the system components. The system is operational if all user televisions are 
connected from amplifier untis 1,2,3 to the cable T.V. operator's satellite link 
otherwise system fails. 

Consider multi-state acyclic network (MAN) with n=4 and n *= 1 presented 
in above figure. Assume that ME e1 is located at C1 and provides a connection 
between C1 and any subset of {C2,C3 }. ME e2 is located at C2 and provides a 
conncection between C2 and any subst of {C3,C4}. ME e3 is also located at C2 and 
provides a connection between C2 and C4. ME e4 is located at C3 and provides a 
connection between C 3 and C 4 . Using the universal generating function technique, 
the u-functions of individual MEs located at nodes C1,C2 and C3 are : 
u 11 (z) =p 1 t/! 2 0000+p1 {2 }2 0100+p1 {3 }2 0010+p1 {2,3 }2 0110, 

( ) - 0000 0010+ 0001 + 0011 
u22 z -P2tJ! z +P2{3}z P2{4}z P2{3,4}z ' 
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( ) - 0000+ 0001 
U32 z -P3ip Z P3{4}Z ' 
ll (z) -p zOOOO +p zOOOl 43 - 41/J 4{4} . 

The u-functions of groups of MEs located at the same nodes are, 
U1(z)=u1 1(z), 

U:/z) =u43(z), 

U2(z)=Qmax (uu(z),u32(z)) 
--- 0000 0010+ 0001 + 0011 + -~p2<JiP3<f +P2{3}P3<f P2{4}P3# P2{3,4}P3# 

0001 + 0011 + 0001 0011 
P2ipP:J{4}z P2{3}P3{4}z P2{4}P3{4}z +P2{3,4}P3{4} 

-c7 ,,.zOOOO +<1 zOOlO +q zOOOJ +q z0011 
- 2v' 2{8} 2{4} 2{3,4} ' 

where lf2<P P2¢P3</>'q2{3} ==p2{3} P3</>'<12{4}=fJ2{4} P3ip +P2¢P:J{4} +p2{4}P3{4} 

lJ2{8,4}= P2{3,4} P3ip+P2{3} P3{4} +P2{3,4}P3{4} 

Since p 31P + p 3{4 } = 1, the equations for q2 {4 } =p2{4 }+P2ipP3{4 } 

q2{3,4}==P2{3,4} +P2{3} P3{4} · 

2.1. Availability of MAN. Following the consecutive procedure, we obtain: 

fu~ ( )) 0100 0010 0110 
<p~ 1 z = P1{2}Z + P1{3}Z + P1{2,3}Z ' 

. 0110 0110 011.1 011.I 
+ P1{2,s)<J2<1>z + P1{2,s)<J2{3)Z + P1{2,.1)<J2{4)Z + P1{2,3)<J2(3,4)Z , 

and after simplification : 

cp(il2(z))= (p1{2}<J2{s} + P1{3} + P1{2,3}<J2<1> + P1{2,3}<J2{s))z001~ 

( )z
OOll 0001 

+ P1{2}<J2{3,4} + P1{2,s}<J2{4} + P1{2,s}<J2{s,4) + P1(2}<J2{4)Z • 

(Note that operator <p reduces the number of different terms in this u-function 
from nine to three.) 

ils(z) = n"' (cp(il2(z)),U3(z)) 

= (P1{2)<J2{s} + P1{s) + P1{2,s)<12<1> + P1{2,s)<J2{s))P4$z
0010 
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and after simplification: 

<p(if:i(z))= [(P1{2}q2{3,4} + P1{2,3)q2{4} + P1{2,3}q2{3,4})P441 + P1{2}q2{4}P4¢ 

+ (P1{2)q2{3) + P1{:1} + P1{2,3)q241 + P1{2,3)q2{3))P4{4) 

+ (P1{2}q2{3,4) + P1{2,3}q2{4) + P1{2,3)q2{3.1))P1{1) + P1{2)q2{4) + P1{1}~0001 . 

The coefficient in the term with the vector Q.(.1) = 0001 in cp(U3 (z )) is the probability 

that the signal reaches C4, which is equal to MAN availability: 

A4 = (P1{2}q2{a.4} + P1{2,3}q2{4} + P1{2,3}q2{3.4})P4<1> + P1{2)q2{4}P4¢ 

+ (P1{2)q2{3) + P1{.3} + P1{2 . .3)q2<1> + P1{2 .. 1)q2{3))P1{4) 

+ (p1{2)q2{3,4) + P1{2,3)q2{4) + P1{2,3)q2{.3,4))P4{4) + P1{2)q2{1)P4{4) 

2.2 Survivability of MAN. In this section, the first ME is located at 
position 1 second and third ME are located at posion 2 and fourth ME is located at 
position 3. 
Following the consecutive procedure, we obtain: 

UA ( ) {'\{U ( )} f p_ )zoooo · 0100 0010 0110 
i z = 0 1 z = \1-1 + ap1<1> + UP1{2}z + UP1(a)Z + UP1(2.a)Z , 

UA ( ) {'\{U ( )} f p_ \_oooo 0010 0001 0011 
2 z = IJ 2 z = \}'+UP2<1>JZ +aq2{3)Z +aq2(4)Z +aq2(3,4)Z ' 

U3(z) = e{Ua(z)} =.(13+ ap4$)zoooo + ap4{4)Zooo1. 

U1(z)= U"i{z), 
ru ( )) 0100 0010 0110 

<p~ 1 z = ap1{2)Z + UP1{3)Z UP1{2,s)Z , 

U2(z)= \V(cr(u1(z)),(u2(z))) · 

nl 0100 0010 0110 f n t.oooo 0010 0001 0011) = r\ap1{2)Z +apl{.3f +ap1{2,3)Z 1\P+CXQ2$JZ +CXQ2{.3)Z +CXQ2{4)Z +aq2{3,4)Z 

= ap1{2}{r3+ aq2<1>)z
0100 + {aP1{s}{r3+ aq241)+ a

2 
P1{s}q2{s} + a

2 
P1{2}q2{s) }z

0010 

{ f p_ ) 2 } 0110 2 0101 f 2 2 Loo11 
+ UP1{2,3) \1-1 + aq2<1> +a P1{2,3)q2{3) 'Z +a P1{2)q2{4)Z +la P1{3)q2{4) +a P1{3)q2{3,4} fZ 

{ 
2 2 2 } Olli + a P1{2,3)q2{1) +a P1{2)q2{3,4} +a P1{2,3)q2{3,4) z · 

= UP1{2}(13 + aq2<1> )z
0100 

+ {aP1{s} + a
2 
P1{s)(q241 + qz{s})+ a

2 
P1{2}q2{sr}z

0010 

+ {al3P1{2,3) + a
2 

P1{2,3)(q2<1> + q2{3))~0110 + a
2 

P1{2)q2{1)z
0101 

+ {a
2 

P1{2)(q2{1) + q2{3,4))}z
0011 

+ {a2 
P1{2,3)(q2{1) + q2{3,4))+ a

2 
P1{2)q2{3,4)}z

0110
, 
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= apl{z}~ + aqzq,~0100 + {af3P1{a} + a.
2 

P1{a}(q2<1> + q2{a})+ cx.
2 
Pi{2}P2{a} + af3P1{2.:i} 

+ a
2 P1{2.:1}(q2,~ + q2{3})}z

0010 
+ a.

2 
P1{2)q2{1)z

0101 
+ {a.

2 
P1{2,J)(q2{1) + q2{3,4})+ a

2 
P1{2}q2{a,1} }z

0011
, 

<p(U 2 (z)) = {af3P1{J} +a 
2 

P1{3) (q2<1> + q2{3})+ a 
2 
P1{2)P2{3) + a.f3P1{2,3) +a 

2 
P1{2,3)(q2<1> + q 2{:1} )}z<'010 

· 

2. 0101 { 2 { ) 2 } 0011 
+ <X P1{2}q2{4)Z + a P1{2,3) \q2{4) + q2{3,4) +a P1{2)q2{3,4) z . 

O:i(z)::: \11(cp(U2 (z)),Ua(z)) 

== 'I1[{cx.f3Pl{:1} +ex. 
2 

Pi {:1} (q2<1> + q2{3} )+a 
2 

P1{2}P2{:i} + af3P1{2,:1) +a 
2 

P1{2,:i} (q2<1> + Q2{a} )}z
0010 

+ 

2 0101 { 2 { ) 2 } 0011 In. \_oooo 0001] ex. P112}q2{4}Z + a P1{2,:1}\q2{4} +Q2{3,4} +a P1{2}q2{a.4) z ,~:,-1-ap14P:: -HX.fJ4{4)Z 

= [{af3P1{s) +a
2 

P1{s}(Q2q, +q2{a})+a
2 
P1{2)P2{3) +al3P1{2,s/ ·1:-a

2 
P1{2,a}(Q2q, +q2{:1))} (f:3+ ap4q,~0010 

2 ( \_0001 { 2 { ) 2 3 Loo01 
+a P1{2)Q2{1) f3+ap4q,p:: +a P1{2,J)\q2{1)+q2{a,1) +a P1{2)q2{s,4)+a P1{2)q2{4)P4{4)fZ + 

+ {aiP1{:1) + a
2 
P1{s) (q2<1> + q2{3) )+ cx.

2 
P1{2}P2{3} +cx.iP1{2,a) +a.

2 
P1(2,s}(q2(4} +Q2(a,4))+ <X

2
Pi{2)q2{3,4i}z

0011
] 

r2 I ) 2 f ) 2 3 · 
+La P1{2)Q2(4}\f3 + ap4q, +a P1{2,3)\q2{4) + q2{.1,4) +a P1{2)q2(s,4) +a P1{2)q2{4)P4{4) + af3P1{.1} + 

+ a.
2 

P1{a)(q2<1> + q2{3))+ a
2 
P1{2)P2{a) + af3P1{2,a)CX.

2 
P1{2,J)(q2<1> + q2{3))+ a 

2 
P1{2,3)(q2{4) + q2{3,4)) 

2 Looo1 
+a P1{2)q2{3,4}f , 

<p(U3(z )) = a
2 

P1(2)q2{4}(13 + ap"<I> )+ a
2 

P1{2,3)(q2{4) + Q2{3,4})+ a.
2 

P1{2)q2{:1,1) + a.
3 
P1{2}q2{4}P4{4} + 

af3P1{3} + a
2 

P1{3}(q2<1> + q2{3})+ a
2 P1{2}P2{,~) + af3P1{2,:1) + a

2 
P1{2,J)(q2<1> + q2{a}) 

+a 
2 
P1{2,s)(q2{4) + q2{3.4) )+a 

2 
P1{2}q2{3,4}· 

Taking into account than the MAN surviability 

S = a
2 

P1{2W2{4J(l3 + ap"<I>)+ a
2 
P1{2,3)(q2{4) + q2{.1,4})+ a

2 
P1{2)q2{3,4) + a

3 
P1{2)q2{4)P4{4) + al3Pi{a} + 

a
2 

P1{s}(q2<1> + qz{s})+ a 
2
P1{2}P2{a} + al3P1{2,s) + a

2 
P1{2,s}(q2<1> + q2{3)) 

+a 
2 

P1{2,3} (q2{4} + q2{3,4}) +a 
2 
P1{2}q2{a,4}, 

Since ~ = 1-a. 

S = a 2 
P1{2}q2{4}((1-a.)+ ap4<1>)+ a

2 
P1{2,3}(q2{4) + q2{3,4))+ a

2 
P1{2}q2{3,4) + a

3 
P1{2}q2{4)P4{4) 

+ a(l-a)P1{3} +a
2 

P1{s}(q2<1> + qz{3))+ a
2 

P1{2}P2{3} + a(l-a)P1{2,3} + a.
2 

P1{2,3}(q2<1> + q2{3}) 
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2 ( ) 2 +a P1{2,a} q2{4} + q2f.1.4} +a P1{2W2{a,4}· 

3. Conclusion. The short communication suggests an availability and 
survivability of cable T.V. trar1smission system which are generalization of the 
tree-structured multi-state networks and multistate acyclic networks. rrhe method 
is based on universal generating function technique extended for representing 
random binary vectors. The resulting polynomial contains 271 "'-1 terms. Therefore, 
the suggested method can be applied for MAN with moderate values of n *. The 
suggested method allows one to obtain probability that the signal generated at the 
cable T.V. operator's satellite link of a MAN reaches users' televisions. 
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ABSTRACT 
In the present paper, we derive fractional derivatives of hypergeometric 

functions of four variables recently introduced by Chandel and Sharma [8,9] 
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Malutivariable H-function 
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1. Introduction. Motivated by the earlier work of Srivastava and Goyal 

[25], Srivastava, Chandel and Vishwakarma [26] derived a number of key formulas 
for fractional derivatives of the multivariable H-function of Srivastava and Panda 
[20,21,22) for multivariable H-function also see Srivastava, Gupta and Goyal [23]). 
Each of these formulas can be shown to yield interesting new results for various 
classes of generalized hypergeometric functions of several variables of Srivastava 
and Daoust [19] (Also see Srivastava and Manocha [24]pp 64-65]), Lauricella [16], 
Exton [11,14], Chandel [1], Chandel and Gupta [2] and Karlsson [15]. 

Also Chandel and Vishwakarma [5] derived fractional derivatives involving 
confluent hypergeometric forms of Karlsson's Yiiultiple hypergeometric function 

(k) F~~ [15], introduced by Chandel and Vishwakarma [3,4]. Further Chandel and 

Vishwakarma [6] derived .the multidimensional fractional derivatives involving 
the multiple hypergeometric functions of Lauricella [16] with their confluent 
forms, Exton [11,14], Chandel [1], Chandel and Gupta [2] and their confluent forms 
and of Karlsson [15]. 

Further for special interest Chandel and Vishwakarma [7] applied same 
techniques in order to derive fractional deriva~ives involving hypergeometric 
functions of four variables of Exton [12, 13, 14] and those functions of Sharma and 
Parihar [18], which are not included in the Exton [12,13,14]. 

In the present paper for special intet~st, we shall derive fractional 
derivatives involving hypergeometric functions of four variables (recently 
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introduced and studied by the authors Chandel and Sharma [8,9]. 
2. Use of One Fractional Derivatives Operator. Making an appeal to 

the formula [17, p. 67] 

n11{x,i}- I'(ll + 1) -··Xtt-11 
x - r(ll-,u+l) ,Re(A.) >1, 

we derive the following fractional derivatives involving hypergeometric functions 
of four variables due to authors Chandel and Sharma [8,9]: 

( ) D -i-11{ '1-1H(4)( b d I II )} 2.1 x x A1 ,u, ,c, ;e,e ,e ; Z1X,ZzX,Z3X,Z4 

r( ;i) 11-iH( 4 l ( 1 b d . , 11 • ) = r(,u) x A1 A, ,c, 'e,e ,e , Z1X,ZzX,Z;iX,Z4 ' Re(A,) > O; 

(2 ) D-i-11{ '1-1H(4)( b d' I II )} .3 x x A~ a, ,,u, ;e,e ,e ; Z1,Z2,Z:iX,Z4X 

r(ll) 11_1H(4J( b 1 d· , . 11. ) = -( -) x · A a, ,A, , e,e ,e ,,z1,z2 ,z3x,z4x Re(A,) >O· 
I',ll I . ' ' 

r(ll) p-1H(4l( b ·.,,,; ' "· . ·) = -(-) x · A a, ,c,~~, ,u,e ,e , z1x,z2 ,z3x,z4 Re(A,) >O· I',u l ' , ' , j 

(2 6) DA-JI{ ,i..:1H{4)( b ; d. 1 1i. )} 
• x x ' A1 a, ,c, , e,A,e .' Z1,ZzX,Z3,Z4 

r(ll) 11-1s(4J( 6 d· ,j. . ) = -( -) x A a, ,c, , e,,u,e , z1,z2x,z3 ,z4 Re(A.) >0· Ti,u 1 ' ' ' , , 



(2.8) n;-p { x"-1H1~)(JL,b,c,d; e1,e2,e3, e4; Z1X,Zi:X,Z3,Z4X)} 

- r(A.) xP-1HB(4)(A.,b,c,d;e1,e2,e3,e4; Z1X,Z2X,Z3,Z4X) Re('A) >0; 
- r(JL) I - ' 

(2 .9) D~ 11 {x,;-i H)~l (a, JL, c, d; e1 ,e2, e:i' e4; z1x, z2,z3x,z4)} 

r(;t) p-1H(")( 1 d· e ·z x z· z x z·) R ('1) 0 :::: rrl-~)X /J1 a,/L,C, ,e1,e2,e3, 4, 1 ' 2' 3 ' 4 , e 11, > ; 

(2.10) D; 1' { x"- 1 H)~l( a,b, JL, d; e1 , e2 ,e3 ,e4 ; z1 ,z2 , z8x, z4x)} 

r(-1) p-1H(1)( b 1 d· . . . x z x) · · ('1) (J - ----x I" a, ,/L, ,e1,e2,e3,e4,Z1,Z2,z3 ' 4 Re I\, > ; - r(11) ,1 · · ' 

(2.11) D; I' { x"- 1H)~l( a,b, c, JI,' e1 ,e2 , ea, e4; z1 , z2x,z3 ,z4 )} 

_ !(-1) x"-1HB(4)(a,b,c,A.;e1,e2,e3,e4; z1,z2X,Z3,Z4) Re('A) >0; 
- I'(JL) I . ' 

(2.12) n;·-fl { x"·- 1 H~~) (a, b, c, d; A., e2 , ea, e4; z1x, z2 , z3, z4)} 

I'(-1) p-1H(4)( b d· . . z ) 'I • = r(JL) x Bi a, ,c, 'JL,e2,e3,e4, Z1X,Z:J,Z3, 4 'Re(11,) >0, 

(2.13) n;-fl {x"-1 Hk~) ( a,b, c' d; el' A,, ea' e4; Z1 'Z2X, Z3, Z4)} 

= ~~~ ~ xp-I Hk;) ( a,b, c ,d; ev p,e3',e4; z1, z2x, z3, z4) ,Re(/..,) >0; 

(2.14) n;-fl { x"-1 Hh;)(a,b, c, d; e1,e2' A,,e4; Z1,Z2, Z3X,z4)} 

I'(;t) 1 (4)( ··.·, ) = r(p) x!I- H Bi a,b,c,d;e1,e2,JL,e4;Z1,Z2,Z3X,Z4 ,Re('A) >0; 

(2.15) n;-" { x"-1 Hh;)(a,b, c,d; e1, e2, e3 ,A.,; z1,z2,z3',z4x)} 

r(A.) . . 
= I'(JL) xp-IHk;)(a,b,c,d;e1,e2 ,e3,JL;Z1,Z2,Z3,Z4X) ,Re(/..,) >0; 

(2.17) n;-p { X-<-la~;)( a,b, JI, d; e, e' ,' Z1,Z2X, Z3,Z4)} 

= r((;t)) x!1-10A(4)(a,b,A.,d;e,e' ;z1,Z2X,Z3,z4) Re('A) >0; 
I'JL I .. ' 
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(2.18) n;-µ { x).""'.la~;)(a,b,c,µ;,e, ~ ;z1:..z2,z3,.z4x)} 

_ I'(A)) xµ-lGA(4)(a,b,c,A;e,e'; Z1,Zz,Z3,Z4x),Re("A) >0; - r(µ l . . . 

(2.19) n;-11 { x).-la~;)( a,b, c,d; e, A; Z1,Zz,Z3,Z4x)} 

r(A.) µ-1a(4l( b d· · z · z ·x) R (") o· _--)x A. a, ,c, ,e,µ,ZpZz, 3, 4 , e 11, >, - f(µ I . 

(2.20) n;-i• { x'--lG~:) (a, µ,c,d; e, e' ,' Z1X, Zz,Z3X, Z4X)} 

= ~(A.lxµ-lGA(4)(a 11,· c,d;e,e'; z
1
x,z

2
,z3x,z4x), Re(A,) >O; r(µ) 2 , , . 

(2.21) n;-i• { x'--lG~~( a,b, µ,d;e,e'; Z1, z2x, Z3,Z4)} 

r(A.) . . . 
_ -xµ-lG~4l(a,b,A.,d;e,e' ;z1,Z2X,Z3,Z4), Re('A) >0; - r(µ) . 2 

(2.22) n;-f' { x"-1G~)(a,b,c, µ; e,e'; ZpZ2,Z3,Z4x)} 

- r(A.)) xµ-lGA(4)(a,b,c,A.;e,e' ;zl>z2,z3,Z4X), Re(A,) >O,· - r(µ 2 . . 

(2.23) n;-f'{ x'-- 1G~~( a,b~c,d; e, A; Z1,Z2,Z3,Z4x)} 

r(A.) . . 
= r(µ) xf•- 1a~~(a,b,c,d;e,µ; Z11Z2,Z:j,Z4X)' Re("A) >0; 

(2.24) n;-f' { x'--lG~4;(a, µ,c,d,· e,e'; Z1X,Z2,Z3X,Z4X)} 

r(A.) . .( .l . ) 
_ --) xµ-IGA~ (a,t..,c,d;e,e' ;zix,z2,z3x,z4 , Re("A) >0; - r(µ s . . . . 

(2.25) n;-µ{x'--lG~;(a,b, µ,d;e,e'; Z1: 1 ZzX,Z3,Z4X)} 

r(A.) . . 
_ --xµ-lGA(4)(a,b,A.,d;e,e' ;z1,z2x,z3,z4x), Re("A) >0; - r(µ) s . . . 

(2.26) n;-µ { x'--1G~4j(a,b,c, µ;e,e'; Z1,Zz,Z3,Z4x)} 

r(A.) . . 
_ --) xµ-lGA(4l(a,b,c,A.;e,e' ;z1,z2,z3,Z4x), Re('A) >0; - r(µ a ·. . 



(2.27) v;·-fl { x'--1 a~:)(a,b,c, d; e, /..; z1,z2, z3,z4x)} 

r(A-) ft- 1G(4)( b d· · z z x) R ('1) O· = f(µ)X Aa a, ,C, 'e,µ, Z1,Z2, 3> 4 ' e /\, > ' 

(2.28) n;· f' {x'-- 1G}3~)( a,µ, b2,b3, b4 ,' e,e'; Z1X, Z2,Z3,Z4)} 

r(A-) 
_ --xf•-1a}il(a, A-,b2,b3,b4 ;e,e'; z1x,z2,Z3,z4) , Re(/..) >0; - r(~t) I 

(2.29) /); 1' { x'-·· 1 G}~) ( a,b1, µ, b:1,b4 ,' e, e' ,' Z1, Z2X'. Z3,Z4 )} 

r(A-) µ-ia( 4
)( b 'I b· b· ·e e' ·z· z x z z1··) R ('1) o· - ---x l" a, 1·,/\,, 3, 4, , , 1, 2 , 3, 4 e /\, > , - f (~t) 'I ' . . 1 

(2.30) n;-f• { X>..-lG~)(a,b1 ,b2 , µ,b 4 ; e,e'; ZuZ2,Z3X,Z4)} 

- r(A-)) xµ-lGn(4)(a,b1·.,b2, A,b4 ;e,e'; z1,z2, Z3X,Z4), Re(/..) >0; - f (µ I . . . 

(2.31) v;-ft { X>..-IG}~)( a,b1 ,b2 ,b3 , µ; e, e'; Z1, Z2 1 Z3,z4x)} 

- r(A-) xµ-lGB(4)(a,b1,b2,b3,A;e,e'; Z1,z2,Z3,Z4x), Re(/..) >0; 
- f (µ) I . . 

(2.32) v;-f' { X>..-lGh~)(a,b1 ,b2,b3,b4 ;e, A,' Z1,z2,z3,Z4x)}~ 

r(A-) . 
_ --xµ- 1Gn(4l(a,b1,b2,b3,b4;e,µ;z1,z2,za,z4x), Re(/..) >0; 
- f(µ) I . 

(2.33) v;-µ { XJ...-lGk:)(a, µ,b2,b3,b4 ,' e, e' ,'Z1X,Z2 1 Z3,Z4X)} 

= ~~~~ xµ-i(jh~)(a, A,,b2 ,b3 ,b4 ,~e,e'; z1x,z2,z3,z4x), Re(/..) >0; 

(2.34) v;-µ { x'--1Gh:)(a,b1, µ,b3,b4 ;e, e' ,' Z1,Z2X,Z3,Z4)} 

r(A-) µ-ia(4l( b 'I ·b b · '· - · z·· :) ('1) o - --x . B a, 1,/\,, 3, 4, e,e, z1,Z2X,Z3, 4 'Re/\, > ; - r(µ) 2 . . . . . 

(2.35) v;-µ { x'--1Gk:)(a,b1,b2, µ,b4;e, e'; Zi,Z2,Z3X,z,i)} 

- r(A-) xµ-l(jB(4)(a,b1,b2,A,b4;e,e'; z1,z2,Z3X,Z4) 'Re(/..) >0; - r(µ) 2 . . . . 
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r(A) · · · · 
_ --xµ-1G1(~)(a,b1 , b2,b3, A;e,e'; zl>z2 ,z:{, z4x), Re('A) >0; - r(µ) ~ . 

(2.37) n;-f• { x'J..-lG~~)( a,b1 ,b2 ,b3,b4; e, A; ZuZ2, Z3, Z4X)} 

r(A) µ-l (4)( b' b b b · · ) = -·-)-x GB a, 1' 2, 3, 4, e,µ, Z1,Z2,za,Z4X , Re('A) >0; 
r(~l 2 

(2.38) n;-f' { X'J..-lGk:)( a, µ,b2,b3,b4 ;e, e'; Z1, ZzX, Z3, Z4X)} 

= t~~~ xµ-
1
ah:l(a,A,b2 ,b3,b4;e,e'; zpz2x,z3,z4x), Re('A) >0; 

(2.39) n;-f1 
{ X'J..-lak:)(a,b1, µ,b3,b4; e, e'; Z1X, Z2,Z3,Z4)} 

r(A) · · 
= -( ) xµ- 1Gk

4
l(a,b1,A,b3,b4;e,e'; z1x,z2,z3,z4), Re('A) >0; r µ s . 

(2.40) n;-f1 
{ X'J..-lGk:)(a,b1,b2 , µ,b4; e,e'; Z1,Z2, Z3X, Z4)} 

r(A) · · · 
= r(µ) xf'-1ak:l(a,b1,b2 , A,b4;e, e'; z1,z2,z3x, z4), Re('A) >0; 

(2.41) n;-µ {x'J..-lGk:)( a,b1 ,b2,b3, µ;e,e'; Z1, Z2,Z3,Z4X)} 

= ~~~~ xµ- 1ak:l(a,b1,b2,ba,A;e,e'; z1,z2,z3,z4x) , Re('A) >0; 

(2.42) n;-µ { x'J..-lG~~)(a,b1 ,bz,b3,b4 ;e, A; Z1,Z2, Za, z4x)} 

r(A.) ... 
= r(µ) xµ-la~l(a,b1,b2,b3,b4;e,µ; Z1,Z2,Za,Z4X), Re('A) >0; 

(2.43) n;-µ{ x'J..-fGb~)(µ,b,c,d;e,e'; ~1X,Z2,Z3X,Z4x)} 
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(2 45) DA.-fl { A.-10 (4)( . b . , . . \} 
. x x Ci a, ,c,µ, e,e 'ZuZ2,Z3,Z4XJ.. 

r('A) 
= r(µ) xf'- 1 G~;~)(a,b,c,d;e,µ; Z1,Z2,Z3,Z4X)' Re(/..) >0; 

(2.4 7) JJ; fl { x'- 1 Gi~l(µ,b,c,d;e,e'; z1x,z2x,z3 ,z4x)} 

r('A) µ-10(4)(~ b d· , . . . . ) = r(µ) x Cz /\,' ,c, 'e,e 'Z1X,Z2X,Z3,Z4X 'Re(/..) >0; 

(2.48) n;-f' { x"-- 1 Gb~)( a, µ,c,d; e,e'; Z1X,Z2 1 Z3X,Z4)} 

r('A) µ-10(4)( ~ d· , . . .· ) . = r(µ) x C2 a,/\,,c, 'e,e 'Z1X,Z2,Z3X,Z4 'Re(/..) >0; 

(2.49) n;··ft { x"--1 Gb~) ( a,b, C, µ; e,e'; Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4x)} 

. (2.50) n;-~'{ x'-- 1Gb~)(a,b,c, d; e, A,' Z1,Z2,Z3,Z4x)} 

r('A) .. 
= -( ) x~1 -· 1a~4)(a,b,c,d;e,µ;z1 ,z2 ,z3 ,z4x), Re(/..) >O,· r µ 2 

3. Use of Two Fractional Derivative Operators. 

(3.1) D'--µD'-'-µ' {x"-1y1.:-1H(4
) (µ µ' c d · e.e' e" · z ·xy z x z x z ·y)} 

x y A1 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 1. ' 2. ' 3 ' 4 

r('A)r('A') · . · 
. · xµ-lyµ-lH(. 4)('A .'A' c d.·e e' e" ·z xy z x z x zy) = r(µ )r(µ') Ai , , , , , , , 1. , .2 , a. , 4 , 

Re(/..) > 0, Re(/..' ) > O; 

(3.2) D"--f1D'-'-µ'{x"-- 1y'-'-1H(4l(µ b µ' d·e e' e" ·z·x z x z xv z .·y)} 
x y A1 ' ' ' ' ' ' . ' 1. ' 2 ' 3 J ' 4 

(3.3) 

r('A)r('A') · . · · · 
---· xµ-lyµ-lH( 4)('A b /..' d·e·e' e" ·z·x z·x z x11 z4y) = r(µ )r(µ') A1 , , , _, , , , 1 , 2 , 3 J, , 

Re(/..) > 0, Re(/..' ) > O; 

n;-µ D~'-µ' { x'--lyA.'-lH~~)(a, µ, µ' 'd;e,e' ,e"; Z1X, z2,z3y,z4xy)} 
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f('A )r('A') µ-1 µ'-1H( 4l(a f.. f..' d · e e' e" · z x z ·. z,·y z x'\/) = ( ) ( ) X Y Ai , , , , , , , 1 ' 2 ' 3 ' 4 'J , r µ r µ' 

Re('A) > 0, Re(!,,' ) > O; 

(3.4) n;-11n;'-11'{ xA.-ty/..'-lH~~)(µ,b,c,µ' ;e,e' ,e"; Z1X,Z2XY,Z3X,Z1)} 

f(f..)f(f..')X11-lyµ'--1H(4)(~ b C ~'·e e' e"·z1X Z2x11 Z3X z,) 
= r(µ )r(µ') A, I\,, ' 'I\, ' ' ' ' ' · 'J' • ' •• ' 

, Re('A) > 0, Re('A') > O; 

(3.5) v;-11 v;·-11
' { x/..-ly/..'-l H~~)(a, µ, c, µ' ;e,e' ,e"; Z1X, Z2Y> Z3' Z4X)} 

r('A)f('A') xµ-1y11'-1H(4)(a /.., c /..' ·e e' e" ·z·1x z.,y z3 z,x) 
= f(µ)f(µ') Ai ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' "' ' ' .. ' 

Re('A) > 0, Re(!,,' ) > O; 

(3.6) v;-µ n;'-µ' { x/..-ly/..'-lH~~)(a,b, µ, µ' ;e,e' ,e"; Z1, Z2Y,Z3X,Z4x)} 

- f('A)f('A') xµ-lyµ'-lH~)(a,b,f..,'A' ;e,e' ,e"; Z1,Z2Y,Z3X,Z4X) 
- f(µ)f(~l') I . ' 

Re('A) > 0, Re('A,' ) > O; 

(3. 7) v;-µ v;·~µ' {x/..-ly/..'-l H~~)(a,b,c,d; /..,/..'' e"; Z1X,Z2Y, Z3X,z4)} 

r('A)r('A') x11-lyµ'-1H(4)(a b c d·µ µ' e" 'Z1X Z2Y Z3X,z4) 
= r(~L )r(µ') A, ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' · ' 

Re('A) > 0, Re('A' ) > O; 

(3.8) v;-11 v;'-µ' { x/..-ly~'-1 H~~)(a,b,c,d; f..,e'' /..'; Z1X,Z2,Z3X,Z4y)} 

f(f..)f(f..') Xµ-lyµ'-1H(4)(a b Cd·µ e' µ' 'Z1X Z2' Z3X,z,y) = r(µ )r(µ') A, , , , , , , , . , . , .• ' 

Re('A) > 0, Re('A') > O; 

(3.9) n;-µ n;'-µ' { xi....:ly/..'-l Hk~l(µ, µ' :c,d;el> e2,e3, e4; Z1XY,Z2X,Z3y, Z4x)} 

r('A)r('A') · · · 
- xµ-lyµ'c.1 HB(4)('A, /..' ,c,d;e1,e2,e3,e4; Z1XY, Z2X,z3y, Z4x)' 
- r(µ )f (µ') I . . . . 

Re('A) > 0, Re('A') > O; 

(3.10) n;-µ n;'-µ' { x/..-ly/..'-~ Hk~)(~,b, µ' ,d; el,e2, ea,e4; Z1X,Z2X,Z3y, Z4xy)} 

_ f(f..)f(f..') xµ-lyµ'-lH14)(/..,b,~' ,d;e1,e2,e3,e4; Z1X,Z2X,Z3J,Z4XY), 
- r(µ)r(µ') 1 

· 

Re('A) > 0, ReCA,') > O; 
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r(A.)r(A.') ft--1 fl'-1H(4)( b d . , . ) 
= r(~0r(~t') X .Y B1 a, ,C, "µ,µ ,e3,e4, Z1X,Z2.Y1Z3,Z4 ' 

Re('A) > 0, Re('A') > 0. 
Five more results similar to (3.12) can also be obtained but we have left them due 
to lack of space. 

(3 13) D A-pDA'-ft' A-1 l.'-1G(4)( I d I ) 
. . . x Y x .Y Ai a,µ,µ, ;e,e ;z1x,z2y,z8x,z4 

r(A.)r(A.') p-1 µ'-1G(4)( , d , ) = '( ) ( ) x .Y A a,A.,A,' ;e,e ;z1X,Z2.Y,ZaX,Z4 ' r µ r µ' 1 
· · ' 

Re('A) > 0, Re('A' ) > O; 

D A-flDA'-µ'{ A-1 l.'-1G(4)( . I ' . )} (3.14) x y x .Y Ai a,µ,c,µ ;e,e ;_Z1X,Z2,Z3X,Z4y 

r(A.)r(A.') µ-i fl'-1G(4)( ~,. , .- . . . ) = ( ) ( ') x y A a,A.,C,11, 'e,e ,_Z1X,Z2,Z3X,Z4Y f µf µ 1 .. . ... , 

Re('A) > 0, Re('A' ) > O; 

D A-flDA'-µ'{ A-1 t.'-1G(4)( d ~' )} (3.15) x y x .Y Ai a,µ,c, ;e,11, ;z1x,z2,z3x,z4y 

r(A.)r(A.;) µ-1 µ'-1 (4)( , ) 
= { ) ( ) x y GA a,A.,c,d;e,µ ,·z1x,z2,z3x,z4y r µ r µ' 1 · · · ,. 

Re('A) > 0, Re('A') > O; 

D A-µDI.'-µ'{ A-1 l.'-1G(4)( I d ' . )} (3.16) x y x y A2 a,µ,µ' ;e,e ;z1X,Z2Y,ZaX,Z4X 

r(A.)r(A.') µ-1 µ·-1 (4)( , , ) 
= ( ) ( ') x y GA a,t..,t.. ,d;e,e ;z1x,z2y,z3x,z4x rµrµ 2 · · · · ' 

Re('A) > 0, Re(').! ) > O; 

D A-µDI.'-µ'{ A-1 A.'-1G(4)( ' t )} (3.17) x Y x y A
2 

a,µ,c,µ ;e,e ;z1x,z2,z3x,z4xy 

r(A.)r(A.') µ-1 µ'-1 (4)( , ;· , . . . . ) = ( ) ( ;) x y GA a,A.,c,A. ,e,e ,z1x,z2,z3x,z4xy fµf µ 2 . . . , 

Re('A) > 0, Re('A' ) > O; 
t.-µDt.'-µ'{ t.-1 A.'-1G(4)( d ., )} (3.18) Dx Y x y A

2 
a,µ,c, ;e,A. ;z1x,z2,z3x,z4xy 
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. r(A.)f(A.')x~1"'1yl1'-lo{4l(a' A. c d ·e µ' ~ z x z z. x z xy) 
= f(~t)f(µ') A2 ' ' ' ' , ' 1 ' 2> 3 ' 4 , 

ReCA) > 0, Re(/..,' ) > O; 

(3.19) DA.-µDA.'-µ'{xA...:iyA.'- 1a(4l(a b µ d ·e A.'· z z x z z y)} 
x y • A2 ' ' ' ' ' ' 1' 2 ' 3' 4 

r(A.)r(A.') µ-1 µ·-1a(4)( b d , ) 
- x y A a, ,A, ;e,µ ;z11ZzX,Z3,Z4Y - r(µ )r(µ') 2 

· · ' 

Re(/..,) > 0, Re(/..,') > O; 

(3.20) DA.-µDA.'-f1'{ A.-.1 A.'- 10(4)( b · A.' · z z z xy)} x Y x y A2 a, ,c,µ,e, ,z1, 2• 3, 4 

T(A.)r(A.') µ-1 µ·-1 (4)( b , ) 
_ ( ) ( ) x y GA a, ,c,A.;e,µ ;z1,z2 ,z3 ,z4xy - r µ r µ1 2 · ' 

Re(/..,) > 0, Re(/..,') > O; 

(3.21) DA.-f1DA.'-µ'{ A.-1 ;>;·..:1G(4)( i d. I ·z x z Y z x z y)} 
x :r, , x y . Aa a,µ,µ' 'e,e' 1 ' 2 ' 3 ' 4 

r(A.)f(A.
1

) µ 1 µ' 1G(4)( "I "I I d I ) - ) x - y - A a,11,,11,' ;e,e; Z1X,ZzY,Z3X,Z4Y - r(µ)r(µ 1 a · · · ' 

Re(/..,) > 0, Re(/..,' ) > O; 

(3.22) DA.-µDA.'-f1'{xA.-.1yA.'-1a(4l(a µ c µ1 ·e e1 • z x z z x z y)} 
x y A3 ' ' ' ' ' ' 1 ' 2' 3 ' 4 

r(A.)r(A.') µ-1 µ·-1a(4)( '\ "I I I ) 
- ·X y A3 a,11,,C,11, ;e,e ;z1X,Zz,Z3X,Z4Y . 
- r(~t )r(µ') · · ' 

Re(/..,) > 0, Re(/..,' ) > O; 

(3.23) DA.-f1DA.'-f1'{xA...:1yA.'-1G(4l(a b µ µ' ·e e1 
• z z x z z xy)} 

x y A3 ' ' 1 ' ' ' 1 > 2 ' 3 ' 4 

r(A.)r(A-
1

) µ-1 µ·-1a(4)( "I d I ) - x y A a,11,,C, ;e,µ ;z1X,Z2,Z3X,Z4Y 
- r(µ )r(µ') 3 

· · · ' 

Re('A) > 0, Re(/..,') > O; 

(3.25) DA.-µDA.'-µ'{ A...:l A.~lG( 4)( b d· "I I 'Z Z X Z Z "'1x)} 
x y X · Y · As a, ,µ, 'e,11,' 11 2 ' 3, 4J' 

r(A.)r(t--
1

) µ-1 µ'-1a(4l( b '\ d: I. . ) - x y . A a, ,11,, 'e,µ 'Z1,Z2X,Z3,Z4XY - r(µ )r(µ 1
) a · · · ' 

Re(A,) > 0, Re(/..,') > O; 
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D A-ftDA.'-it'{ 1..-l A.'-1G(4)( b . ~I . )} (3.26) x Y x y Aa a, ,c,µ;e,~ ;z1 ,z2,z3 ,~4xy 

r('A)r('A') ft-1 ft'-1G(4)( b ~ . , . ) 
=---::;---( )-(---)x y A. a, ,c,{\,,e,µ,z1,Z2,Z3,Z4XY 

1 ~l r ~t' a . · • 

Re('A) > 0, Re('A') > O; 

We can also obtain five more relations similar to (3.27). 

D A.-f'D1.:-r1'{ A.-1 A.'-1G(4)( b b b'' ·1 )} (3.28) x y x y B1 a,~L, 2> 3> 4 ;e,11; ,'Z1X,Z2,Z3,Z4Y 

r('A)r('A') fl·-1 ft"··la(4)( ~ b b b , I, ) = --·(·---)~( .) x y B a,{\,, 2' 3> 4, e,µ, Z1X,Z2,Z3,Z4Y 
rµr~ 1 

· 

Re('A) > 0, Re(A,') > 0. 
We can also obtain three more relations similar to (3.28). 

]) .. A.-pnA.'--f'.{ i.-1 i.·-1a(4)( , b. b , )} (8.29) . x y x y B2 a,µ,µ' 3, 4;e,e ;z1X,Z2Y,Z3,Z4X 

r('A)r('A') µ-i µ'-1a(4)( b. b.. , . ) = ( ) ( .) x y B a,'A,b2, 3, 4, e,µ 'Z1X,Z2,Z3,Z4XY rµr¢ 2 
· · · • 

Re('A) > 0, Re(A,' ) > O; 

(3 33) D A.-µDA.'-µ'{ 1..-i A.'-lG(4)( b ~ b b. I .· )} 
• x y x y B2 a, 1>{\,> 3, 4;e,µ ;,z1,ZzX,Z3,Z4Y 
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r(1c )r(!c') 11-1 fl·-10 (1)( b b l 1 • ) -· ····----x y r8 a, 1, 2 , >.1,it;e,/\, ;z1,z2.,z.1,z4xy ... r(~t)r(~t') . . 2 • r . ' 

Re(A,) > 0, Re(!..' ) > O; 

( 36) DA-f1D1'.'-µ'{ 1'.-1 i,.·-10 (1)( 1 b b . 1. y z x z z x)} 3. . x Y x .Y B3 a,µ,µ, 3, 4,e,e,z1., z' 3, 4 

r(1c)r(1c
1

) 11-1 ft'-10 (4)( 1 11 b b. 1. ) = -::::. -( _) ____ (_) x .Y B a,1\,,1\,' 3, 4, e,e 'Z1.Y,Z2X,Z3,Z4X 
1 µ r ~t1 s · ' 

Re(A,) > 0, Re(A,') > O; 

lnA-·J'IJ. i,.·-1.1'{ 1'.-1 i,.·-10 (1)( . b ' b . 1. x)} (3.37) ..)'x . Y. x .Y 83 a,µ, 2 ,~t, 4 ,e,e ,z1,z2x,z3y,z4 

r(1c)r(1c
1
) 11-1 11·-.10 (1)( 1 b b 11 , ) = ··.:::;-(·-·--( )-x y B a,/\,, z, 3,/\, ;e,e; Z1,Z2X,Z3,Z4Xy 

I ~t )r µ1 
· 

8 · · ' 

Re(A,) > 0, Re(A,' ) > O; 

D A-µDA'-µ'{ i,...:1 1'.'-1G(4)( b b b . 11 • )} (3.39) x y x . y. 83 a,µ, 2• 3, 4,e,/\, ,Z1,Z2X,Z3,Z4Xy 

r('A)r(A-1

) µ-1 µ'-1 (4)( b b · I ) 
= ( ) ( ) x y G8 a,'A, 2 ,b3 , 4;e,µ ;z1,z2x,z3 ,z4xy 
rµr~ s · ' 

Re(A,) > 0, Re(')..! ) > O; 

(3.40) D 1'.-11D1'.'-µ'{ i,...:1 1'.'-lG(~}( b b b . 11. X Z Z Z y)} 
x y x · Y a3 a, 1,µ, 3• 4• e,/\,, Z1 ' 2 1 3• 4 
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r('A)r('A') ,, 1 f•·-1 0 (1)( b b l .., , ) --·-----x y :r a 1 2 J.1 '" ·e 'L • z1 z2 Z·i z,xy 
r(~l )r(~t') . Ha ' ' . ' ' ' ' 'r ' ' ' • ' ., ' 

Re('A) > 0, Re('A') > O.· 

D A·f'l)A.'-1•'{ A.-1 A.'-1G(4)( I d I )} (3.43) x y x y C1 ~l,~L ,,c, ;e,e ;z1XY,Z2Y,Z~1X,Z4X 

r(!c)r('A') f•-1 "·10 (1)(.., ..,, d , ) = T(~~)i~(~t~)x Y :rc1 11,,11, ,c, ;e,e ;z1xy,z2y,zaX,Z-iX , 

Re('A) > 0, Re('A' ) > O; 

(3.44) nA.-11nA.'··11'{xA.-tyA.'-10(-i)( µ b c µ' ·e e' · z x z ·. z x z ·.xy)} 
x y Ci ' ' ' ' ' ' 1 ' 2 ' 3 ' 4 

r('A)r('A') w·l 11'-1G(4)(1 b '\I. I. ) - ·X y c 11,, ,C,11, ,e,e ,Z1X,Z2,Z3X,Z4XY - r(µ)r(~) i · ' 

Re('A) > 0, Re('A' ) > O; 

(3.45) n~-p D~'-p' {xA.-lyA.'- 1 G~~) ( a,µ, c, µ'; e, e'; Z1X,ZzX, Z3,Z4Y)} 

r('A)r('A') µ-1 ,, .. 1G(1)( .., .., , . , : ) 
- --(-) -( ) x ·y (' a,11,,C,11, 'e,e 'Z1X,Z2X,Z3,Z4Y - r~ I' , 'I . . • , 

~l µ ., 
Re('A) > 0, Re('A' ) > O; 

(3.46) DA.-1tDA.'-µ'{xA.-lyA.'-to(4)( µ b C d ·e A,'' Z X Z Z X Z xy)} 
x y C1 ' ' ' ' ' ' l ' 2 ' 3 ' 4. 

r('A)r('A') µ-i µ'-1 (4)( d, I. ) 
_ () ( )x y Ge 'A,b,c, ,e,µ,z1x,z2,z3x,z4xy - r µ r µ' i . · · ' 

Re('A) > 0, Re('A') > O; 

(3.47) D A.-µDA.'-µ'{xA.-tyA.'-1o(4l( a µ c d ·e 'A'· z x z x z · z ·y)} 
x y Ci ' ' ' '· ' ' 1 ' 2 ' 3' 4 

r('A)r('A') µ-1 µ'-1 (4)( d , ) = ( ) ( ) x y Ge a,'A,c, ;e,µ ;z1x,z2x,z3,z4y 
rµr~ 1 

· · ' 

Re('A) > 0, Re('A' ) > O; 

(3.48) D A.-µDA.'-µ'{ A.-1 A.'-1G(4)( b · 11 · · · z ·x~1 )} x y x y Ci a, ,c,µ, e,11, 'Z1,Z2,Z3, 4 'J 

r('A)r('A') µ-i µ'-1G(4)( b .., . , . . . ). = ( ) ( .)x y c a, ,C,11,,e,µ ,Z1,Z2,Z3,Z4XY r µ r µ' i · · ' 



Re('A) > 0, Re('A' ) > O; 

p 1·)1,,'··11'{ A-l A'·-la(4)( 1 •. d 1 .)} 
. y x y . C1 µ,~l ,c, ;e,e; Z1XY,ZzX,Z3Y,Z4X 

r(!c)f(A.') •t-l •1'-1G(4)( I d I ) 

r(·~~)i(~~;) X' .Y' C1 A, A, 'c, ; e, e ; Z1XY' ZzX, Z3Y' Z4X ' 

Re(/..) > 0, Re(/..') > O; 

UA-·f'Dt,,'-r•'{x'J...-lyt,,'-la(4)(µ b C µ' ·e e' 'Z X Z X Z Z x~1)} 
x y C1 ' • ' ' ' ' 1 ' 2 ' 3' 4 'J 

r(11,)r(1c') f•·l r1· .. 10 (4)( d· , . ) = l-::;-(~~)r-(~t') X y :rc1 a,"A,c, , e,µ, Z1X,Z2,Z3X,Z4J , 

Re(/..) > 0, Re(/..') > O; 

DA·fLJJA'··1•'{x'J...-ly'J...'-1a(4)(a b c µ ·e A,'. z z z z xv)} 
· x y C1 ' ' ' ' • • 1 • 2 ' 3 ' 4 'J 

.. ' ' 

r(11,)r(A-') µ-1 µ·-1· (4)( · , · ) 
=-= ( ) ( ) x y Ge._. a,b,c,"A;e,µ ;z1,z2,z3,z4xy r µ r µ' ,. . . 

Re('A) > 0, Re('A') > O; 
4. Use of Three Fractional Derivative Operators. 

(Li_: •. 1) Dt,,--1•n'J...'-r1'Dt,,"-µ"{x'J...-ly'J...~ly'J..."~lH(4)(µ µ' µ" d·e e' e" ·xvu XU XZU yzu )} 
, . - x y z Ai ' ' ' ' ' ' . ' '.! 1 ' 2 ' 3 • 4 

r(A.)r(1i.:)r(A-") · . .. · 
-----· xµ-lyµ-lzµ -lH(4)("A A,' "A'' d·e e' e" ·xvu xu xzu yzu ) = r(~t)r(µ')r(µ") Ai , , , '· , , , 'J 1• z, s• 4 , 

Re(/..) > 0, Re(/..' ) > O,Re(/.." ) > O; 

(4.2) n),,-µD'J...'-µ'n'J..."-µ"{x'J...-:ly'J...'-ly'J..."~lH( 4)(µ µ' c d·A," e' e" ·zxvu XU xzu yu )} 
x y z Ai ' .' ' ' ' ' ' '.! 1 ' 2 ' 3 ' 4 
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- r(A.)r(A.')r(A.") xfl-lyµ'-lzµ"-1 H{4)(A.,b,A.' ,d; µ" ,e' ,e"; ll1XZ,UzX,U3XJZ,U4Y) 
- r(µ)r(~t')r(µ") · Ai · · ' 

Re(/..) > 0, Re(/..' ) > O,Re(f.." ) > O; 

(4.4) D; ''D~' 1•'n;"-11
" { xJ.-lyJ.'-1i'-''-1 H~~)(a, µ, µ' ,d; /..,'' ,e' ,e"; u1xz,u2 , u3yz, u4yx)} 

- r(A.)r(A.')r(A.") xµ-1yµ'-lzµ"-lH( 4)(a, A, A.' ,d; ~t" ,e' ,e"; U1XZ,Uz,UaJZ,U4XY) 
- r(µ)r(µ')r(µ") Ai ' 

Re(/..) > 0, Re(/..') > O,Re(f..") > O; 

(4.5) n;-µ n;·-µ·n;"-µ" { x).-ly).'-ly)."-l Hk~l(µ, µ', µ" ,d; ei,e2,e3,e4; U1XY, UzX, U3JZ, U4XZ)} 

- ~l"-)r(A.')r(A.") xµ-lyµ'-lzµ"-1Hh4)(A., A.', A."' d;e1,ez,e3,e4 ,'U1XJ,U2X, U3JZ,U4XZ ), 
- r(µ)r(µ')r(µ") 1 · · 

Re(/..,) > 0, Re(/..') > O,Re(/..,") > O; 

(4.6) n;-·f1J);'-f1'n;"-µ" { XA-ly).'-ly)."-l Hk~)(µ, µ' ,c,d; A." ,e2,e3,e4; ll1XJZ,U2X, U3J,U4x)} 

r('A)r(A:)r(A:') xi-1~J!-1~"-1Ji.4)(1 A: c d·µ" p_ p_ e ·11.11'1!?'. 11_')( 1v11 u,x) 
= r(µ)r(µ)r(µ') .Y. ~ 1 '-1 ' ' ' ,~~,~.:!' 4>-1~J-,~cv>~.j.)'J •• , 

Re(/..,) > 0, Re(/..,') > O,Re('A,") > O; 

rJ..- rJ..'- 'rJ.."- "{ A-1 f..'-1 f..''-1 Tll.4)( I d. 'I II )} (4.7) ux µ11 µL{ µ x y y t18/ µb,µ, ;l'v ,e2,e3,e4;U/XZ.UzX,U3y,u4xy 

_ f(A.)r(A.')r(A.") xµ-lyµ'-lzµ"-lH~)(A.,A.' ,c,d; µ" ,e
2
,e3,e4;u1xyz,U2X,U3J,U4X) 

- r(µ)r(µ')r(µ") · 1 
· 

Re(/..,) > 0, Re(/..,') > O,Re(/..") > O; 

(4.8) n;-µ n;·-µ·n;"-µ" { x).-ly).'-ly)."-l Hh~l(a, µ, µ' ,d; A." ,ez,e3,e4; ll1XZ,Uz,U3Xy, U4y)} 

_ r( :\)r( l.')r( l."~ x"-1 y"'-tzµ"- 1 H~) (a, )., l.', d; µ", e,, e
3

, e,; Ui xz, "2, u,xy, u,y) , 
- r(µ )r(µ')r(µ" · · · 

Re(/..) > 0, Re(/..' ) > O,Re(/.." ) > O; 

(4.9) n;-µ n;•-µ•D;"-µ" { XJ.-lyJ.'-lyJ."-lG~~)(a, µ, µ', µ"; e,e'; U1X,Uzy, U3X, U4z)} 
--

r( A. )r( A.')r( A.") xµ-1yµ'-lzµ"- 1o(4l(a A. A.' A." ·e e' ·u x u
2
y u

3
x u4z) = r(µ )r(µ')r(µ") Ai , , , , , , i , , , . . , 

Re(/..,) > 0, Re(/..,') > O,Re(/.." ) > O; 
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(4.10) D A-flDA'-µ'DA"-µ"{xA-lyA'-lyA"-1G(4)(a µ •t' d·e A," ·u x u y U.X u z)} 
x y z A1 ' 'r ' ' ' ' 1 ' 2. ' 3 ' 4 

r(A,)r(A,')r(A,") f'-1 µ'-1 µ"-ia(4)( '"l '"l' d " ) = -----·--~-~~x y z . A a,1\,,1\,·' ;e,µ ,'U1X,U2J,U3X,U4Z ' 
f (µ )r(µ')r(~t") I 

Re(A,) > 0, Re(A,') > O,Re(A,") > O; 

(4.11) D A-f'DA'-f1'nA"-f1"{xA-1yA'-1zA"-1G(4l(a 'L µ' •t" ·e e' ·u x u. y u. x u xz)} 
x y z , A2 'r ' 'r ' ' ' 1 ' 2 ' .\ ' 4 

r('A)r('A')r(A,") 
X f1-

1y.µ'-1
2 f1"-

1a(4l(a A, A,' A," ·e e' ·u.x u y u x u xz) = r(µ )r(µ')r(µ") A2 , , , , , , i , 2 , 3 , 4 , 

Re(A,) > 0, Re('A' ) > O,Re(!.." ) > O; 

(4.12) D A-f'DA'-µ'DA"-µ"{xA-lyA'-lzA"-ta(4l(a µ µ' d ·e A," ·u x u, Y u. x u xz)} 
x y z A2 ' ' ''' '1'2>,1>4 

f('A)r('A')f('A,") Xµ-lyµ'-lzfi"-la( 4)(a A, A,' d ·e µ" 'U X U y U3X U4XZ) 
= f(µ)r(µ')f(µ") . Az ' ' ' ' ' ' 1 ' 2 ' ' ' 

Re(!..) > 0, Re(!..') > O,Re(A,") > O; 

(4.13) D~-f'D;'-µ'D;"-µ" { XA-lyA'-lzA"--:lG~)(a, µ, µ1,µ11 ;e,e' ;U1X,U2J,U3X,U4yz)} 
' ' ' 

r('A)r(A,')r('A") · . · 
---,----· ..,.--,-xµ-lyµ'-lzµ"-1a(4l(a A, A,' A," ·e e' ·u ·.x u y u

3
x u

4
yz) 

= f(µ) f(µ')f (µ") As ' ' ' ' ' ' 1 ' 2 ' . ' ' 

Re(!..) > 0, Re(A,') > O,Re(!..") > O; 

(4.14) D A-µDA'-ft'DA"-µ"{xA-lyA'-lzA"-ta(4l(a µ µ' d ·e A,". u x u y u x u yz)} 
x y z A3 ' '·''' '1'2'3'4 

r(A,)f(A,')f('A") xµ-lyµ'-lzµ"-la( 4l(a A A,' d ·e µ" ·u x u y U3X U4.·yz)' 
= r(µ )r(µ')r(µ") As , , , ' , , i ' 2 ' ' ' 

Re(A,) > 0, Re(!..') > O,Re(A,") > O; 

(4.15) D A-µDA'-µ'DA"-f'"{xA-lyA'-lzA"--:1G(4)(a µ •t' µ" b ·e e' ·u x u y u z u )} 
x y z B1 ' , r ' ' 4, , ' 1 , 2 ' a ' 4 

r(A,)f('A')f(/1.") xµ-iyµ'-tzµ"-1'a(4l(a A, A,' 'A" b ·e e' ·u x u
2
y u

3
z u4), = r(µ)r(µ')r(µ") Bi , , , , 4, , , 1 , , , 

Re(A,) > 0, Re(A,') > O,Re(A,") > O; 

(4.16) D A-µDA'-µ'DA"-µ"{xA-lyA'-lzA"-la(4l(a b µ µ' µ'i ·e e' ·u u x u y u z)} 
x y z Bi ' 1' ' ' ' ' ' 1 > 2 ' 3 ' 4 

r(A,)f(A,')f(A,") xµ-lyµ'-lzµ"-ia( 4l(a b: A ').,: A," ·e e' ·u. u x Us·.y U4Z) = r(µ)r(µ')r(µ") Bi , 1, , , , , , 1, 2 , , , 
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. Re(A,) > 0, Re(A,') > O,Re(A,") > O; 

(4.17) DA--~l ~·-µ• .,.,.J._:._;J{ .. x .. ~~~y"-'~1z~;·~id/1f(.:.a, .. b ···µ. µ' b,. · e ~11 • u : u x u x u z)} 
x Uy uz ' 81 /1 I 41 ' ' /1 2 I 3 I 4 

_ f-1~]£-V<~~(A") x1i--lyµ'-llt"-1d 4)(a, b 
1
b 

1 
A, A';e, µ";u

1
, u

2
, u

3
x, u

4
yz\ 

- r(µ)f'(µ')r(µ") 81 1 2 ft 

Re('A) > 01 Re('A') > O,Re('A") > O; 

rJ-~tzj'-rt'rf"-it"{x"--1y"''-1l"-1d,4)(a, µ.µ' µ" b ·e e'·u x u y u z u x)} ( 4. 19) x y z 82 ' ' 4• ' ' 1 ' 2 ' 3 ' 4 

f(A)f(A')f(A11
) , .. 

_ . xµ-Jyµ-Jzµ-JG2 (a,"A,A' A11 b ·e e'·u x u y u zu x) - r(µ)r(µ')r(µ:") s2 , , 41 , I 1 , 2 , 1 4 I 

Re(A,) > 0, Re('A') > O,Re(A," ) > O; 

(4.20) ,-V,.--µ ,--A,'-1t' ,-V,."-~t"{ A-/ A.'-1 A."-],,../, 4)( I b L. • 'I II. )} 
ux uY uz x y z lT.8

2 
a,µµ 1 :J• v41 e,"' , u1x, u2y1 u3, u4xz 

r('A)r('A')r(A.") µ-/ µ'-' µ"-' Ul( , ,, ) 
= ( ) ( ) ( ) x y z GB, a,~t,b2 ,µ ,b4;e,A. ;u1x,u2'u3y,u4xz 

r µr µ'r µ" · ' 
Re('A) > 0, Re('A') > O,Re(A,") > O; 

(4.22) ,-V,.-µ ~·-µ' ~"-µ"{ A.-1 A.'-1 A."-1,,../,4)( b b'' , . 111, )} 
Ux Uy. Uz X y Z lT.8

2 
a,µ 2, 3, µ, e,"' , U1X, U2, U3, UiXYZ 

r(A.)r(A.')r(A.") µ-I µ'-] µ"-10(4)( 'I ')I '\II b . I. ) 

= () ( )( )x y z B a,"''"''"'' 4,e,e,u1y,u2x,u3z,u4x fµI'µ'I'µ" . 1 . 

Re('A) > 0, Re(A,') > O,Re(A,") > O; 
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(4.24) D1..-µn1..'-µ'n1.."-µ"{x1..-ty1..'- 1z1.."-1a(4l(a µ µ' b µ" ;e e' ·u ·y u x u u.xz)} 
x y z B3 ' ' > 3 > '· ' ' 1 ' 2 ' 3, 4 

' r(A)f(A')f(A") xµ-lyµ'-lzµ"-la{4)(a A J_' b J_" ·e e' ·u y U2X u.l U4XZ) 
= r(µ)r(µ')r(µ") Ba ' ' ' 3, , , , i , , . , , 

Re('A) > 0, Re(A,') > O,Re(A,") > O; 

(4.25) D1..-11n1..'-11'n1.."-11"{x1..-1y1..'-1z1.."-1a(4l(a µ µ' b. b · e J_" • u y u. x u. u xz)} 
x y z B3 ' ' > ,1 > 4 >. > > 1 > 2 1 ,3' 4 

r(A)f(j_')r(A,") µ-1 µ'-1 µ"-1a{4)( '\, b b. " ) 
- x y z B a,A,I\,' 3> 4;e,µ ;u1Y,U2X,U3,U4XZ 
- r(µ)r(µ')r(µ") a • ' 

Re(A,) > 0, I~e('A') > O,Re('A" ) > 'J; 

(4.26) D1..-µDl..'-µ'D1.."-µ"{x1..- 1y1..'-1z1.."-:1a(4l(µ µ' c µ" ·e e' ·u xy u. y u. x u zx)} 
x y z C1 ' ' ' ' ' ' 1 • ' :.i ' 3 ' 4 

f(j_)f (j_')f(j_") , " · · · 
-----xµ-lyµ-lzµ -1a(4l(A J_' c ')..," ·e e' ·u xy uy u x u4xz) 

= r(µ )r(µ')r(µ") c1 , , , " , , i , 2 , a , , 

Re('A) > 0, Re(A,' ) > O,Re(A," ) > O; 

(4.27) D1..-µn1..'-µ'D1.."-µ"{x1..- 1y1..'-1z1.."-1a(4l(µ µ' c d ·e J_" ·u xy u .Y u x u zx)} 
x y z C1 ' ' ' '· ' ' 1 ' 2 ' 3. ' 4 

r(j_)f(j_')f(j_") xµ-lyµ'-lzµ"-ia(4l(A b c j_' ·e µ" ·u x U2 U3X u4xyz) 
= r(µ )r(µ')r(µ") . . c1 , , , " , , i , , , , 

Re('A) > 0, Re('A') > O,Re('A" ) > O; 

(4.29) D1..-µn1..'-µ'n1.."-µ"{x1..- 1y1..'-1z1.."...:1G(4)(a µ c µ' ·e J_" ·u x u x u u yz)} 
x y z . . C1 ' ' ' ' ' ' 1 ' 2 ' 3' 4 

' I.' ,1 

' f(A,)f{A,')f(A,") ' ' " ' ' · . · xµ-lyµ-lzµ -1a(4l(a ').., c ')..,' ·e µ" ·u x u
2
x u

3 
u

4
·yz) = r(µ )r(µ')r(µ") . . c1 , , , , , , i_ , , , . 

Re(A.) > 0, Re(A.' ) > O,Re(A." ) > O; 

(4.30) D1..-µn1..'-µ'n1.."-µ"{x1..'-ly1..'- 1z1.."-1a(4l(µ µ' c µ" ·_e e' ·u xy. u x u y u xz)} 
x y z · C2 ' ' ' ' ' ' 1 '· 2 .' 3_ ' 4 

f(j_)f(j_')f(j_") xµ-1y_µ'-lzµ;'-ia(4l(A J_' c J_" ·e e' ·u xv u x u3·y U4xz) 
= r(µ)r(µ')r(µ") c2 , , , , , , i .., , 2 , . , , 

Re(A.) > 0, Re(A.' ) > O,Re('A" ) > O; 

(4.31) D1..-µn1..'-µ'Dl.."-µ"{x1..-iy1..'- 1z1.."...:1G(4l(µ µ' c d·e J_" ·u xy u x u y u xz)} 
x y z C2 ' ' ' ' ' ' 1 ' 2 ' 3 ' 4 

f(j_)f(A')f(A") x' µ-lyµ'-lzµ"-ia(4l(A J_' c d ·e 'µ" "U1X~' U2'X U3Y U4XZ), 
= r(µ )r(µ')r(µ") · c2 ' ' ' ' ' ' · .., ' · ' ' · 
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Re('A) > 0, Re(A,' ) > O,ReCA" ) > O; 

· .. ': ·. (4.32) D/,.-·µ D),.' ... f1'D),." .. ·f1"{x,._1y,.'-1z/,."-1o(4l(a µ'c •t' ·e /..." ·u x u u x u yz)} 
x y z C2 ' ' ' r ' ' ' 1 ' 2 ' 3 ' 4 

r(J...)r(J...')r(J...") µ-1 fl'-1 fl"-1G(4)( , ,, ) 
= ( ) ( ) ( ) x y z c a,J...,c,J... ;e,~t ;u1X,U2,U3X,U4YZ 
rµr~r~ 2 . . , 

Re(A,) > 0, Re(A,') > O,Re(A,") > O; 

(4 'l'l) n1.· 1'J),_._,,.D.,."- 11 "{x1.-1y1.'-Jz),."-lG(f)(µ b c µ' ·e ~ 11 ·u x u x u u yz)} 
· .<h'J x y z • C2 ' ' ' ' '/\, ' 1 ' 2 ' 3' 4. 

r(1v)r(1v')r(1v") •1-1 µ·-1 •1"-1 (4)( , II 

= l:;(;~)i:·(~;·)l::,(~0x' Y Z' G02 J...,b,c,J... ;e,µ ;u1x,u2x,u:1,u4 xyz) 

Re('A) > 0, Re(A,' ) > O,Re(A," ) > O; 
Applying the same techniques, we have also derived fractional derivatives 

involving hypergeometric functions of four variables introduced by Chandel, 
Agrawal and Kumar [10] but we have not recorded them due to lac of space. 
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ABSTRACT 
In the present paper, some comman fixed point theorems have been proved 

which generalize the results recently proved in [3], [7] and [10]. 
1. Introduction. After the works of Kh~ et. al [3], Pathak and Sharma 

[6], Sastri and Babu [8], Sastri et. al. [10] etc. have obtained several common fixed 
point theorems in metric space. Sastri et. al. [10] have shown that the inequality 
used in Khan et. al. [3] does not hqld for x=y because a(O) is not defined there in 
while the unicity condition fails in Pathak and Sharma [6]. In their support they 
have provided examples [10]. 

Let R + denote the set of all non negative reals, N the set of all natural 
numbers and <jl, the set continuous of \j/ such that \If is monotonically increasing 
ant \j/(t)=O if and only if t=O. 

Using this function \j/ and altering the distance between points, Khan et. 
al. [3], Park [4,5], Pathak and Sharma [6], Sastri.and Babu [8] Sastri et. al [10], etc. 
have obtained fixed point for one mapping and common fixed point for two mappings. 
Sastri et. al. [8] have proved the following 
Theorem A. Let (X,d) be a bounced metric space and T:X-7X such that 

\jl(d(Tx, Ty)) ::;; k max { \jl(d(x,y)),\jl(d(x, Tx)),\jl(d(y,Ty))} 

and O:s;k:s;l for all x, y in X. Then T has a unique fixed point in X. 
They have also proved the following 
Theorem B. Let (X,d) be a bounded complete metric space and S and T be self 
maps of X such that ST=TS. Further, assume that Sand T satisfy the following 
inequality 

there exists kE (0,1) and \lf E <I> such that . 

\jf(d(Sx,Ty))::;; k max {\jl(d(x,y)),\jf(d(x,Sx)),\jl(d(y,Ty))} 
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f9r al.1 x, y in X. Th.ell. ~me. of S anq T (and hence both) have a unique common fixed 
point in X. ' 

Sessa [11] introduced the notion of weakly commutativity which is weaker 
than commutativity. Every commutative pair is weakly commutative but the 
converse is not always true [10]. 

Definition 1. Two mappings f,g: x~x, where Xis a metric space are said to be 
weakly commutative if and only if d(fgx,gfx)::; d(fx,gx) for all xEX. 

Later on Jungck [1] extended the notion of weakly commutative to 
compatibility and showed that every weakly commutative maps are compatible 
but the converse is not always ture. 
Definition 2. Two mappings f,g:X~X, where Xis a complete metric space, are 

said to be compatible if and only if whenever {xn} is a sequence in X such that 
fxn,gxn~t then d(gfxn,fgxri)~O. 

Jungck and Rhoades [2] established the following 
Proposition A. Let f,g be compatible self maps of a metric space (X,d) 

Then 

1. If f(t)=g(t) thenfg(t)=gf(t), 

2. Suppose that lim fxn=lim gxn=t for some tEX and xnEX, 

(a) If f is a continuous at t, lim gfxn=f(t) 

(b) If f and g are continuous at t then 
f(t)=g(t) andfg(t)=gf(t). 

In this paper, we obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for a common 
fixed point of these compatible mappings which extend the results proved in [3],[7] 
and [10]. 

We now first prove the following 
Theorem 1. Let (X,d) be a complete metric space and let f, g be continuous 
mappings of X into itself then a mapping h:X->f(X)r-w(X) has a fixed point in X if 
and only if 
<j>(d(hx,hy)) ::;kmax {~(d(hx,fx)),<j>(d(hy,gy)),<j>(d(fx,gy)),<j>((d(hx,gy)/2+d(hy,fx))} ... (A) 

for aJJx;yEX, 0 ::;'k' ::;·t·andt·q>'e.<l>' 'and'f, g are compatible with h. Further f,g,h have 

a unique common fixed point in X. 
Proof. We shall first show that the· condition is sufficient. Let x0EX such that 
hx0=fx. Since x1EX and h(X)c g(X), there exists a point x2EX such that hx1 =gx2. 

In this way a sequence {xn} is constructed. So that hx 2n =fx 2n+ 1 and 
hx2n+l=gx2n+2, n=0,1,2 .... 
Define dn=d(hxwhxn+l). From (a) 

· · · · <j>(d2~) =<j>(d(nx·2;;,hx2~·+ {)) "=<j>(d(hx2n+ 1,hx2n)) 

::; k max { <!>(d(hx2n+ 1,fx2n+ 1)),<j>(d(hx2n,gx2n)),<j>(d(hx2n+ 1,gx2n)), 



· <!>{d(hx2n-l·l'gx2n)+d(h~2n,fx2n+1)}/2} 
=k max {<l>(d(hx2n+l•hx2n)),<)>(d(hx7 n,hx2n-l)),O, 

<!>{(d(hx2n+l,hx2n_1)/2}} 

s k max {<)>(d2n),<l>(d2n-z),O, <!>{d(hx2n_1,hx2n),(hx2n,hx2n+l)}/2} 

=k max {<l>(d2n),<!>(d2n_z),O, <!>{(d2n_1+d2n)/2} 

If d 211 >d211 1, for any n. Then 
<l>(d2) s k<!>(d2n) <<!>(d2n) a contradiction. 

Therefore 
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q>(d2n) S h<l>(d2n--1) «p(d2n-1) ... (1) 

and because <I> is non decreasing, d2n <d2n-J· 

Similarly we can show that d 2n+ 1<d2n, so that for each n, d
11

+1<dn and {d11 } 

strictly decreasing sequence of reals. Further as 
<p(dn) :::; k<l>(dn-1):::; h2<!>(dn-2):::; ... :::; kn-1<1>(d1)~0 as n-->oo. 

Since {dn} is a decreasing sequence of reals, it converges. Call the limit p. 

Suppose p>O, then since <I> :is continuousJimiej>(dn,)=<!>(p)=O therefore p=O. We now 
wish to show that {hxn} is a Cauchy sequence. Assume that it is not Cauchy. 

Then for every positive number £ and for every poritive integer k there exit 
two positive integers 2m(k) and 2n(k) such th.at 2m(k) > 2n(k) >k and 

d(hx2m(k)>hx2n(h))>£. Further let 2m(k) denote the smallest even integer for which 
2m(k)>2n (k)>k, d(hx2m(k)>hx2n(k»>£ and d(hx2m(k)-2,hx2n(k»s £. 

Then <J>(c) <<J>(d(hx2n(h)>hx2mul») 

S<J>(d(hx2n(k)'hx2m(h)-2) +d2m(h)-2 +d2m(k)-l)) · 
Taking limit as n-'>= we have 

<!>(£) = lim <J>(d(hx2n(h),hx2m(k») . . .. (2) 

Using triangle inequality 

I d(hxzm(k),hxzn(h)+ 1)-d(hx2m(h)>hx2n(k» Is dzn(h); 

ld(hx2m(k)+l,hx2n(le)+l)-d(hx2m(h)'h.i2n(k)+l) Is dzm(h) and 
I d(hx2m(h)+ 1Jixzn(k)+2)-d(hx2m(h)+l,hx2n(h)+ 1) Is d2n(h)+ J · 

These imply lim d(hx2m(h),hx2n(h)+ 1) , 

= lim d(hxzm(k)>hx2n(k» = lim d(hx2rri(k)'hx2n(k)) = lim d(hx2m(k)+ 1,hx2n(h)+l) 

= lim d(hxzm(k)+1,hX2n(k)+2). 

Since <I> is continuous, lim <I> (d(hxzm(k),hx2n(k)+l)) = lim d(hxzm(k)+ 1,hx2n(k)+z) 

= lim d(hx2m(k)+1,hx2n(k)+2) = <!>(£) • 
From (A), 

<i>(d(hxzm(k)+l>hx2n(k)+2)) :::; k max {<J>(d(hx2m(k)+1lx2m(k)+l), 

(p(dlfxzm(k)+ 1,gx2n(k)+2)),. <i>(d(hx2m(k)+2,gx2n(k)+2)), 

<!>{ (d(hx2m(k)+ 1,gx2n(k)+2) +d(hx2n(k)+2lx2m(k)+ 1) )/2} 

= k max {<J>(dzm(k)> <J>.(d(hx2m(k),hx2n(k)+1)), <i>(d2n(k)+1), 

<!>{ (d(hx2m(k)+l,hx2n(k)+l))/2}. 
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Taking limit ask-too, we get 
<)>(e) $ k<)>(E) «p(e), a contradiction. 

So {hxn} is a Cauchy sequence and because.Xis complete, it is convergent. Call 
the limit u. then 

lim hx2n+l =lim fx2n+ 1=u. Since f and hare compatible, 

lim difhx2n+1,hfx2n+l) =0 ... (8) 

Also lim hx2n+ 2=lim gx2n+ 2=u. Since g and h are compatible, 
lim d(hgx2n+2,ghx2n+2) =O. 

We now show that the continuity off will imply 
fu=gu=hu. 

From the triangle inequality 

d(fhx2n+1,ghx2n+2) $ d(fhx2n+i,hfx2n+1)+d(hfx2n+l•hgx2n+2) 
+d(hgx2n+2'ghx2n+2). 

Taking limit. as n-too using (3) and ( 4) and the continuity off and g we have 
d(fu,gu) $ lim (hfx2n+l,hgx2n+2). 

From (1) 

...(4) 

<J>(d(hfx2n+l,hgx2n+2) $ k max {<)>(d(hfx2n+2lfx2n+l)), <J>(d(hgx2n+2,ggx2n+2), 

<J>(d(ffx2n+l,ggx2n+2)), <J>(d(hgx2n+1lfx2n+2))/2} ... (5) 

From (3) and continuity off, 

lim d(hfx2n+1lfx2n+1) $ lim d(hfx2n+vfhx2n+1)+lim difhx2n+1lfx2n+1)=0. 
From (4) and continuity of g, 

lim d(hgx2n+2,ggx2n+2) $ lim d(hgx2n+2,ghx2n+2)+lim d(ghx2n+2,ggx2n+ 2)=0. 
From the continuity off and g, 

lim (d(ffx2n+l,ggx2n+2)= d(fu,gu). 
From (3) and (4) and continuity off and g, 

lim {d(hfx2n+ 1,ggx2n+2)} +d(hgx2n+2,ffx2n+ 1) }/2 
$ lim {d(hfx2n+l,fhx2n+1)+difhx2n+l,ggx2n+2)} +d(hgx2n+2,ghx2n+2) 

+ d(hgx2n+2,ghx2n+2)+d(gh'12n+2lfx2n+1)/2 
= d(fu,gu). 

Taking limit in (5) as n-too and using the continuity of<)>, 
<)>(d(fu,gu )s; k<)>(d(fu,gu)) 

which implies that 
fu=gu. 

In the similar way it can be shown that fu=hu. 

So fu=hu=gu. -' 
Now 

<)>(d(hfx2n+l,hx2n+2)) s; k max {<)>(d(hfx2n+1lfx2n+l)), <)>(d(hx2n+2,gx2n+2)), 

<J>{d(hfx2n+ i,gx2n+2)+d(hx2n+2ifx2n+ 1) )/2} · 
Taking limit as n-too, 
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lim <j>{d(h/x2n+l•hx2n+2)J ~ k <j>(d(fu,u)) 
i.e <j>(d(hu,u))::;; k <j>(d(fu,u)) = h <j>(d(hu,u))~ 
which implies u=hu=fu=gu. Let v be the another common fixed point off; g,h. 
Then from (A) 

<l>(d(u,v))=<j>(d(hu,hu))::;; k max {<j>(d(hu,fu));<j>(d(hu,gv)), <j>(d(f'u,gu)), 

<j>{d(hu,gv)+d(hv,fu)/2} 

= k max {<j>(d(u,v)), <j>(d(u,v)), <j>(d.(u,v)),<j>(d(u,u))} 

rrherofore, <j>(d(u,v))::;; k max <j>(d(u,v)) 

which implies u=u. This completes the necessary part of the proof. 
The condition is sufficient. Let fz=gz=z for some zEX and define h by 

hx=zVxEX. Then his continuous from X to g(X) n ftX). Moreover for xEX, hfx=z, 

fhx=fz=z and hgx=z, ghx=gz=z. So h commutes with land g hence the 
mapping h and land h and g are compatible. 
further 

<j>(d(hx,hy))=<j>(d(z,z))=<j>(O)=O. 

Therefore 
q>(d(hx,hy))::;; k max {<j>(d(hx,fx)), <j>(d(hy,gy)), <j>(d(fx,gy)), 

<j>(d(hx,gy)+d(hy,fx))/2} v x,yEX. 

So, h satisfies the condition (A). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 2. Let (X,d) be complete metric space and let f,g and h be self maps on X 

such that for some positive integers m,n,p, 
<j>(d(hPx,h!'y))::;; k max {<j>(d(h/'x,f'1'x)), <j>(d(h!'y,gny)), <j>(d(Fx,gny)/2), 

<j>{d(h/'x,gti_y)+d(h/'y,f'1'y))} 

for all x,yEX, 0::;; k<l and ~ E CD. 

Let fh=hf, gh.;,.hg and f, g be continuous. Then f; g, h have a unique common fixed 
point in X. 
Proof. Let H=hl', F=F and G=gm. Since fh=hf, gh=hg it follows that FH=HF; 

GH=HG and so Ji; Hand G, Hare compatible. Also F, G, H satisfy the inequality of 
Theorem 3, hence it follows that F,G and H have a unique common fixed point z, 
say in X. 

It now remains to show that z is also unique common fixed point of f,g and h. 

Now 
<j>(d(z,hz))=<!>(d(Hz,H(hz))) 

· ::;; k max {cp(d(Hz,Fz)), cp(d(H(hz),G(hz)),cp(d(Fz,G(hz)), 

cp{d(Hz,G(hz)/2)+d(Hhz,Fz))} 

= k max {cp(d(z,z)), cp(d(hz,hz)),<j>(d(z,hz), cp((z,hz)+d(hz,z))/2}, 

i.e. cp(d(z,hz))=kcp(d(z,hz)) 

implies cp(d(z,hz))=O implies hz=z. 
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Next we show that hz::::::fz=gz. Now, 
<\l(d(hz,fz))=<\l(d(Hhz,Hfz)) 

s k max {<p(d(Fhz,Hhz)), <\l(d(Gfz,Hfz))<\l(d(Fhz,Gfz)), 

<\>{ d(Hz,G(hz)+d(Hhz,Fz))/2} 

=k max {<\l(d(z,z)), $(d(hz,hz))$(d(z,hz)), ${(d(z,hz))/2+d(hz,z))} 

i.e. <\l(d(z,hz))$<\l(d(z,hz)) implies <\l(d(z,hz))=O implies hz=z. 

Next we show that hz=fz=gz. Now, 
$(d(hz,f'z)) =$(d(Hhz,Hfz)) 

:::; k max {$(d(Fhz,Hhz)), $(d(Gf'z,Hfz))<\l(d(Gfz,hfz)), 

${(d(Fhz,Hfz)+d(Gfz,Hhz))/2} 

=k max {$(d(FZ,HZ)), $(d(fz,fz))$(d(hz,fz)), ${ (d(hz,fz)/2+d(fz,hz))} 

=k <P (d(fz,hz)) 

which implies 
$(d(gz,hz))=0 implies d(fz, hz)=O 

implies 
fz=hz. 

Similarly we can show that gz=hz and gz=hz=fz=z. 

The unicity part of the theorem follows easily. 
Fixed point for a sequence. of mappings~ 

µ ' 

Theorem 3. Let (X,d) be a complete metric space and let {Ti} be a sequence of 
continuous mappings on X into itself. Then a mapping h:X-7X has a unique fixed 
point in X if and only if 

<p(d(hx,hy)) s k max {$(d(hx,Tix)),$(d(hy,T;)1)),$(d(Tix,T;)1)), 

$(d(hx, T ;)')/2+d(hy, Tix))} 

for all x,yEX, 0 s k<l; i,jeN and his compatible with each Tie {Ti} and h have a 
unique common fixed point in X. 
Proof. Result follows from the Theorem 1. 
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